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ANNOTATION 

Keywords: UV‐light curing resins, 3D printing, acrylated epoxidized soybean oil, 
nanocrystalline cellulose, nanofibrillated cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, bio-based polymer, 
nanoparticle reinforcement, hydrogen bonding, aging. 

 
Acrylated epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) is a chemical compound resulting from the 

acrylation of epoxidized soybean oil, a vegetable oil-based acrylate. The acrylation process 
involves the incorporation of acrylic or acrylate functional groups into the structure of 
epoxidized soybean oil. This modification enhances its reactivity and compatibility with other 
polymers and materials. AESO exhibits notable characteristics, such as improved adhesion, 
flexibility, and durability, making it a valuable constituent in various applications, including 
the formulation of bio-based coatings, adhesives, and composite materials. In particular, AESO 
composites incorporating lignocellulose components have gained significant attention within 
the scientific community. These composites leverage the inherent properties of AESO and 
combine them with the abundance and renewability of lignocellulose components, resulting in 
promising bio-based solutions for a wide range of applications in polymer chemistry and 
materials science. 

The majority of commercially available acrylate resins employed in 3D printing are derived 
from petroleum-based acrylates, with those marketed as bio-based typically containing less than 
50 wt% of bio-derived content. Despite nanocellulose's established efficacy as a robust 
reinforcing agent in diverse polymer composites encompassing both thermoset (photocured 
acrylates) and thermoplastic polymers, challenges persist. Notably pertaining to the 
agglomeration of nanocellulose, particularly in the case of nanofibrillated cellulose, and issues 
of compatibility at the interface between cellulose-polymer matrix. Moreover, not all 
constituents of lignocellulose, encompassing cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, have been 
systematically investigated in the context of acrylic photocurable resins. Consequently, this 
study employs AESO-based resin and investigates various resin formulations encompassing all 
lignocellulose components and incorporates surface functionalization of nanocellulose to 
address interface compatibility concerns. Bio-based acrylate resins, whether utilized in 
coatings, films, or 3D printing applications, necessitate customizable attributes, including 
mechanical and thermal robustness, as well as resilience to weathering for outdoor applications. 
This objective is attained through the utilization of lignocellulose components as singular and 
hybrid fillers in diverse combinations, in conjunction with nanocellulose surface 
functionalization. 

The PhD thesis is a set of combined original articles. The results of the current work are 
presented into five parts which corresponds to 8 original publications: 

Part 1 describes development of neat resin composition and its validation for films and 3D 
printing applications. The use of reactive diluents was explored to improve the 
thermomechanical performance as well as thermal stability. Further the photoinitiator 
concentrations were controlled in order to achieve highest double bond conversion rates. All 
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prepared resin formulations were tested for their double bond conversion rates achieved, 
thermomechanical performance and thermal stability. 

Part 2 describes the development of AESO-based resin filled with lignocellulose components 
in multiple ratios up to 30 wt% and in hybrid compositions for film applications. Controlling 
the filler concentration and hybrid composition of the fillers allowed to control the cured films 
performance properties. Adjustable thermomechanical performance as well as controllable 
surface morphology was achieved without losing the thermal stability. This section 
demonstrates the great potential of using also hemicellulose and lignin in photocurable acrylate 
resins.  

Part 3 describes the use of neat nanofibrillated cellulose reinforcement in AESO-based 
photocurable resin for 3D printing. Reducing the nanofibrillated cellulose concentration down 
to percolation threshold allowed to mitigate the extreme fiber tendency to agglomerate. 
Nanofibrillated cellulose effect on resins viscosity, printing accuracy, materials mechanical, 
thermomechanical and thermal properties was analysed in-depth. Ultra-low concentration of 
the nanofibrillated cellulose had no effect on thermal stability nor the printing accuracy. It was 
discovered that keeping the concentration of the nanofibrillated cellulose around the percolation 
threshold gives the best mechanical performance since particle agglomeration is reduced.  

Part 4 describes the surface functionalization effect on improving the compatibility between 
the nanocellulose and AESO-based resin. Nanocellulose underwent two different surface 
functionalization’s to reduce its hydrophilic nature. In-depth analysis of reinforcement 
efficiency and adhesion between the particles and the matrix was performed. Exceptional 
mechanical performance of newly developed composite resins was achieved.  

Part 5 describes the weathering investigations of neat nanofibrillated cellulose AESO-based 
composite resins. This section closed the gap of bulk properties changes during accelerated 
weathering in photocured materials. It was discovered that nanofibrillated cellulose 
introduction prevents the surface cracking and delays the yellowing of the samples. Surprising 
results showed that nanofibrillated cellulose even ensures some mechanical performance 
improvements during the weathering.  

The Doctoral Theses has been written in English; it consists of 50 figures; 12 tables, 5 
schematics, and the total number of pages is 174. The Bibliography contains 340 titles. 
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ANOTĀCIJA 

Fotocietējoši augu eļļā bāzēti akrilātu sveķi ar lignocelulozes 
komponentiem 

Atslēgas vārdi: UV gaismā polimerizējami sveķi, 3D druka, akrilēta epoksidēta sojas 
pupiņu eļļa, nanokristāliskā celuloze, nanofibrilēta celuloze, hemiceluloze, lignīns, biobāzēts 
polimērs, nanodaļiņu stiegrojums, ūdeņraža saišu mijiedarbība, novecošana. 

 
Akrilētā epoksidētā sojas pupiņu eļļa (AESO) ir no augu eļļas bāzes izgatavots akrilāts, ko 

iegūst, akrilējot epoksidētu sojas pupiņu eļļu. Akrilēšanas process ietver akrila vai akrilāta 
funkcionālo grupu iekļaušanu epoksidētas sojas pupiņu eļļas struktūrā. Šī modifikācija uzlabo 
tās reaģētspēju un savietojamību ar citiem polimēriem un materiāliem. AESO piemīt izceļamas 
labas īpašības, piemēram, uzlabota adhēzija, elastība un izturība, padarot to par vērtīgu 
sastāvdaļu dažādos pielietojumos, tostarp biobāzētu pārklājumu, līmju un kompozītmateriālu 
veidošanā. Jo īpaši AESO kompozītmateriālos, kuros ir lignocelulozes komponentes, tie ir 
ieguvuši ievērojamu uzmanību zinātnieku aprindās. Šie kompozītmateriāli izmanto AESO 
raksturīgās īpašības un apvieno tās ar lignocelulozes komponenšu pārpilnību un atjaunojamību, 
kā rezultātā tiek iegūti daudzsološi biobāzēti risinājumi plašam pielietojumu klāstam polimēru 
ķīmijā un materiālu zinātnē. 

Lielākā daļa komerciāli pieejamo akrilāta sveķu, ko izmanto 3D drukāšanā, ir iegūti no 
naftas bāzes akrilātiem, un tie, kas tiek tirgoti kā biobāzēti, parasti satur mazāk nekā 50 masas 
% biobāzētu sveķu. Neskatoties uz to, ka nanoceluloze ir iedarbīga kā spēcīgs stiegrojums 
dažādos polimēru kompozītmateriālos, kas ietver gan termoreaktīvos (fotopolimerizētus 
akrilātus), gan termoplastiskos polimērus, problēmas joprojām pastāv. Jo īpaši saistībā ar 
nanocelulozes aglomerāciju, sevišķi nanofibrilētas celulozes gadījumā, un saderības 
jautājumiem celulozes-polimēra matricas robežvirsmā. Turklāt ne visas lignocelulozes 
sastāvdaļas, tostarp celuloze, hemiceluloze un lignīns, ir sistemātiski pētītas akrilāta 
fotopolimerizējamu sveķu kontekstā. Līdz ar to šajā pētījumā tiek izmantoti AESO bāzes sveķi 
un tiek pētīti dažādi sveķu sastāvi, kas ietver visas lignocelulozes komponentes kā arī 
nanocelulozes virsmas funkcionalizāciju, lai risinātu robežvirsmas saderības problēmas. 
Biobāzēta akrilāta sveķiem neatkarīgi no tā, vai tos izmanto pārklājumos, plēvēs vai 3D 
drukāšanā, ir nepieciešamas pielāgojamas lietošanas īpašības, tostarp mehāniskā un termiskā 
noturība, kā arī noturība pret novecināšanu izmantošanai ārpus telpām. Šis mērķis tiek 
sasniegts, izmantojot lignocelulozes komponentes kā atsevišķas un hibrīdas pildvielas dažādās 
kombinācijās, kā arī ar nanocelulozes virsmas funkcionalizāciju. 

Promocijas darbs ir apvienotu oriģinālu rakstu kopums. Pašreizējā darba rezultāti ir apkopoti 
piecās daļās, kas atbilst 8 oriģinālajām publikācijām: 

1. daļā ir aprakstīta sveķu sastāva izstrāde un tā validācija plēvju un 3D drukāšanas 
pielietojumiem. Tika pētīta reaktīvo atšķaidītāju izmantošana, lai uzlabotu termomehānisko 
veiktspēju, kā arī termisko stabilitāti. Turklāt fotoiniciatora koncentrācijas tika kontrolētas, lai 
sasniegtu augstākos dubultās saites konversijas pakāpi. Visas sagatavotās sveķu formulācijas 
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tika pārbaudītas attiecībā uz sasniegto dubultsaišu konversijas pakāpi, termomehānisko 
veiktspēju un termisko stabilitāti. 

2. daļā ir aprakstīta AESO bāzes sveķu izstrāde, kas pildīta ar lignocelulozes komponentēm 
vairākās koncentrācijās līdz 30 masas %, un hibrīdkompozīcijās plēvēm. Pildvielu 
koncentrācijas un pildvielu hibrīdā sastāva kontrole ļāva kontrolēt sacietējušo plēvju 
veiktspējas īpašības. Regulējama termomehāniskā veiktspēja, kā arī kontrolējama virsmas 
morfoloģija tika panākta, nezaudējot termisko stabilitāti. Šī sadaļa parāda lielas iespējas 
izmantot arī hemicelulozi un lignīnu fotopolimerizējamos akrilāta sveķos. 

3. daļā ir aprakstīta nanofibrilētas celulozes stiegrojuma izmantošana AESO bāzes 
fotopolimerizējamos sveķos 3D drukāšanai. Nanofibrilētās celulozes koncentrācijas 
samazināšana līdz perkolācijas slieksnim ļāva mazināt šķiedru ārkārtējo tendenci aglomerēties. 
Tika padziļināti analizēta nanofibrilētās celulozes ietekme uz sveķu viskozitāti, drukas 
precizitāti, materiālu mehāniskajām, termomehāniskajām un termiskajām īpašībām. Īpaši zemā 
nanofibrilētās celulozes koncentrācija neietekmēja ne termisko stabilitāti, ne drukāšanas 
precizitāti. Tika atklāts, ka nanofibrilētās celulozes koncentrācijas saglabāšana ap perkolācijas 
slieksni nodrošina vislabāko mehānisko veiktspēju, jo tiek samazināta daļiņu aglomerācija. 

4. daļā aprakstīta nanocelulozes virsmas funkcionalizācijas ietekme uz nanocellulozes-
AESO bāzes sveķu savietojamības uzlabošanu. Nanoceluloze tika pakļauta divām dažādām 
virsmas funkcionalizācijām, lai samazinātu tās hidrofīlo raksturu. Tika veikta padziļināta 
stiegrojuma efektivitātes un daļiņu-matricas adhēzijas analīze. Jaunizstrādāto 
kompozītmateriālu sveķos tika sasniegta izcila mehāniskā veiktspēja. 

5. daļā ir aprakstīti nanofibrilētas celulozes AESO bāzes kompozītmateriālu sveķu 
novecināšanas iedarbības pētījumi. Šī sadaļa aizpildīja pētījumu plaisu attiecībā uz tilpuma 
īpašību izmaiņām paātrinātas laikapstākļu novecināšanas ietekmē fotopolimerizējamos 
materiālos. Tika atklāts, ka nanofibrilētas celulozes ievadīšana novērš virsmas plaisāšanu un 
aizkavē paraugu dzeltēšanu. Pārsteidzoši rezultāti parādīja, ka nanofibrilētā celuloze pat 
nodrošina dažus mehāniskās veiktspējas uzlabojumus novecināšanas laikā. 

Promocijas darbi ir uzrakstīti angļu valodā; tas sastāv no 174 lappusēm, 50 attēliem, 12 
tabulām, 5 shēmām un 340 uzziņu avotiem. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, bio-based acrylates, especially those derived from vegetable oils, have 
gained prominence within polymer chemistry due to their renewability. These materials are 
increasingly recognized for their potential to reduce reliance on petroleum resources. However, 
there are still some performance properties challenges, such as mechanical and thermal 
durability, weathering resistance, and interface compatibility. These issues can be effectively 
addressed by incorporating lignocellulose components, such as nanocellulose, hemicellulose, 
and lignin. Surface functionalization of nanocellulose with hydrophilic groups is crucial for 
improving the compatibility with the hydrophobic acrylate matrix. This work highlights the 
significance of bio-based acrylates, emphasizing their role in modern markets and their ability 
to enhance performance characteristics through the strategic use of lignocellulose constituents 
and nanocellulose surface functionalization. Moreover, these bio-based acrylate lignocellulose 
composites hold promise in various applications, including film production, coatings, and UV-
assisted 3D printing, aligning with the growing demand for bio-based materials across industrial 
sectors. 

The doctoral thesis focuses on the development of lignocellulose composites using vegetable 
oil-based acrylate resins. As a reinforcing filler, it assesses various lignocellulose components, 
including nanocellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and recycled cellulose. The thesis also explores 
the chemical surface functionalization of cellulose to address hydrophobicity issues. Notably, 
the transformation of cellulose into nanoscale particles demonstrates exceptional properties 
with promising applications, while maintaining precision in 3D printing. Mechanical testing 
reveals substantial improvements in performance due to nanocellulose reinforcement. 
Hemicellulose's potential as a nonreactive diluent is also highlighted. The extensive range of 
composite resin formulations developed in this study offers a versatile platform for systematic 
selection and optimization of performance properties. 

Within the doctoral thesis, two distinct strategies are employed for preparing vegetable oil-
based acrylate / lignocellulose composites: film curing for highly loaded compositions (up to 
30 wt%) and UV-assisted 3D printing for lower loading (down to 0.1 wt%) compositions. The 
overall schematic of the presented Doctoral Thesis is depicted in Scheme 1. Both methods 
utilize UV-light curing, reducing the energy requirements for sample preparation. The thesis 
extensively examines the impact of lignocellulose fillers on mechanical and thermomechanical 
properties, thermal stability, and accelerated weathering endurance. Changes in double bond 
conversion rate and crosslinking degree are meticulously analyzed. The effectiveness of 
chemical surface functionalization of nanocellulose in enhancing the interface is investigated 
through mechanical performance and reinforcing efficiency analysis. Sample morphology and 
printing accuracy are evaluated using scanning electron microscopy and optical microscopy. 
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Scheme 1. The overall schematic of presented the Doctoral Thesis, (in brackets journals 

where papers are published). 
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Aim of the doctoral thesis 

To utilize bio-based resources and UV-light assisted sustainable technologies to develop 
acrylated epoxidized soybean oil / lignocellulose nanocomposite resin materials with enhanced 
performance in comparison to other bio-based acrylate resin materials. 

Tasks of the doctoral thesis 

1. To formulate bio-based liquid resin from lignocellulose nanoparticles and bio-based 
acrylated epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) and reactive diluents, which are suitable for 
UV-light assisted curing of film / coating and 3D printing applications. 

2. To assess AESO nanocomposite materials containing different contents of single and 
hybrid combinations of nanocrystalline cellulose, nanofibrillated cellulose, 
hemicellulose, and lignin. 

3. To test resins’ processing properties like 3D printing accuracy and resolution, UV-light 
curing efficiency, and also cured materials performance properties like crosslinking 
degree, thermal, thermomechanical, and mechanical properties of the obtained resin 
materials for film and 3D printing processing. 

4. To develop different nanocellulose surface functionalization methods to enhance the 
compatibility and interaction with the polymer matrix. 

5. To evaluate the durability and accelerated weathering of obtained nanocellulose-
polymer composites. 

Thesis statements to be defended 

1. The addition of reactive diluents (1,6-hexanediol diacrylate (HDDA) and 
trimethylolpropane triacrylate TMPTA) to acrylated epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) 
result in increased performance and UV-curable formulations have potential for coating 
/ films and 3D printing applications. 

2. The good processing and outstanding performance properties of AESO / lignocellulose 
resin materials are tuned up by using lignocellulose fillers to outperform other bio-based 
acrylate resins and hybrid combinations present significant advantages by reducing the 
total filler loading and benefitting the mechanical, thermal, wetting and durability 
performance characteristics. 

3. Ultra-low loads of nanocellulose in AESO resin for 3D printing applications ensure their 
outstanding mechanical performance and long-term durability. 

4. Surface functionalization of nanocellulose significantly enhances compatibility with the 
resin and improves composite materials' exploitation properties. 

5. Introduction of nanofibrillated cellulose increased the durability and resistance to 
accelerated weathering of obtained nanocellulose-polymer composites. 
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Scientific novelty 

1. Demonstration of novel bio-based composites as an alternative to fossil-based plastics 
for high-performance applications. 

2. Demonstration of lignocellulose filler benefit for AESO resins UV-light processing and 
performance. 

3. Development of a UV-light-assisted stereolithography 3D printing process for vegetable 
oil-based / nanocellulose composites. 

4. Developments of different functionalization routes for nanocellulose crystals and fibrils 
to regulate the mechanical performance properties of the 3D printed composite 
materials. 

5. In-depth analysis of accelerated weathering effect on UV-light cured AESO / 
nanocellulose composite materials. 

Practical significance 

1. Development of bio-based AESO resin with enhanced processing and performance 
properties for replacing petroleum-based acrylates used in photocuring applications. 

2. Increase of mechanical performance with the introduction of lignocellulose components 
into the resin formulation. 

3. Validation of the developed resin for 3D printing and film / coating production  
4. Shown nanocellulose surface functionalization methods improve the nanocellulose 

reinforcement efficiency for bio-based acrylate resin. 
5. Determinate the 3D printed materials' mechanical performance after weathering of the 

composite material. 

Approbation of PhD thesis in Scopus and Web of Science indexed articles 

Literature review 
1. S. Briede, A. Barkane, M. Jurinovs, V. K. Thakur, S. Gaidukovs, Acrylation of 

biomass: A review of synthesis process: Know-how and future application directions. 
Current Opinion in Green and Sustainable Chemistry 35 (2022) 100626. 
Section 3.1.1. 

2. A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, M. Jurinovs, S. Kasetaite, J. Ostrauskaite, S. Gaidukovs, Y. 
Habibi, UV-light curing of 3D printing inks from vegetable oils for stereolithography. 
Polymers 13 (2021) 1195, doi:10.3390/polym13081195 
Section 3.2.1. 

3. A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, L. Grase, S. Gaidukovs, Simultaneous wettability and 
stiffness control of UV-curing vegetable oil resin composites by lignocellulosic 
components. Polymer 255 (2022) 125154, doi:10.1016/j.polymer.2022.125154 

4. A. Barkane, E. Kampe, O. Platnieks, S. Gaidukovs, Cellulose Nanocrystals vs. 
cellulose nanofibers: A comparative study of reinforcing effect in UV-cured vegetable 
oil nanocomposites. Nanomaterials, 11 (2021) 1791, doi:10.3390/nano11071791 
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Section 3.2.2. 
5. A. Barkane, E. Kampe, S. Gaidukovs, New reinforcing approach for biobased UV-

curing resins: hybrid lignocellulose fillers with improved synergy and wood structure 
mimics. ACS Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering, 11 (17) (2023), 6578, 
doi:10.1021/acssuschemeng.2c07288 
Section 3.3.1. 

6. A. Barkane, M. Jurinovs, O. Starkova, L. Grase, D. F. Schmidt, S. Gaidukovs, 
Enhancing stiffness, toughness and creep in a 3D printed bio-based photopolymer using 
ultra-low contents of nanofibrillated cellulose. Journal of Composites Science, 7 (10) 
(2023) 435, doi:10.3390/jcs7100435 

7. A. Barkane, M. Jurinovs, S. Briede, O, Platnieks, P. Onufrijevs, Z. Zelca, S. Gaidukovs, 
Biobased resin for sustainable stereolithography: 3D printed vegetable oil acrylate 
reinforced with ultra-low content of nanocellulose for fossil resin substitution. 3D 
Printing and Additive Manufacturing, (2022) 1-16, doi:10.1089/3dp.2021.0294 
Section 3.4.1. 

8. M. Jurinovs, A. Barkane, O, Platnieks, S. Beluns, L. Grase, R. Dieden, M. Strapolim 
D. F. Schmidt, S. Gaidukovs, Vat photopolymerization of nanocellulose-reinforced 
vegetable oil-based resins: synergy in morphology and functionalization. ACS Applied 
Polymer Materials, 5 (4) (2023), 3104, doi:10.1021/acssapm.3c00245 
Section 3.5.1. 

9. A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, J. Vecstaudza, S. Gaidukovs, Analysis of bio-based acrylate 
accelerated weathering: A study of nanocellulose impact on the bulk durability of 3D-
printed nanocomposites. Materials Today Chemistry, 33 (2023) 101737, 
doi:10.1016/j.mtchem.2023.101737 

Other Publications on the Topic that are not included in PhD thesis 

1. S. Briede, O. Platnieks, A. Barkane, I. Sivacovs, A. Leitans, J. Lungevics, S. 
Gaidukovs, Tailored biobased resins from acrylated vegetable oils for application in 
wood coatings. Coatings, 13 (2023)657, doi:10.3390/coatings13030657 

2. A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, M. Jurinovs, S. Gaidukovs, Thermal stability of UV-cured 
vegetable oi epoxidized acrylate-based polymer system for 3D printing applications. 
Polymer Degradation and Stability 181 (2020) 109347, 
doi:10.1016/j.polymdegradstab.2020.109347 

Dissemination in international scientific conferences 

1. A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, S. Gaidukovs, Accelerated weathering of 3D-printed 
nanocomposites. RTU 64th International Scientific Conference - Materials Science and 
Applied Chemistry, Riga, Latvia, 2023 October 6. 

2. A. Barkane, S. Gaidukovs, New reinforcing approach for bio-based UV-curing resins: 
hybrid lignocellulose fillers with improved synergy and wood structure mimics. 38th 
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International conference of the Polymer Processing Society, St. Gallen, Switzerland, 
2023 May 22-26.  

3. A. Barkane, S. Gaidukovs, Photo crosslinking kinetics for bio-based 3D printing resins: 
FTIR vs. photorheology. Nordic Rheology conference, Aarhus, Denmark, 2023 Apryl 
12-14.  

4. A. Barkane, O. Paltneiks, S. Gaidukovs, Comparison of Lignin, Hemicellulose and 
Nanocellulose as Green Additives to Reinforce Vegetable Oil Resins for UV Curing. 
POLY-CHAR 2022 conference, Online, 2022 May 22-25. 

5. A. Barkane, M. Jurinovs, S. Gaidukovs, Bio-based, nanocellulose reinforced, UV-
curable inks for additive manufacturing. 6th Green and Sustainable Chemistry 
Conference – Elsevier, Online, 2021 November 16-18.  

6. A. Barkane, S. Gaidukovs, Reinforcement Efficiency of Cellulose Nanofibers And 
Nanocrystal in UV-curable Vegetable Oil Polymer Matrix. Riga Technical University 
62nd International Scientific Conference - Materials Science and Applied Chemistry, 
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7. A. Barkane, E. Kampe, M. Bleija, M. Jurinovs, Y. Habibi, S. Gaidukovs, Thermal 
properties of modified NFC bio-based photocurable polymer composites. ACS Spring 
2021 Macromolecular chemistry: The second century, USA – online, 2021 Apryl 5-16.  
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1. LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

1.1. Biomass acrylates 

Publication: 
• S. Briede, A. Barkane, M. Jurinovs, V. K. Thakur, S. Gaidukovs, Acrylation of 

biomass: A review of synthesis process: Know-how and future application directions. 
Current Opinion in Green and Sustainable Chemistry 35 (2022) 100626. 

In the pursuit of a sustainable future, the polymer industry faces a significant challenge, 
given that approximately 99 % of the world's polymer production relies on fossil-based 
resources [1,2]. Over the years, eco-friendly raw biomass is being investigated to develop novel 
green monomer and oligomer components for sustainable polymer materials synthesis. The use 
of naturally obtained biomass can reduce the dependence on petrochemical suppliers and the 
impact of petroleum prices. Polymer materials obtained from biomass are a competitive 
alternative comparing with those made from petrochemicals. Notably, acrylic resins occupy a 
substantial portion of the resin market, accounting for 74 % of resin usage according to 
SpecialChem's 2020 market trend research [3]. In this context, vegetable oils emerge as a 
promising, abundant, renewable, and cost-effective resource, offering structural attributes that 
render them an attractive and sustainable foundation for various intermediates and products, 
including polymeric resins and composite materials [4,5]. Domestically and industrially used 
vegetable oil derivatives are considered widely available, while cellulose derivatives are the 
most abundant natural polymers. Modified vegetable oils, such as those derived from soybean, 
grapeseed, linseed, and rapeseed, have arisen as viable alternatives to fossil-based thermoset 
polymer resins [6,7]. Innovative technologies have been developed to convert these natural 
resources into novel monomers and polymers, resulting in industrial products with competitive 
properties akin to conventional petrochemical polymers [8-10]. Using acrylic derivatives of 
vegetable oils and cellulose as naturally obtained materials leads to long-lasting bio-based 
polymers with a wide range of high exploitation properties and applications. The characteristics 
of vegetable oil-based and cellulose-based acrylate resins of high bio-renewable carbon content 
are suitable for industrial application, while their role is still underestimated. A brief analysis 
of biomass-derived bio-based polymer resin compositions, properties, and applications are 
critically outlined herein. 

1.1.1. Analysis of acrylated biomass derivatives 

The number of applications of diverse polymeric materials continues to increase. The 
common polymers and polymer composites are derived from petroleum reserves, meaning an 
alternative source for these materials is still demanded [11]. To overcome the drawbacks of 
petroleum‐based polymers, renewable bio-based resources, e.g., biomass, have begun to attract 
much attention. Figure 1.1 (a) from M. E. Fortuna et al. article lists the most relevant biomass 
sources are “Forestry, Agricultural, Industrial, Animal and Municipal Solid Waste and Sewage 
Sludge,” which ensure vast availability of the biomass [12]. Due to their broad availability and 
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modification possibilities, the biomass of cellulose and natural oils from Forestry and 
Agricultural crops are of extra interest for the reviewed acrylation process. Cellulose is the most 
abundant biological macromolecule found in plants, marine animals, fungi, and algae, where it 
acts as the structural component in cell walls. Mainly cellulose consists of D-
anhydroglucopyranose (C6H11O5) linear, chemically polar chains with β-(1, 4)-glycosidic 
bonds, with polymerization of approximately 10 000. Although cellulose has been widely used 
in polymer acrylate matrix primarily as a reinforcing filler without additional modification [13], 
developing more sustainable cellulose-based biomaterial products requires novel ways to 
modify this renewable biomass. Vegetable oils are mainly triacylglycerols (92–98 %); the 
number of carbon atoms, double bonds (unsaturation), and functional groups differ in fatty 
acids. The consumption of seed oils has increased where saturated palmitic acid (16:0), stearic 
acid (18:0), monounsaturated oleic acid (18:1), the polyunsaturated linoleic (18:2) and α-
linolenic (18:3) acids (x:y stands for chain carbon atoms: number of unsaturation) are the most 
used ones. The active groups in triacylglycerols are double bonds, allylic carbons, ester groups, 
and alpha to the ester group. The reactivity of various groups in the long chains is relatively 
low [14,15]. 

An intensive investigation has also been performed to develop sustainable polymer materials 
from vegetable oils in the last decade, considering the growing price of petroleum-based 
resources and environmental contamination [16]. Moreover, methods for obtaining polymers 
from vegetable oils meet the principles of “green chemistry,” such as design for degradation, 
pollution prevention, energy efficiency, and use of renewable feedstocks [17]. Using newly 
formed vegetable oils resins, bio-based polymers with a wide range of improved physical 
performance have been developed [18]. Photoinduced polymerization initiation triggered by 
light radiation occurs too slowly for the neat vegetable oils, and it is not suitable for commercial 
application to obtain any polymer materials. For this aim, the oils are being modified, 
introducing more active functional groups [19] and some formulations with more reactive 
comonomers are also investigated [20]. Modified vegetable oils can undergo radical 
polymerization, although polymerization can also occur via an ionic mechanism [21-24]. 
Acrylates and methacrylates are among the most reactive monomers suitable for UV-initiated 
photopolymerization [22-24]. Furthermore, acrylation or similar functionalization reactions are 
the most common means to introduce polymerizable groups to the vegetable oils molecules 
[25,26]. 

The number of articles reported from Scopus (Elsevier) and Web of Science (Clarivate 
Analytics) indexing databases of vegetable oil and cellulose acrylate polymer is represented in 
Figure 1.1 (b) (August 2021). The keywords used in the search were “cellulose, acrylate, 
polymer” for cellulose-based acrylates and “oil, acrylate, polymer” for vegetable oil-based 
acrylates. Nevertheless, the number of articles in 2016 reporting vegetable oil-based acrylic 
polymers and their derivatives are only 45 and 74 from Scopus and WOS databases, 
respectively, which mostly describe acrylated epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) and castor oil 
derivatives. In contrast, cellulose-based acrylic polymers are about 22 and 35, including 
acrylate-grafted cellulose. The total number of publications tends to increase every year, 2020 
showed that the absolute number of publications doubled. 
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Figure 1.1. The most relevant sources of biomass (a) [12], the number of articles reporting bio-
based acrylic polymers from 2016–2020 (b), application of vegetable oil- and cellulose-based 

polymers containing acrylate functionality (c). 

1.1.2. Biomass acrylation 

Figure 1.2 (a) (I) shows that acrylation of vegetable oils usually proceeds via a two-step 
process: (1) epoxidation of double bonds [27], followed by (2) oxirane ring-opening that has 
been extensively reported by the reaction of methacrylic acid with epoxidized soybean oil, 
linseed oil [28], sucrose soyate [29] etc. Lately, different vegetable oil‐based acrylate 
prepolymers were obtained using one‐step synthesis Figure 1.2 (a) (II) through the acrylation 
of vegetable oil with acrylic acid under the catalysis of BF3×Et2O, including palm oil, olive oil, 
peanut oil, rapeseed oil, corn oil, canola oil and grapeseed oil [6]. The advantages of the reaction 
are simple operation, mild conditions, and atom economy. 

Acryloyl chloride (AC) is a popular reagent to obtain cellulose with acrylate entities, as 
shown in Figure 1.2 (b). The vinyl groups can be introduced via esterification between AC and 
hydroxyl groups of the cotton and jute cellulosic fibers [30]. Commonly, partly acrylation 
reaction conversion is received. The isocyanate is proposed to substitute the residual hydroxyl 
groups of cellulose, obtaining the cellulose esters [31]. The primary application of the modified 
cellulose is the filler for polymer biocomposites. 
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Figure 1.2. Vegetable oil acrylation via two-step (I) and one-step (II) synthesis methods (a), 
cellulose acrylation via esterification (b). 

1.1.3. Applications of bio-based acrylates 

Vegetable oils, when modified by acrylation, can be UV-light cured [6,32,33]. Bio-based 
resins demonstrate competitiveness with their petroleum-based counterparts in terms of 
performance [34-39]. These vegetable oil-based polymers find applications in adhesives [40], 
plasticizers [41], lubricants [42], resins [43], nanocomposites matrix [44,45] and coatings [46] 
(Figure 1.1 (c)). For example, wood protective modified vegetable oil coatings are being 
developed for physicochemical and fungal resistance [40,47]. The main advantages of these 
resources for polymeric materials are low costs and sustainability aspects – low ecotoxicity and 
low hazardous to humans [48]. Acrylation of plant oils yields highly reactive groups and 
additional oxygen atoms in their structure, rendering them suitable for thermoset polymer 
production [8]. Among these, acrylated epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) has been 

(a) 

(b) 
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commercialized available under the trademark Ebecryl 860 as a relatively competitive solution 
for coatings and UV-assisted additive manufacturing (AM) technology resins [32,49,50]. 

Such AESO-based polymers offer a competitive solution to replace petroleum-derived 
polymeric materials in the polymer industry. Mechanical characteristics of AESO polymer 
prepared by UV-light-assisted 3D printing technologies like stereolithography (SLA) and 
digital light processing methods (DLP) have been evaluated and compared with commercial 
3D printing resin [50,51]. The synthesized polymers exhibited thermal decomposition 
temperature at the weight loss of 10 % above 300 ºC and showed very high tensile strength 
values. Interestingly, two similar polymeric resins, methacrylic ester AESO and tetrahydro 
furfuryl acrylate AESO, with the most deficient mechanical properties, also showed the highest 
biodegradability [52]. AESO-based UV-curable waterborne polyurethane pigment print 
adhesive is proposed for the textile industry considering the surprising increase of water 
absorption with the higher AESO content in the resin [53]. Nanocomposite containing AESO 
blended with 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate has excellent biocompatibility for bone tissue 
engineering applications [54]. Dai et al. developed a UV-curable coating based on AESO, 
delivering impressive adhesion and hardness properties [36]. Reported results showed the 
highest adhesion grade of 5 B and a pencil hardness of 5 H. These results are slightly lower 
than the 6 H reported by a commercial supplier for a protective coating for optical and outdoor 
applications [55]. 

Commonly oil component develops a polymer matrix, while cellulose is applied as a 
reinforcing filler [44,45]. In contrast, the modified cellulose can be also the matrix itself 
containing inorganic / organic nanofillers [44,45]. As acrylic functional groups are incorporated 
into cellulose molecules to obtain light reactivity properties and meet many applications. These 
monomers, oligomers, and polymer resins are widely applied due to their excellent ability to 
cure under ultraviolet (UV) and visible (Vis) lights by creating stable chemical crosslinks. UV‐
curable resin research and commercial application have expanded rapidly due to their 
advantages over traditional solvent evaporation and thermal two-component hardening 
methods, including very rapid curing, high-cost performance, energy-saving and friendliness to 
the environment [56].  

Cellulose acrylate derivatives have found some applications to coat pharmaceutical dosage 
forms in textile, construction, electronic and automotive industries [57]. Derived cellulose 
crosslinking has been widely investigated and reported since 1961 and is highly important for 
progress in new material formulations [58]. Qian et al. extensively researched a novel solid-
solid phase-changing material from cellulose acrylate and poly(n-alkyl acrylate) [59]. 
Synthesized material melting enthalpies and transition temperatures were sensitive to the 
molecular weight of the components, thus opening possibilities to tune for good thermal and 
shape stability. UV-curable formulations for coating application containing modified cellulose 
and AESO were prepared by Auclair et al. [60], who proposed modification reaction with AC, 
using a 1-methylimidazole catalyst and 1,4-dioxane solvent. Cellulose modification positively 
affected the mechanical properties of the coatings. 

Acrylates formulated on soybean, linseed, and sesame oils are proposed extensively in UV-
curable resins. In contrast, cellulose acrylates find their application as fillers. Applying acrylates 
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as an additive in polymer composites technology can enhance the overall thermal stability, 
chemical resistance, and mechanical properties of the material for a specific application. 
Nevertheless, further research is needed to attain truly competitive bio-based polymer resins 
with customizable properties. In this context, enhancing resins with lignocellulosic additives 
for sustainability reasons becomes an appealing proposition. As a continuation of this bio-based 
approach, the need for tuneable properties in thermoset resins can be addressed by incorporating 
additives of sustainable origin, such as lignocellulosic components beyond cellulose. These 
biopolymer additives, when selected judiciously, offer the potential to significantly alter 
composite performance, impacting mechanical properties, visual aesthetics, surface 
morphology, and wetting characteristics [60-64]. 

1.1.4. Lignocellulose components prospects for vegetable oil-based acrylate resins 

Lignin (L), cellulose, and hemicellulose are among the most prevalent naturally occurring 
polymers that contribute to specific structural and ancillary properties in plants and trees [65]. 
Lignocellulose, the most abundant biopolymer, is primarily composed of cellulose (40–50 %), 
hemicellulose (25–35 %), and L (15–20 %), with varying compositions based on plant species, 
origin, and growth conditions [66,67]. In hardwoods, the composition ranges from 40–50 % 
cellulose, 15–20 % hemicellulose, and 25–30 % L [68]. Given their wide availability, 
lignocellulosic components represent promising candidates for tailoring the properties of bio-
based polymer resins. While hemicellulose has been primarily employed as a polymer matrix, 
nanocellulose has already demonstrated its effectiveness as an exceptional reinforcement agent 
[69-71]. Particularly, nanocellulose, owing to its properties comparable to synthetic fibers, holds 
substantial promise as a natural reinforcement in composite science [13]. Nanocrystalline 
cellulose (C) and cellulose nanofibrils (F) are the primary lignocellulosic fillers used for 
reinforcing acrylic resins [60,72-74]. The addition of neat C and F to acrylic resins in 
concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 50 wt% results in substantial improvements in tensile 
strength (up to 9-fold), stiffness (up to 1.25-fold), storage modulus (up to 6-fold), and thermal 
conductivity (up to 11 %) [60,75-77]. Wood furniture coating resins have shown improvements 
with the addition of C [78]. Incorporating 3 wt% C increased the stiffness of UV-curable 
coatings by nearly 25 % and enhanced the hardness index by up to 2 H. 

Undoubtedly, nanocellulose has proven itself as an effective reinforcement in polymer 
composites, but hemicellulose and L have been underexplored in UV-curing resin composites. 
Hemicellulose, although unsuitable as a primary filler due to its tendency to form polymer 
blends rather than composites [71], should not be disregarded as a diluent for UV-curable 
polymer compositions. Its structural composition offers advantages such as tuneable barrier 
properties and the capacity to regulate compatibility between nanocellulose and the polymer 
matrix [79]. In plant structures, branched and amorphous hemicellulose molecules promote the 
dense packing of cellulose fibers and their linkage [80]. While hemicellulose has been 
extensively studied for applications in thermoplastic material-based additive manufacturing 
technologies and coatings [79,80], its potential in UV-curable resins remains largely unexplored. 
In contrast, LN, due to its properties of UV-light absorption, has been less explored for UV-
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curing resins [81]. However, L possesses unique attributes, including excellent water and UV-
light barrier properties, as well as thermal stability. Its relatively hydrophobic nature contributes 
to strong interfacial adhesion with polymers [82]. Despite its UV-absorbing properties, there 
have been successful applications of functionalized L as an additive for UV-curable systems 
[83,84].  

Hemicellulose and L are occasionally incorporated into acrylic resins but primarily in 
modified forms (acrylated, functionalized with tyramine, or other modifications), and they are 
less frequently used compared to C and F [75,83-87]. For example, Markstedt et al. investigated 
modified hemicellulose, incorporating tyramine and immersion in H2O2, as a cross-linkable 
matrix for additive manufacturing [86]. Moreover, hemicellulose and L have found more 
widespread utilization as raw materials for chemical synthesis, yielding furans, phenolics, 
glycerides, ethanol, various acids (itaconic, lactic, fumaric, etc.), and other compounds [87-90]. 
Consequently, investigations into the incorporation of neat hemicellulose and L in UV-curable 
resins are warranted to unlock their potential.  

1.1.5. Hybrid lignocellulose components prospects for vegetable oil-based acrylate resins 

The necessity to tune up AESO-based resins performance exists. Complementing 
sustainability, natural additives could be the solution for improving the mechanical 
performance and tunability of AESO-based resins [74]. Lignocellulose fillers are actively 
investigated for this purpose. As a result, improvements in mechanical performance, surface 
morphology, wettability, and visual appearance can be achieved for these materials [72,75,91]. 

The application possibilities are broad regardless of using neat or modified lignocellulose 
filler. C and F mainly provide beneficial light scattering in the matrix and reinforcement and 
enhancing mechanical properties [69-71,92]. However, C and F additions also increase the resin 
viscosity, often limiting UV-curable resins [93]. Although hemicellulose cannot be considered 
as a filler [71,75], it can provide tunable barrier properties, improved polymer matrix 
compatibility, and densification [79,80]. Due to its UV-light absorption properties [81], L is not 
a typical choice for UV-curing resins. However, if L’s radical scavenging properties [94] could 
be mitigated without chemical modification, its beneficial properties, like thermal stability and 
enhanced hydrophobicity, could be advantaged in thermoset composites [95]. A very appealing 
prospect would be to create hybrid lignocellulosic fillers for UV-curable resins. Hybrid fillers 
would mitigate L UV-light absorbance properties by using nanocellulose, which provides 
additional light scattering and also reinforces the polymer matrix. Hemicellulose could act as a 
nonreactive diluent and reduce the resin’s viscosity, benefiting UV-curing [75]. Hence, UV-
curable resins could be adjustable as hybrid lignocellulose composites, and various new 
applications would arise. 

Most commonly, thermoplastics are the first to be squeezed in the industry. However, 
thermosets provide their advantages as thermal stability, chemical resistance, and structural 
integrity [96,97]. Coatings and 3D printing resins based on AESO are being broadly investigated 
[32,49]. Amongst the available single-filler UV-curing resin composites, some clothes, furniture, 
and coatings applications are extensively researched [78,84,86]. Adding hybrid lignocellulose 
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fillers could provide visual and structural wood-mimicking properties [13]. This could further 
benefit the investigations of wood-based composites. Meaning that not only regenerable wood-
based composites, which are widely investigated [98,99], but also wood waste for lignocellulosic 
fillers would be utilized. Additionally, these kinds of wood-like material coatings would be 
much more easily renovated if damaged than the chemically modified wood surfaces used for 
UV-light resistance [100]. Wood-mimic properties are already widely investigated, and new 
applications arise daily. However, to the authors knowledge, hybrid lignocellulosic fillers for 
UV-curable resins have not been investigated, while this has been done in thermoplastics [101]. 
Amongst wood-mimic thermoset applications come mimic wood varnishes, design objects, 
furniture, automotive industry interior panels, 3D printed orthopedics and others [101,102]. 
Combining wood-mimicking properties with coating applications or 3D printing technologies 
that use UV-light gives endless opportunities for applications.  

1.2. UV-light-assisted additive manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing (AM), commonly known as 3D printing, has rapidly evolved as a 
groundbreaking technology, enabling the production of intricate and advanced geometric 
objects that are often challenging to achieve using traditional subtractive manufacturing 
methods [103,104]. This approach proves cost-effective, as it minimizes material wastage 
compared to conventional processes that involve milling and generate significant waste [105]. 
AM fabricates 3D structures by layering materials based on computer-aided design. AM allows 
for the freedom of complicated structures that would otherwise be impossible. AM also started 
the 4th industrial revolution, making AM an integral part of Industry 4.0 [106]. IDTechEx 
forecasts that the global market for 3D printing materials will be worth $29.5 billion in 2032 
[107]. AM market growth means broad use of 3D printing, meaning that demand for sustainable 
feedstocks and a reduction in the potential for waste and pollution will increase [108]. Various 
AM techniques, such as fused filament fabrication, selective laser sintering, laminated object 
manufacturing, and stereolithography (SLA), are available for polymers [109,110].  

First 3D printing technique SLA was developed and then patented by Charles (Chuck) Hull 
et al. in 1984 [111]. SLA is a laser-assisted printing technique, and its basic schematic is shown 
in Figure 1.3. SLA contains a container filled with a liquid photopolymerizable resin, a 
platform, that lowers and a sweeper which evenly distributes a layer of the photopolymerizable 
resin [112]. It also contains a light source, which is used for selective curing and solidification 
of the liquid resin in a layer-by-layer process with an UV-light projector. The surface of the 
UV-light curable monomer bath is scrutinized into patterns [113] by UV or visible light that 
induces photopolymerization of a reactive resin. Considering that the main time consumer in 
SLA technology is the deposition of the new layer of photosensitive material, most important 
role for saving time in production is defined viscosity for liquid photopolymerizable resin. That 
is why typically reactive or nonreactive diluents are used to decrease the viscosity of the resin 
[114,115]. Photocured layer is formed within 2D cross sections, while the rest monomer, that 
was not exposed to photocuring, remains in the bath. Therefore, the printer needs to move only 
in the vertical direction [113]. 
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Figure 1.3. SLA schematic representation. 

The spot size of focused laser beam provides SLA with high spatial resolution, which is one 
of these techniques main advantage. Light exposure is performed sequentially by scanning the 
laser beam within the plane on the surface, theoretically by controlling the laser intensity 
adjustments of exposure dose for every pixel separately, are allowed. By adding suitable 
absorbers to the photopolymer resin, vertical resolution can be controlled, based on its 
dependence on the light penetration depth. Vertical resolution is also affected by the curing 
depth, which depends on the exposure dose (light intensity and illumination time) [115]. 
Anisotropic bulk mechanical properties, part resolution, staircasing effect on curved or angle 
surfaces and built time are some of SLA challenges. Extent of staircasing effect is laid down 
by the thickness of the process slice and causes nonideal loss of part resolution. This can be 
countered by reduction of the slice thickness; however, it will increase built time significantly.  

One of the reasons that stereolithography, as a 3D printing method, has develop is that it 
might be ten times as fast as CNC (computer numerical control) machining, therefore saving 
that much time of a prototyping cycle. [116] Moreover, SLA can produce a vast number of 
highly different 3D structures in a reproducible way with precise control over the final 
microstructure and geometry and even nonlinear scaffold geometries can be produced [114]. 
However, finding suitable bio-based material for SLA could be rather difficult since this 
technique is limited to photopolymerizable resins [117]. Even more so the physical properties 
of thermoset polymeric materials, which are used in SLA, are even more complicated than 
thermoplastics where morphology and anisotropy can be imparted as a function of the process. 
Complications comes from formation of molecular weight between crosslinks, and topology 
during the processing of the part and therefore intrinsic properties and part properties are 
inextricably entwined [118].  

To broaden material options, there is a concerted effort to develop novel UV-curable resins 
suitable for SLA. While identifying bio-based feedstocks is important, there are equally 
important factors to consider, like the energy efficiency of the production process [119]. UV-
light-assisted AM technologies have these advantages in terms of energy consumption, but they 
still lack the availability of a wide range of sustainable feedstocks [120,121]. 
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1.2.1. Nanofibrillated cellulose as reinforcement in vegetable oil-based resins for additive 
manufacturing 

Up until now discussed lignocellulose composite resins had considerably high filler loading 
that result in high viscosities which exclude them from UV-light-assisted AM technologies. For 
AM technologies that uses photocurable resins low viscosities are required. The bio-based 
photopolymer resin field is constrained by existing technologies and solutions, limiting the 
large-scale adoption of 3D printing [121]. Acrylates and epoxides are the most common polymer 
classes used in photocuring [122]. So far, vegetable oil-based resins have shown printing 
accuracy comparable to those of expensive, high-resolution commercial resins. However, even 
though AESO can be utilized for high-resolution 3D printing, the resulting mechanical 
properties can be considered relatively poor [123]. As established fiber reinforcement can 
improve mechanical performance because randomly distributed discontinuous fibers allow for 
crack bridging, providing "ductility" beyond the initial fracture event [96]. Meanwhile, 
sustainability can be maintained using natural fibers like cellulose, with its availability and 
excellent mechanical performance [96,101,124-127]. Fibers have to be sufficiently strong and 
well-bonded to the matrix material to carry significant stresses over a relatively wide range of 
strains, in spite of visible crack formation and growth [128]. Different cellulose fibers are already 
widely used as fillers in various polymer composites, including photocurable resins [124-127]. 
However, the nanocellulose is highly hydrophilic, which degrades reinforcing efficiency in 
many AM resins, bio-based and otherwise, given that they tend to be hydrophobic [126]. 
Nonetheless, progress has been made in the research and development of nanocellulose-
reinforced photocurable AM resins [129-131]. Hence, competitive bio-based resins are needed. 
For this reason, while AESO is already used as a component of commercial vat 
photopolymerization resins, its content is generally limited to 50 wt% [132,133], with the other 
>50 wt% consisting of common petroleum-based acrylates. With that in mind, approaches to 
improve the performance of AESO are still needed. 

Palaganas et al. incorporated 0.3 wt% of the C into a polyethylene glycol diacrylate 
(PEGDA) hydrogel resin and observed a 2-fold increase in tensile strength [129]. Meanwhile, 
Rosa et al. reported microcrystalline cellulose and C incorporation into a blend of AESO and 
PEGDA [130]. The authors demonstrated the advantages of higher aspect ratio C nanoparticles, 
obtaining an increase in tensile strength from 4.5 to 7 MPa and a decrease in strain at break 
from 25 % to 8 %. While these efforts show the potential of nanocellulose in photocurable 
resins for 3D printing, the use of neat Fs in this context has received very little attention. The 
authors are aware of only one report where Vidakis et al. studied F (0.5 to 2.0 wt%) to reinforce 
medical-grade Formlabs Biomed Clear resin and reported a 2-fold increase in tensile strength 
[131]. However, this commercial resin was not bio-based, highlighting the need for more work 
along these lines. 

Due to the highly hydrophilic nature of cellulose and the high aspect ratios of F, their 
tendency to agglomerate is much more pronounced than that of C [134]. However, if 
agglomeration is overcome and adequate dispersion is achieved, the higher aspect ratios of Fs 
promise more significant reinforcement [134,135]. Nanocellulose has high stiffness and aspect 
ratios, and F has an even higher ratio than C, ensuring the ability to form a percolated filler 
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network faster (~0.1 wt%) [136-138]. In addition, it can be argued that the production of Fs is 
more sustainable because it does not require treatment with strong acids or bases [139]. For these 
reasons, Fs represent a highly attractive option for the efficient reinforcement of bio-based 
photocurable resins and deserve further study around percolation threshold in particular due to 
decreases in nanoparticle agglomeration [131].  

1.2.2. Nanocellulose surface functionalization for interphase improvements with AESO-
based resins used for additive manufacturing 

Mechanical performance can be enhanced by introducing additives such as nanofillers [131]. 
Borrowing this concept, a bio-based composition (vegetable oil-based resin) can be created 
with renewable nanocellulose fillers. Due to its excellent mechanical properties and natural 
prevalence, nanocellulose represents an attractive option [124]. The main challenges associated 
with development of the proposed compositions for 3D printing are filler dispersion, resin 
viscosity, and cure depth as a function of filler loading [140]. The hydrophilicity of 
nanocellulose fillers is a crucial factor that promotes their agglomeration [63]. Thanks to their 
high aspect ratio, F tends to agglomerate, resulting in large increases in resin viscosity as 
compared to C [134]; for this reason, C is often preferred in 3D printing resins due to easier 
processing. However, the larger aspect ratio of F also means that they should be able to provide 
higher levels of reinforcement if agglomeration is suppressed [134]. The functionalization of 
nanocellulose is considered a promising solution [60,141]. While nanocellulose has already been 
used as a filler for vat photopolymerization printing and UV-curable coatings, there are few 
publications describing the use of functionalized nanocellulose in this context. Auclair et al. 
described the functionalized C's influence on bio-based composite coatings' performance with 
concentrations of up to 2 wt% [60]. Coatings reinforced with acrylated C showed an increase of 
up to 60 % in elastic modulus, while hexadecyltrimethylammonium functionalization yielded 
an increase in tensile strength by 36 % and strain at break by 38 %. In the most recent study, 
Maturi et al. described C / commercial polylactic acid  resin composites, where C was 
functionalized with modified fatty acids from safflower oil [142]. Vat photopolymerization 
resins with 0.25–5 wt% of modified and neat C’s were 3D printed. Unmodified C composites’ 
mechanical performance was lower than for the neat resin, while C-safflower oil / polylactic 
acid composites showed up-to 9 % increase in elastic modulus and 10 % increase in tensile 
strength for loadings below 1 wt%.  The aforementioned research notwithstanding, there 
remains a need to create sustainable, high-performance replacements for commercial 
petroleum-based resins. At the same time, functionalization efforts to date have been focused 
mainly on C, with a relative lack of knowledge concerning the effects of F functionalization. 

1.2.3. Accelerated weathering endurance of nanocellulose reinforced AESO-based resins 
used for additive manufacturing 

The polymerization techniques employed in bio-based acrylate polymer synthesis are a 
subject of intense scientific investigation, as they allow for precise control over molecular 
weight, structure, and functionality, leading to tailored properties [20,143-146]. Moreover, 
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developing novel catalysts and exploring innovative reaction conditions have further enhanced 
the efficiency and sustainability of acrylate polymerization processes [147,148]. The continuous 
advancements in this field contribute to the fundamental understanding of polymerization 
mechanisms and enable the design of novel bio-based acrylate polymers with superior 
properties. Understanding the aging behavior of bio-based acrylate polymers is paramount in 
various industries to ensure their adaptation, long-term performance, and durability. For this 
purpose, artificial weathering studies play a pivotal role in advancing scientific understanding 
and practical applications related to the degradation and performance of materials exposed to 
controlled and accelerated simulations of environmental conditions.  

UV-light-assisted 3D printing resin research has gotten much attention as a means for 
developing bio-based resins to supplement and substitute commercial petroleum resins [149-

152]. According to the authors knowledge, most of the studies have been devoted to improving 
the mechanical performance [63,93,153-156], while minimal efforts have been made toward 
understanding the developed resin weathering durability. Published research on the artificial 
weathering of UV-cured acrylate polymers has been devoted almost exclusively to coatings 
[157-160]. The investigations examined coating cracking, yellowing, gloss loss, and some 
chemical degradation processes occurring on the coating's surface. Bulk properties have not 
been investigated due to the small thickness of the layer. As a result, the researchers almost 
exclusively focused on the surface properties, while bulk properties affecting mechanical 
performance have not been investigated despite their extreme importance. Another aspect is 
that 3D printing introduces the concern of layer adhesion. In addition, the weathering of 
vegetable oil-based acrylic resins has not been investigated. However, vegetable oil-based 
acrylates, with their triglyceride form and ester bonds, are expected to act differently than 
widely investigated polyurethanes, epoxides, and systems with stabilizers [159,161,162].  

At an accelerated rate, QUV accelerated weathering equipment allows the reproduction of 
sunlight, rain, and dew-caused damage in samples [163]. During this artificial weathering, 
photodegradation (including photooxidation) and hydrolysis must be considered. Vegetable oil 
triglycerides should be the most vulnerable to hydrolysis, releasing glycerol and fatty acids 
[164]. Photodegradation involves irreversible alterations in molecular structure, including 
photodissociation, which involves the fragmentation of molecules. Oxidation reactions are 
commonly observed during photodegradation processes, while the absence of oxygen leads to 
chain-breaking or crosslinking reactions [165]. Multiple factors can cause photodegradation, and 
two main factor groups are identified: internal and external impurities containing chromophoric 
groups [165]. UV-cured resins have been reported to have even lower photostability due to the 
residual amount of photoinitiator [160]. No acrylic resin can achieve a 100 % double bond 
conversion rate due to the viscosity increasing during crosslinking, which limits the radical 
transfer and free vinyl group mobility [166]. Theoretically, photodegradation-induced molecule 
fragmentation could set free uncured vinyl bonds and residual photoinitiators, allowing further 
photopolymerization to occur and counter the degradation process. 

The presence of additives that enhance acrylate properties should be expected. For this 
reason, a sustainable and widely used nanofiller could be selected, i.e., nanocellulose. Several 
reports have identified nanocellulose as effective reinforcement for these bio-based acrylic 
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resins [130,167,168]. Nanocellulose has also been reported to help photopolymerization via a light 
scattering control [92] in the vat photopolymerization approach. In addition, introduced 
nanocellulose could provide a bridging and strong network that limits crack propagation during 
the degradation [96]. However, nothing is without drawbacks, and with nanocellulose additional 
impurities are introduced in the matrix, contributing to photodegradation initiation. Introducing 
nanocellulose should increase water uptake, directly contributing to the hydrolysis [164,169]. To 
better understand and predict what will happen to bio-based nanocellulose reinforced resins 
during exploitation accelerated weathering testing is required.  

1.2.4. Summary 

2016–2020 literature analysis of biomass acrylates shows that the acrylic entities in 
vegetable oils primarily function as photocurable groups. Furthermore, fillers of cellulose-
based acrylates can enormously enhance the developed bio-based polymers' hydrophobicity, 
mechanical, and thermal properties. However, despite the fact, that the end product of acrylation 
is obtained using biomass, the synthesis route primarily implies petroleum-based reagents, such 
as AC and acrylic acid. Almost all of those reagents and solvents used are far from being 
environmentally friendly and even present hazards for human health. Further investigations 
should focus on implementing and optimizing greener synthesis pathways for biomass 
acrylation, solving ecological and hazards concerns, e.g., the enzymatic catalysis paths. The 
next-generation biomass synthetic conversion pathways could reach high acrylation reaction 
conversions within mild process conditions and decrease commercial process costs and 
environmental impact. 

Even though vegetable oil-based acrylate resins are yet to reach truly sustainable synthesis 
path, they are a considerable step forward in comparison to petroleum-based acrylate resins. 
Hence, investigations with vegetable oil-based acrylate resin formulations with various 
lignocellulosic fillers are of interest. The most interesting being the AESO-based resin 
formulations due to the commercial availability.  

Research up until now has been divided in specific directions; focus has been towards bio-
based UV-curable resin development. Main attention being given to mechanical performance 
improvements with mainly different reactive diluents and nanocrystalline cellulose. This has 
left a lot of holes to be explored in order to give broader understanding of bio-based resin future 
in replacing petroleum-based resins for UV-curing applications. There is a lack of 
investigations for all lignocellulose components for improving the performance of bio-based 
resins as well as filler-matrix interface improvements and durability investigations. These are 
the directions that were in the focus of this doctoral thesis research while other researchers focus 
on figuring out more sustainable synthesis paths for obtaining vegetable oil-based acrylates. 
This hopefully will allow accelerate the commercialization of the bio-based resins when more 
sustainable way of synthesizing them will be found.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Scheme 2.1. The work schematics of the Doctoral Thesis. 
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2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Resin formulation 

The neat resin was formulated from: 
• acrylated epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) (specification: contains 4000 ppm 

monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor, viscosity 18,000–32,000 cps., and 
density 1.04 g/ml) purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany); 

• 1,6‐hexanediol diacrylate‐technical grade (HDDA) (specification: contains 100 ppm 
monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor, purity of > 77.5%, molecular weight 
226.27 g/mol, density 1.01 g/ml) purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, 
Germany); 

• trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA) (specification: contains 600 ppm 
monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor, purity of > 70.00 %, molecular weight 
296.32 g/mol, density 1.10 g/ml) purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, 
Germany); 

• 2,4,6‐trimethylbenzoyldiphenylphosphine oxide (TPO) photoinitiator (PI) 
(specification: purity of 97.00 %, molecular weight 348.37 g/mol) obtained from 
Arkema Lambson (Wetherby, UK).  

All chemicals were used as received without any additional purification. 

2.1.2. Lignocellulose components for thin films 

All lignocellulosic components used for thin film composite preparation were kindly 
provided by the Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST) and used without any 
additional manipulations. Lignocellulosic components:  

• Lignin (L), powder*; 

• Hemicellulose (H), H2O suspension (13.5 wt%)**;  

• Nanocrystalline cellulose (C), H2O suspension (3.0 wt%); 

• Nanofibrillated cellulose (F), H2O suspension (3.0 wt%). 

* Sulphur free lignin extracted from a mixture of wheat straw and Sarkanda grass, contains 1.9 mmol/g 
of aliphatic hydroxyl groups and 3.3 mmol/g of phenolic hydroxyl groups and average molecular weight 
(Mn) of 1120 g/mol. 

** Recovered from black liquor by precipitation in ethanol. Contains: xylose / Xylose-2-O-Glucuronic 
acid / Acetylated Xylose = 93% / 6% / <1%. 
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2.1.3. Nanocellulose for 3D printing composites 

Nanocellulose (C and F) used for 3D printing composite preparation was made in lab from 
filter paper. Briefly, the preparation of C from filter paper was as follows: Filter paper 
nanocrystalline cellulose (pC) – dry milling (ball mill) of cellulose and thermocatalytic 
degradation were applied to produce microcrystalline cellulose. Cellulose particles were then 
suspended in a 0.05 % hydrochloric acid solution for degradation of the amorphous phase, 
washed, and dried. Afterward, the dry powder was heated up to 110 °C to disrupt the cellulose 
structure slightly, and the powder was then milled for 15 h using JAR MILL 755RMV1 (US 
Stoneware, USA).  

For C to prepare nanocellulose, a 1 wt% water suspension of microcellulose was processed 
using the high shear fluid processor LM 20 Microfluidizer (Microfluidics, USA). A Z-shaped 
chamber with a diameter of 200 µm was used to microfluidize the suspension for five cycles at 
30 000 PSI. 

Filter paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF) production differed. Cellulose shredding was used 
to obtain microcrystalline cellulose using a Retsch SM300 with a sieve size of 2.00 mm for the 
first pass-through and a 0.25 mm sieve for the second pass-through. The mill rotation speed 
was 1500 RPM. To prepare nanocellulose, a 1 wt% water suspension of microcellulose was 
processed using the high shear fluid processor LM 20 Microfluidizer (Microfluidics, USA). A 
Z-shaped chamber with a diameter of 200 µm was used to microfluidize the suspension for five 
cycles at 30 000 PSI. The desired amount of prepared aqueous nanocellulose suspension was 
centrifuged for 15 min at 5000 RPM and the water was then replaced with acetone. The 
exchange process was repeated 4 times, after which the obtained nanocellulose / acetone 
suspension was stored in a refrigerator. 

All used lignocellulose fillers and their abbreviations are combined in Table 2.1., their 
characterization was done with AFM and SEM (see Figure 2.1.) Lignocellulose components 
received from LIST have simple abbreviations like C, F, H, and L for nanocrystalline cellulose, 
nanofibrillated cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, respectively. Nanocelluloses prepared from 
filter paper have “p” before the same abbreviations as for LIST lignocellulose components and 
additional “I” or “A” for the appropriate functionalization.  

Table 2.1. 
Lignocellulose fillers used for further resin formulations 

Source Lignocellulose filler Abbreviation 
Length, 

nm 
Width, 

nm 

Lu
xe

m
bo

ur
g Nanocrystalline cellulose C 256 ± 44 47 ± 9 

Nanofibrillated cellulose F 488 ± 142 70 ± 18 
Hemicellulose H - - 

Lignin L - 74 ± 16 

Fi
lte

r p
ap

er
 Nanocrystalline cellulose pC 275 ± 70 50 ± 14 

Nanocrystalline cellulose + isocyanate pCI 349 ± 91 150 ± 32 
Nanofibrillated cellulose pF - 58 ± 12 

Nanofibrillated cellulose + acrylation pFA - - 
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Figure 2.1. AFM images of used nanocelluloses and SEM image of used lignin (used 

abbreviations given in Table 2.1.). 

2.1.4. Other chemicals 

Acryloyl chloride (AC) (stabilized with phenothiazine), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) 
(anhydrous, purity 99.8 %), lithium chloride (LiCl) (analysis grade), N,N-dimethylformamide 
(DMF) (purity 99.8 %), hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI) (purity > 98 %), hydrochloric 
acid (ACS reagent, 37 %), ethanol (96.6 %) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The materials 
were used as received.  

pC 

pF 

C 

F 

pCI L L 
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2.2. Sample preparation 

2.2.1. Resin preparation  

2.2.1.1. Neat resin formulation 

The resin vegetable oil (VO) matrix was prepared as follows: photoinitiator dissolved in 
acetone and then HDDA and TMPTA as reactive diluents and mechanical performance 
enhancers [170-172] and AESO resin were added. The resin contains the following: 65, 30, and 
5 wt% of AESO, HDDA, and TMPTA, respectively, with 3 wt% of TPO. 

2.2.1.2. Lignocellulose component preparation 

Acetone was used as a solvent replacement for H2O suspensions (C, F, H). Acetone was 
added to water suspensions and sonicated (UIS250V, Hielscher, Germany) for 5 min and then 
centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 15 min for complete separation. This solvent replacement 
procedure has been repeated a total of 4 times. L powder was dispersed in acetone using a 
sonification procedure with no solvent replacement.  

2.2.1.3. Functionalization of nanocellulose 

Functionalization of nanocellulose. Nanocellulose functionalization was carried out via the 
processes shown in Scheme 2.2.  

The nanocellulose acrylation was performed according to the scheme in Scheme 2.2 (a) by 
a widely adopted method described in the literature [59,173,174]. First, freeze-dried pF (1 g) was 
mixed with 20 ml of anhydrous dimethylacetamide (DMAc) at 120 °C for 1 h. After that, the 
mixture was cooled down to 100 °C, and LiCl (2.4 g) was added. The resulting mixture was 
stirred for another 30 min; then, the mixture was cooled down to room temperature and stored 
overnight. Next, acryloyl chloride (AC, 3 g) was added dropwise to the homogenous solution 
in an ice / water bath for 1 h. After the pFA were added, the solution was mixed for 3 h, heated 
to 50 °C, and mixed for another 3 h. Afterward, the solution was cooled to room temperature 
and the resulting product was precipitated in ethanol. The obtained acrylated pF (pFA) were 
vacuum filtered, thoroughly washed with ethanol for purification, and re-dispersed in acetone. 
The pFA were kept immersed in solvent during filtration to avoid drying.  

The isocyanate functionalization method described by Gafurov et al. was used for pC 
(Scheme 2.2 (b)) [175]. pC was solvent exchanged to DMF in the same manner described above 
for pF. Next, pC (1 g) was suspended in a mixture of DMF (25 g) and HMDI (2.5 g). The 
suspension was heated to 110 °C and vigorously stirred for 4 h. Afterward, the mixture was 
cooled down to 20 °C, ethanol (25 g) was added, then the solution was mixed for 30 min and 
vacuum filtered. For further purification, the obtained powder was washed with ethanol, 
vacuum filtered, solvent exchanged with acetone, and stored as a suspension. As a result, 
isocyanate functionalized pC (pCI) was obtained. The isocyanate and acrylation chemical 
reactions are depicted in Scheme 2.2 (c).  
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Scheme 2.2. Schematic representation of the functionalization route for pFA (a), pCI (b), 
and chemical reactions (c). 

In the last step, the nanocellulose dispersion in acetone was added to the resin and mixed 
with a high-shear mixer for 5 min at 6000 RPM. Afterward, the resins were placed in a vacuum 
chamber at a vacuum of 1000 mbar for 2 h to remove all the excess air and remaining acetone. 
To prevent curing, prepared resins were stored in a dark environment. 

2.2.2. Film curing  

The prepared resins (neat and composite) were applied on a glass substrate using an 
applicator with a thickness of 200–250 μm. Resin curing was performed with a 5.5 W UV-LED 
lamp with a 405 nm wavelength at a 2.5 cm distance between the UV-light source and the 
applied resin on the substrate as showed in Scheme 2.3. 

pC 

pCI 

pFA/ 
pFA 

pF/hC 
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Scheme 2.3. Thin film curing scheme. 

2.2.3. 3D printing  

An Original PRUSA SL1 (PRUSA research, Czech Republic) 3D masked stereolithography 
3D printer was used for all 3D printed sample preparation. To print samples from the CAD 
models shown in Scheme 2.4. (a), a PRUSA SL1 printer (Scheme 2.4. (c)) was used, with a 5.5' 
LCD mask and a 25 W LED with a UV wavelength of 405 nm. Briefly, the 3D printing process 
consists of four steps. Firstly, the desired CAD model (Scheme 2.4. (a)) is created using CAD 
software. In the next step, prepared CAD models must be sliced into layers of a certain height 
(a layer thickness of 50 µm was chosen as a good compromise between printing time and 
resolution) (Scheme 2.4. (b)). Then, sliced models are transferred to a 3D printer (Scheme 2.4. 
(c)), and the desired 3D objects are produced (Scheme 2.4. (d)). Finally, following printing, any 
remaining resin is washed off the printed part and then the part is post-cured. All resins were 
subject to an optimization process to achieve the optimal printing time without defects or 
failures. The single-layer UV-light irradiation time was increased in 1 s increments, starting at 
3.5 s, until parts were printed with no defects. In this way, optimum layer printing times of 8 s 
for the neat resin formulation and 15 s for the composite resin formulations were found. The 
first 10 layers of each sample were printed at a constant time of 35 s to ensure adhesion to the 
printing platform. After printing, all parts were washed in isopropanol and post-cured in a Prusa 
Curing and Washing Machine (CW1). It is equipped with four 52.8 W UV-LED strips with a 
wavelength of 405 nm. The washing and drying time was 5 min, while the post-curing time was 
maintained at 3 min. 
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Scheme 2.4. Detailed 3D printing process scheme starting with CAD models of 3D 
printed ISO 178 (above) rectangular bars and ISO 527-1BA (below) dog bone specimens (a), 
continued with the slicing of CAD models (b), 3D printing (c) and an example of some of the 

resulting 3D printed specimens (d). 

2.3. Testing methods 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy performed in attenuated total reflectance 
mode 

Photopolymerization kinetics was evaluated with a Nicolet 6700 (Thermo Scientific, 
Germany) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectrometer as well as analysed the 
functionalization of the nanocellulose and the filler-matrix interactions. FTIR was measured 
using the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) method. Sixteen parallel measurements were taken 
with a 4 cm-1 resolution for each sample in the 400–4000 cm-1 range, and the average spectra 
were used.  

Lignocellulose fillers were vacuum dried and measured by placing directly on the diamond 
prism. For printed samples, small pieces were shaved off the top and middle of the sample. 
Then, constant pressure was applied using a torque wrench supplied with the spectrometer. 
Double bond conversion rate of the cured samples was calculated according to the equation 
(2.1) [20]: 

DBC% = �1 − (At ∕ Ara) ∕ (A0 ∕ Arb)� × 100 %  (2.1) 
…where A0 and At are the absorption intensities of the C=C bond (at 810 cm-1) before and after 
polymerization and Arb and Ara are the absorption intensities of the ester C=O bond (at 1722 
cm-1) before and after polymerization. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Theoretical spectra for filler-matrix interaction analysis were calculated using equation (2.2): 
𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 = 𝑋𝑋 × 𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋 + (1 − 𝑋𝑋)𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝    (2.2) 

…where Af and Apol are the absorbances % for components in the composition spectra, 
lignocellulose component (f), and polymer matrix (pol), respectively, X = wt% of a 
lignocellulose component in specific composition. 

Sol-fraction measurements 

Curing efficiency was evaluated by sol-fraction measurements performed for 10 parallel 
samples using a manual Soxhlet extraction setup with acetone as the solvent. The extraction 
was conducted for 72 h. Samples were weighted before and after wrapping in filter paper and 
then again after Soxhlet extraction before and after unwrapping.  

Thermogravimetric analysis 

Thermal stability was evaluated with a Mettler TG50 instrument (Greifensee, Switzerland) 
on 10–15 mg samples, at a temperature range of 25–750 °C, with heating rates of 10, 15, 20, 
and 30 °C/min, under an inert atmosphere (N2) with an 80 ml/min flow rate. Thermal 
degradation kinetics were calculated using the Friedman method [176,177]. The conversion (α) 
of the thermal decomposition process was calculated using the equation (2.3): 

𝛼𝛼 = 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖−𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖−𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓

                (2.3) 

…where α – conversion, mi – sample weight mg before thermal degradation, mt – sample 
weight mg at time t during thermal degradation and mf – sample weight mg after thermal 
degradation, also known as char yield. 

Values from characteristic data of the Ln(dα/dt) vs. 1/T, conversion rate vs. temperature and 
dα/dt vs. temperature at different heating rates are shown in Figure 3.23 (c) and Supplementary 
11. Equation (2.4) was used to differentiate obtained values: 

d𝑎𝑎
d𝑡𝑡

=
d𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡
d𝑡𝑡

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖−𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓
       (2.4) 

were dmt/dt is the thermal degradation rate obtained from differential curves presented in Figure 
3.23 (d), and Supplementary 11. The natural logarithm of equation (2.4) gives equation (2.5): 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 d𝛼𝛼
d𝑡𝑡

= − 𝐸𝐸
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

+ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙[𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝛼𝛼)]     (2.5) 

…where Af(α) is the pre-exponential factor s-1, E is the activation energy J/mol, R is the 
universal gas constant, and T is the temperature K. 

The thermal destruction products of the photopolymerized samples were analyzed with 
FTIR-ATR linked with TGA via the FTIR transfer line. The transfer line was set to 200 °C to 
avoid gas condensation. The exact amount (15 mg) of the sample was heated up to 750 °C with 
a heating rate of 10 °C/min. FTIR-ATR spectra of the gases were collected at a resolution of 4 
cm-1 in the region of 400–4000 cm−1 with the same FTIR-ATR used for DBC%. 
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Hydrostatic density testing 

The densities of prepared cured samples were determined by hydrostatic weighing. Samples 
were weighed using Sartorius MC-1 (Sartorius, Germany) analytical balance with a density 
measurement kit. For each sample 10 parallel sample measurements were performed. Each 
sample was weighed twice, first in air and then in ethanol. Equation (2.6) was then used to 
determine the density of each composite: 

𝑝𝑝 = 𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎×(𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎−0.0012)
0.99983×(𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎−𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)

+ 0.0012     (2.6) 

…where Wa and Wethanol are the sample weight in air and ethanol, respectively, and ρethanol is 
the experimentally determined density of ethanol. 

Calculated theoretical density ρt, and the apparent polymer density 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎  were calculated by 
equations (2.7) and (2.8) [178]. 

𝜌𝜌𝑡𝑡 = 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 ×  𝜑𝜑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 + 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 × (1 −  𝜑𝜑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝)     (2.7) 

𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎 = (𝜌𝜌 − 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 ×  𝜑𝜑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝) (1 −  𝜑𝜑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝)⁄     (2.8) 

…where ρ is the experimental density of the printed samples; ρcel the nanocellulose absolute 
density (1.6 g/cm3) [179]; ρpoly the 0% experimental density (1.1167 g/cm3); and φcel the cellulose 
volume percent.  

Dynamic mechanical analysis 

Thermomechanical analysis was performed with a dynamic mechanical analyser Mettler 
DMA/SDTA861e (Mettler Toledo, USA) and storage modulus, loss modulus, and loss factor 
as a function of temperature were recorded.  

Thin film samples with dimensions of 8.5 × 4 × 0.3 mm were tested attention mode with a 1 
Hz frequency, a force of 10 N, and an elongation of 10 µm, in the temperature range from -70 
to 100 °C and at a heating rate of 3 °C/min. 

3D printed samples were tested at a dual cantilever deformation mode with a heating rate of 
3 °C min-1, applied force of 10 N, displacement of 20 μm, and at a frequency of 1 Hz from -70 
to 100 °C. DMA samples were printed in a rectangular form, as per ISO-178 (80 × 10 × 4 mm). 
All samples, before the test, were stored in sealed plastic bags in a dark place, and tests were 
performed after 2 days from the moment the samples were printed. 

Molecular weight between crosslinks (Mc) and crosslinking density (N) were calculated 
according to the theory of entropic rubber elasticity using equations (2.9) and (2.10) [180,181]:  

M𝑐𝑐 = 3𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐸𝐸′

       (2.9) 

N = 𝑝𝑝
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐

       (2.10) 

…where, ρ is the density of composite, R is the gas constant, E’ is the storage modulus at 95 
°C, and T is the temperature at which E’ is obtained. 

The adhesion parameter A was calculated from tanδ at 20 °C via equation (2.11) [182]: 

A = 1
1−𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓

 tanδ𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒

tanδ𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
− 1      (2.11) 
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To calculate the filler-matrix stress efficiency transfer parameter (C*), equation (2.12) was 
used [126]: 

C ∗=
�𝐸𝐸g′/𝐸𝐸v′�composite

�𝐸𝐸g′/𝐸𝐸v′�matrix
      (2.12) 

…where, E’g and E’v are glassy and rubbery storage modulus values measured at -45 °C and 
95 °C, respectively. 

For reinforcement parameter r calculations, equation (13) was used: 
𝑟𝑟 = E′c

E′mVf
− 1

Vf
      (2.13) 

…where E’c and E’m are storage modulus values at 95 °C for the composite and polymer matrix, 
respectively, and Vf is the nanofiller volume fraction in the composite. 

Atomic-force microscope 

Atomic force microscope (AFM) (Smena, NT-MDT, Russia) images of pristine and 
functionalised nanocrystalline cellulose and nanofibrillated cellulose were obtained using an 
HA_NC (ETALON) tip in semi-contact mode. To prepare AFM samples, highly diluted filler 
suspensions in analysis grade acetone with a concentration of 0.005 wt% were sonicated in an 
ultrasonic bath for 10 min and then dropwise applied on a clean Si substrate and dried overnight. 

Scanning electron microscopy 

Thin film surface morphology was evaluated by using the Tescan Vega II instrument (Brno, 
Czech Republic) with a magnification of 1000× and an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Before the 
analyses, the samples were coated with gold. 

Lignin particle characterization was done with Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Hitachi 
Tabletop Microscope TM3000 (Japan). Dry lignin powder was applied on carbon tape to obtain 
an image with a voltage of 15 kV. 

Nanofibrillated cellulose was characterised with an FEI Nova NanoSEM 650 Schottky field 
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. The 
measurements were performed using the STEM detector. The sample was obtained by placing 
a diluted F water suspension droplet on a copper grid and allowing the water to evaporate. 

3D printed sample fracture surface was investigated with field emission scanning electron 
microscopy using a Nova NanoSEM 650 (FEI, USA) operated at an accelerating voltage of 3 
kV. The sample fracture surfaces were obtained following freezing in liquid nitrogen. 

Contact angle measurements 

Contact angle measurements with sessile droplet distilled water (Crystal 10, Adrona, Latvia) 
were performed on Theta Lite optical tensiometer (Attention, China) to evaluate the 
functionalization effect on the hydrophobicity of the nanocellulose fillers and thin film 
composite surface.  
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For functionalised filler sample preparation, fillers were suspended in analysis grade 
acetone, sonicated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min, applied dropwise and then dried on a glass 
substrate (3 layers).  

For thin film sample preparation, Film surface was chemically etched with analytical grade 
acetone to remove sticky surface with unreacted resin and then left for drying. 

All measurements were performed at room temperature on dried filler films; data were 
recorded after 10 s of contact. 

Optical microscopy 

3D printing accuracy was evaluated by optical microscopy using Leica 301-371.011 
DMRBE, (Leica Microsystems, Germany) equipped with a 5× and 20× objective lenses and the 
Leica application suite software. Obtained the images of 3D printing object surfaces and 
fracture surfaces of the 3D printed composites. The sample fracture surfaces were obtained 
following freezing in liquid nitrogen.  

UV-Vis spectroscopy analysis 

Optical property changes were evaluated by a A SolidSpec3700 UV-VIS-NIR Shimadzu 
(Kyoto, Japan) spectrophotometer with a 60 mm diameter integration sphere and a wavelength 
precision of 0.5 nm in the wavelength range of 240–700 nm. Tests were performed on 200–250 
μm thin films in transmittance mode and 3D printed samples with a width of 3 mm in 
transmittance and reflectance modes. 

Viscosity measurements 

The viscosity of the prepared resins was measured by the Viscolead One rotational 
viscometer (Fungilab, Spain) at various speeds in the range of 1 to 100 RPM at 25 °C 
temperature. 

Spectrophotometry analysis 

The prepared composition samples’ changes in regards to used reinforcement and yellowing 
index (YI) were evaluated using the Ci7600 Sphere Benchtop Spectrophotometer (x-rite 
Pantone, Michigan, USA). Three parallel measurements were performed with a total 
transmittance aperture of 6 mm, a wavelength range of 360–750 nm, a photometric resolution 
of 0.01 %, and white paper as a background due to the transparency of the 3D printed samples. 

Tensile testing 

Mechanical performance of the 3D printed samples was evaluated by a tensile test using a 
25ST universal testing machine (Tinius Olsen, United Kingdom) according to EN ISO 527-
1BA. Testing speeds were 5 mm min-1 for stress and strain values and 1 mm min-1 for modulus 
values. The average values of elongation at break, elastic modulus, and tensile strength were 
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obtained from parallel 5 samples. The area under the stress-strain curves was integrated to 
enable the calculation of composite toughness. Before testing, all samples were stored in sealed 
plastic bags in a dark place; tests were performed 2 days after the samples were printed. 

Flexural testing 

Three-point flexural tests were performed on 3D printed rectangular samples with 
dimensions of 80 × 10 × 4 mm3, according to the EN ISO-178 standard. A Tinius Olsen 25ST 
universal testing machine (USA) was used, with testing speeds of 1 mm/min for flexural 
modulus and 5 mm/min for flexural strength, with 25 kN S-type load cell. Prepared specimens 
were stored in a sealed bag at room temperature in a dark place. Average flexural strain at break, 
flexural modulus and flexural strength values were obtained from the testing of 5 specimens. 
All flexural tests are performed two days after the printing of the specimens. 

QUV accelerated weathering 

A weathering test with a QUV accelerated weathering tester (Q-Panel Co., USA) equipped 
with fluorescent UVA-340 lamps (Q-Lab Co., USA) was performed to simulate outdoor 
conditions in accordance with the ISO 4892–3:2016 standard “Plastics-Methods of Exposure 
to Laboratory Light Source, Part 3: Fluorescent UV Lamp”. The test combines 3 cycles (12 h): 
ultraviolet sunlight (8 h) at black panel temperature 50 ± 3 °C and irradiance 0.75 W/m2, spray 
(15 min), and condensation (3 h and 45 min at 50 °C). Each cycle of exposure occurs separately 
to simulate natural weathering conditions. The fluorescent UVA-340 lamps have a 295–365 nm 
(maximum at 340 nm) wavelength spectrum. UV light is responsible for most of the sunlight 
damage to polymer materials exposed outdoors [160,163]. In the condensation cycle, the water 
reservoir (bottom of the test chamber) is heated to produce vapor, reaching 100 % relative 
humidity, and forming the dew on the surface, responsible for most of the wetness outdoors. 
The water vapor continuously condensates on the test panels (which are kept at a lower 
temperature by room air flowing over the back surfaces of the specimens). Post-processed 3D 
printed samples were inserted into the QUV weathering chamber, removed, and tested after 0, 
250, 500, 750, and 1000 h weathering exposures.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Vegetable oil-based photocurable resins for films and additive 
manufacturing 

3.1.1. Neat resin formulation: photoinitiator concentration selection 

Publication: 

• A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, M. Jurinovs, S. Kasetaite, J. Ostrauskaite, S. Gaidukovs, 
Y. Habibi, UV-light curing of 3D printing inks from vegetable oils for 
stereolithography. Polymers 13 (2021) 1195, doi:10.3390/polym13081195  

Typical resins for UV-assisted additive manufacturing (AM) are prepared from petroleum-
based materials and therefore do not contribute to the growing AM industry trend of converting 
to sustainable bio-based materials. To satisfy society and industry’s demand for sustainability, 
renewable feedstocks must be explored; unfortunately, there are not many options that are 
applicable to photopolymerization. Nevertheless, some vegetable oils can be modified to be 
suitable for UV-assisted AM technologies. In this work, extended study, through FTIR 
measurements, of the UV-curing of acrylate epoxidized soybean oil (AESO)-based 
formulations have been performed to better understand the photopolymerization process. The 
study demonstrates that the addition of appropriate functional comonomers like 
trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA) and the adjusting of the concentration of photoinitiator 
from 1 to 7 wt% decrease the needed UV-irradiation time by up to 25 %. Under optimized 
conditions, the optimal curing time was about 4 s, leading to a double bond conversion rate 
(DBC%) up to 80 % and higher crosslinking density determined by the Flory–Rehner empirical 
approach. Thermal and mechanical properties were also investigated via TGA and DMA 
measurements that showed significant improvements of mechanical performances for all 
formulations. The properties were improved further upon the addition of the reactive diluents. 
After the thorough investigations, the prepared vegetable oil-based resin formulations 
containing reactive diluents were deemed suitable for UV-assisted AM, giving their appropriate 
viscosity. The validation was done by printing different objects with complex structures using 
a laser based stereolithography apparatus (SLA) printer. 

*Sample abbreviation: AESO-1, AESO-3, AESO-5, AESO-7 – AESO resins with 1, 3, 5, and 7 wt% 
photoinitiator, respectively; M-AESO-1, M-AESO-3, M-AESO-5, M-AESO-7 – AESO resins with 
comonomers (30 wt% HDDA and 5 wt% TMPTA) and 1, 3, 5, and 7 wt% photoinitiator, respectively. 

3.1.1.1. Investigation of UV-Crosslinking Process 

Soybean oil triglycerides contain mostly unsaturated fatty acids: linolenic acid (7–10 %), 
linoleic acid (51 %), and oleic acid (23 %). It also contains some saturated fatty acids such as 
stearic acid (4 %) and palmitic acid (10 %). It is made epoxidized and then acrylated to lower 
its viscosity and increase its reactivity toward UV-irradiation to be suitable for the SLA 
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technique as it was used in the present study. Furthermore, HDDA and TMPTA were used as 
reactive diluents in order to further adjust the viscosity and increase the crosslinking density. 
The amounts of these reactive diluents were established based on literature research in order to 
maintain high bio-based AESO content. Indeed, previous studies have investigated the 
concentration of these reactive diluents and their effects on the performances of the final 
materials. TMPTA has been used in multiple cases where its concentration ranged from 2 wt% 
to 50 wt% [183-185]. As a trifunctional monomer, this monomer contributes to the increase of 
the crosslinking rate and density, but at too high concentration it can lead to unwanted stiffness 
[186-188]. HDDA as bifunctional linear monomer contributes to the increase of the mechanical 
properties [189]. The photoinitiator used in this study is diphenyl(2,4,6-
trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (TPO) and belongs to the Norrish Type I PI [190], where 
absorption of visible and ultra-violet (UV) lights causes homolytic bondage cleavage and 
generates two highly reactive radical species, which then initiate the polymerization and 
irreversibly incorporate into the polymer matrix. In the present study, the ratio between AESO 
/ TMPTA / HDDA was kept constant at 65 / 30 / 5, and the photoinitiator was loaded at different 
concentrations ranging from 1 wt% to 7 wt%. The formulations were then exposed to UV 
irradiation at various exposure times from 2 to 10 s. As there are many possible combinations 
in this system, the crosslinking can occur between the same molecules (a-a; b-b; c-c) and / or 
between different molecules (a-b; a-c; b-c; etc.) in more than one site of each molecule. Given 
the number of reactive sites, the later combination is supposed to be the most dominant. 
Moreover, AESO has five reactive sites, while TMPTA and HDDA have three and two reactive 
sites, respectively. Therefore, HDDA will more likely prolong the crosslinking of chains, which 
is expected to increase the elasticity of the material. On other hand, TMPTA with more reactive 
moieties will more likely increase the crosslinking speed and density [191]. 

The occurrence of the crosslinking was followed by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) analyses for all formulations (neat AESO and M-AESO). In the Figure 3.1, the spectra 
of AESO-3 and M-AESO-3 are given as examples. 

All characteristic peaks of groups present in AESO corresponding to (-OH) stretching 
vibrations of (C=O) and (C-O) ester groups are present before and after the UV-light exposure 
in all spectra at 3462, 1733 and 1219, and 1271 cm−1, respectively [192]. The bands 
corresponding to the asymmetric stretching of (O=C-O) at 1361 cm−1 [193,194] and stretching 
vibrations of ester (C-O-C) at 1158 cm−1 were also observed [192]. For AESO-3 resin, upon 
UV-irradiation, a decrease of the intensity is observed in (CH2=CH-R) scissioning and (C=C) 
at 1406 and 1632 cm−1, respectively. These decreases during the UV-irradiation happen because 
(C=C) bonds in acrylate groups are destroyed by the initiation of radicals and the occurrence of 
the crosslinking [172,193,195]. Additional conformation of acrylate polymer vinyl functionality 
is characterized by the (CH2=CH (CO)-O-) vinyl group at 985 cm−1, which also decreases upon 
UV-irradiation [193]. The decrease of the later peak affects also the peak at 1733 cm−1 related 
to the (C-O) of the ester groups, which is due to the electronic conjugation. Other characteristic 
peaks corresponding to asymmetric stretching vibrations and deformations of (C-H), (-CH2-), 
and (-CH3) groups were observed before and after the crosslinking at 1055, 2890, and 1449 
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cm−1, respectively. It is worth noting that no characteristic peak of the TPO was observed even 
at the highest loading, probably due to the low concentrations compared to the amount of the 
resins, but also because of the overlapping with the peak of the resins. 

Before the characterization of the formulations containing the reactive diluents, FTIR 
analyses of each of the used components before and after the UV-induced crosslinking were 
also performed to get preliminary insights on their interactions and crosslinking. The recorded 
spectra are provided in Supplementary 1. The spectra clearly show that both monomers are very 
similar from a chemical structure standpoint, but their crosslinking and physical properties 
aspects are different. Both reactive diluents as acrylates have similar characteristic peaks, also 
present in AESO, except for (-OH) band at 3462 cm−1, which is not present, since none of the 
monomers have this group in their formula. After the irradiation, the spectra of the monomers 
consist of much more irregularities in peak intensities than AESO. The intensity of (C=C) band 
at 810 cm−1 does not decrease as much; on the other hand, (O=C-O) at 1361 cm−1 decreases 
until complete disappearance for both reactive diluents, in contrast to AESO resins. 

 

Figure 3.1. FTIR spectra of AESO-3 (a) and M-AESO-3 (b) resins before and after 
UV-curing at different exposure times. 
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M-AESO formulations were then analysed before and after the UV-curing at different 
exposure times. Similar characteristic peaks belonging to AESO, HDDA, and TMPTA were 
observed at different intensities depending on the curing times. One can observe a decrease of 
the peak corresponding to (CH2=CH (CO)-O-) vinyl group at 985 cm−1 during the irradiation, 
which was not complete as in the case of neat AESO resin, which is related to the higher amount 
of (C=C) bonds from acrylate groups brought by the addition of reactive diluents in M-AESO 
formulations than in neat AESO for all formulations. Similar observation applies to the peak at 
810 cm−1. 

FTIR measurements were used to evaluate the kinetic of the photopolymerization by 
following the intensities of the peaks at 810 and 1733 cm−1 corresponding to the (C=C) and 
(C=O) groups, respectively, for neat AESO resin and those containing reactive diluent M-
AESO. The ratio of the two intensities I1733 / I810 cm−1 was used as the normalization means in 
order to eliminate possible errors that could arise from the differences in the thickness of the 
films. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the evolution of the calculated ratio I1733 / I810 cm−1 against the 
curing times for the formulation, having 3 wt% of TPO as an example. One can conclude that 
the onset optimal curing time is 3.3 s for AESO-3, while it is only about 2.4 s for M-AESO-3 
resin, showing that the addition of the reactive diluents has increased the reactivity and hence 
decreasing the curing times. This applies to all loading of TPO. Indeed, the addition of the 
reactive diluents has decreased the curing time for all formulations regardless of the loading of 
the photoinitiator. 

 

Figure 3.2. The variation of I1733 / I810 cm−1 with curing times of AESO and M-AESO 
resins at 3 wt% loading of the photoinitiator. 
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%, as the values of DBC% obtained for M-AESO are higher than those obtained for neat AESO. 
DBC% for neat AESO reaches around 77 % in 4 s in the case of 5 % TPO loading, while it was 
slightly below for the other loading of TPO. After 4 s irradiation time, the DBC% remains 
constant or drops. This high conversion rate achieved under UV-curing attests for the fast 
reactivity of the acrylated moieties, because when compared to thermally cured dimethacrylate, 
the same value of conversion rate can be reached only after 3000 s of curing [198]. In the case 
of M-AESO, the DCB% increases sharply after only 2 s of UV-irradiation and then continues 
to slowly increase after 4 s of UV irradiation, reaching 83 % of conversion after 8 s. When 
compared to other vegetable oil-based resins reported in the literature about UV-curing, 
prepared resin reached their highest conversion much faster. Indeed, in the case of acrylated 
epoxidized palm oil with no additional reactive diluents, DBC% was barely over 60 % after 8 
s [199]. It is worth noting that the increase of the amount of the photoinitiator does not 
automatically lead to higher absolute conversion degree. This could be explained by the 
screening effect, where the crosslinking starts rapidly at the upper layer, causing a complete 
absorption of the UV-light and consequently obstructing its in-depth penetration into the 
materials [200,201]. 

 
Figure 3.3. Double bond conversion (DBC%) rate as function of the UV-curing time 

for neat AESO and M-AESO for different loading of the photoinitiator. 
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the results show that in the case of the studied formulations, the UV-cured resins containing the 
functional monomers display almost 5-fold enhanced crosslinking density characteristics in 
comparison to the crosslinked neat AESO resin. For example, M-AESO-3 resin formulation 
exhibits Mc = 45 g/mol and N = 73.9 × 103 mol/cc in comparison to cured AESO-3 resin, which 
has only Mc of 193 g/mol and N of 16.4×103 mol/cc, respectively. 
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Table 3.1.  
Crosslinking density (N, mol/cc) and molecular weight (Mc, g/mol) obtained for 

different formulations cured at 4 s 

Sample Mc, g/mol N, × 103, mol/cc 

AESO-1 130 24.6 

AESO-3 193 16.4 

AESO-5 223 14.4 

AESO-7 149 21.5 

M-AESO-1 45 73.9 

M-AESO-3 45 73.9 

M-AESO-5 73 46.2 

M-AESO-7 269 12.3 
 

3.1.1.2. Thermomechanical Investigation of UV-Cured Materials 

In general, thermal and mechanical properties of a polymer network can be directly linked 
to the crosslink density [206]. After being cured, the resulting polymer materials were 
investigated in terms of their thermal and mechanical properties. The thermal stability is directly 
linked to the crosslinking chain network density, where higher degradation temperatures are 
characteristic of more dense and less defective polymer chain network [195]. Thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA) was used to investigate the thermal stability of the cured materials. Figure 3.4 
(a) and (b) show the weight losses of the samples during the heating and the first derivative 
curve (DTG) Tmax (temperature of maximums degradation rate), respectively. Both resins 
AESO and M-AESO exhibit closely similar degradation behaviours. Yet, the results show that 
the addition of the functional monomers in the case of M-AESO has increased the thermal 
stability by about 17–30 °C for each formulation having the same concentration of PI. Indeed, 
the main degradation temperature ranges from 387 to 400 °C for neat AESO, while it was 
around 420 °C for M-AESO. Moreover, the presence of the monomer induced a second 
degradation of the samples at around 460 °C, which could be attributed to the degradation of 
added reactive diluents. This degradation behaviour is likely to be attributed to TMPTA 
monomer, as has been suggested by other studies. Indeed, TMPTA monomer helps creating 
highly crosslinked density polymer network, which exhibits better heat-diffusion inhibition 
characteristics [172]. Overall, there is no significant weight loss until 250 °C (first 1 % weight 
loss detected at 249 °C for sample M-AESO-1), and even at this temperature, the loss is very 
limited, as it represents only 1–2 %, which could be related to the presence of incurable volatile 
components that degrade faster than cured network [199,207]. The main degradation takes place 
in the range of 300–500 °C, which is 50 °C higher compared to palm oil-based resin as reported 
in the Ashraf M. Salih et al. study [199]. Indeed, the main degradation of palm oil-based resin is 
reported between 250–550 °C. Additionally, 5 % of weight is lost at 277 or 308.5 °C, depending 
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on the used photoinitiator, while in our case, AESO, even without additional monomers, loses 
its first 5 % at 339 °C, which is 30 °C higher compared to palm oil. Yet, in the present study, 
the char yields are 3–5 %, while for palm oils, the char was around 2.3 % [199]. The degradation 
results from random scission of the linear chains of the crosslinked system; therefore, branched 
systems with higher amounts of triacrylate monomer exhibit higher Tmax values. A full 
investigation of the thermal stability of the produced resins was reported in a previous paper 
[176], where the kinetics of the thermal destruction were performed using Friedman method and 
revealed that the addition of the reactive comonomers increases the activation energy for 
thermal destruction by 10 %. 

Figure 3.4. TGA thermograms (a) and the corresponding first derivatives (b) of 
AESO and M-AESO resins formulations cured at 4 s. 

The mechanical properties of the studied resins were investigated by dynamic mechanical 
analysis (DMA) measurements. Figure 3.5 depicts the obtained DMA curves for neat AESO 
and M-AESO resin formulations loaded with different PI concentrations and UV-cured at 4 s. 
Table 3.2 gathers the extracted values of the storage modulus at different temperatures and the 
glass transition temperatures. For both formulations, the DMA profiles are typical of thermoset 
resins where the storage modulus decreases upon heating the materials due to phase transition 
from a glassy state to a rubbery state. For thermoset resins, the storage and loss modulus values 
are a direct indication of the crosslinking density, which can be compared in either a rubbery 
(viscoelastic) state or at the glass transition region; yet, the glassy state is mostly indifferent to 
crosslinking density. In addition, it is well known that higher crosslinking density yields higher 
glass transition temperature (Table 3.2), which is obtained from the damping factor (tanδ) peak 
(Figure 3.5 (c) and (d)). 

In the case of neat AESO resins, the storage modulus and loss moduli values are similar at 
the glassy state regardless of the concentration of the PI and thus the crosslinking density. The 
glass transition in this case occurs in a very narrow temperature window ranging between 24 
and 29 °C, and the profiles show only one well defined peak for each formulation. At the 
rubbery state, there is a slight decrease of the values of the storage modulus upon the increase 
of the loading of the PI confirming the differences yet slight in the crosslinking density of the 
material. The sample with 5 wt% initiator stands out with the best values of the storage modulus 
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in the viscoelastic state and the highest Tg, and a relatively small difference was obtained for 
the sample with 1 wt% of added PI. The sample with 1 wt% PI shows the highest loss modulus 
peak values and thus indicates a less stiff response, which is induced from AESO ability to self-
plasticize; this synergy results in almost the same performance as other concentrations [208,209]. 

The same DMA profiles are observed in the case of formulations containing reactive 
diluents. The values recorded at the glassy state are comparable to those of the neat AESO, 
demonstrating as expected that at this state the crosslinking density has no effect over the values 
of the storage modulus. The M-AESO-3 exhibits the highest loss modulus value, while the 
formulation M-AESO-7 has the lowest loss modulus. The storage modulus values are strongly 
enhanced with the addition of the functional monomers by means of 4-fold and 5-fold increase 
at room temperature and higher temperatures (80 °C), respectively. 

 
Figure 3.5. DMA curves for formulations cured at 4 s: (a) storage and loss modulus 
of AESO resins, (b) tanδ of AESO resins, (c) storage and loss modulus of M-AESO 

resins and (d) tan𝛿𝛿 of M-AESO resins. 

The glass transition occurs at higher temperatures compared to formulations without 
additives, attesting to a more rigid structure, hence increased crosslinking density. Tg values 
were 19–34 °C higher compared to those achieved for neat AESO samples. The damping factor 
(tanδ) peaks of all formulations were broader than those obtained for neat AESO resins, 
exhibiting a shoulder for which the intensity increases with the decrease of the PI loading. The 
presence of this shoulder is indicative of the presence of phase separation. The occurrence of 
this phase separation is probably the reason of the higher loss modulus values recorded after 
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the glass transition compared to other samples. The segmental mobility of loosely connected 
AESO sections could reduce overall stiffness of M-AESO-1 and M-AESO-3 samples, while 
this also seems to create better energy storing capabilities. 

Table 3.2.  
Storage modulus values of AESO and M-AESO resin formulations cured at 4 s at 

different temperatures 

Sample Storage Modulus, MPa Tg, °C 

-40 °C -20 °C 0 °C 20 °C 40 °C 60 °C 80 °C  

AESO-1 2337 1754 821 213 50 29 24 28 

AESO-3 1970 1489 721 196 44 19 16 24 

AESO-5 1996 1591 805 204 42 18 14 29 

AESO-7 2016 1627 879 233 45 23 21 24 

M-AESO-1 2273 1890 1262 726 385 136 72 62 

M-AESO-3 2500 2014 1210 572 245 108 72 50 

M-AESO-5 2280 1849 1241 572 194 60 45 48 

M-AESO-7 1942 1622 1004 416 156 51 12 47 
 

3.1.1.3. Printability of the Materials 

After the optimization of the formulations and their UV-curing, the formulated resins were 
validated as UV-sensitive. Yet, given the high viscosity of the formulations based on neat 
AESO (viscosity of the commercial AESO 18 000–32 000 CPS.), the printing of these resins 
was not possible with the used SLA printer, as it exceeded the operational range. Only 
formulations composed of AESO in combination with the reactive diluents were printable. 
Objects with more or less complex structures were then printed from all M-AESO formulations 
using SLA printers (Figure 3.6). These printed objects demonstrate complete layer fusion and 
accurate printing quality, as they were defect-free and exhibited high-resolution features and 
good mechanical properties, ensuring good stability without undergoing any shrinkage over the 
time. 
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Figure 3.6. Printed M-AESO-3 resin, transparent bar (a), owl (b), a Lego cube (c), 

and basket like bowl (d). 

3.1.1.4. Summary  

Acrylated epoxidized soybean oil was used alone or in combination with reactive diluents 
as the main component to formulate UV-curable resins. The effect of the photoinitiator and 
UV-light exposure time were studied to understand the curability of these vegetable oil-based 
formulations. Optimal curing time to achieve full curing was about 4 s, as determined by 
photorheological measurements. The addition of the reactive diluents not only decreased the 
viscosity of the resins, but also induced a decrease in the photopolymerization time by 25 % 
and an increase in the double bond conversion rate (DBC%) by 10 %. Thermal degradation 
analysis showed good thermal stability of both types of formulations, which was improved by 
the addition of reactive diluents reaching about 420 °C as a consequence of the increased 
crosslinking density. The mechanical properties of the cured resins improved with the 
crosslinking density for the same type of formulations, which was related the content of the 
photoinitiator. Similarly, these properties were also improved upon the addition of the reactive 
diluents. Indeed, the storage modulus improved by almost 4-fold at room temperature and 5-
fold at 80 °C, reaching 726 and 72 MPa, respectively, for the formulations containing the 
reactive diluents (AESO-M compositions). Accordingly, the formulated sustainable bio-based 
resins containing the reactive diluents were deemed suitable for UV-assisted 3D printing, and 
thus they were successfully validated by printing different objects with complex structures with 
SLA printers. The formulated bio-based resins provided excellent printability showing a high 
promise for scalability toward commercial applications, yet further development and 
optimization are still needed. 

For further investigations of UV-curable resins for films and 3D printing M-AESO-3 was 
chosen. Decision was based on the optimal properties of viscosity, crosslinking density, and 
thermomechanical properties that were not further improved with increasing PI concentration. 
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3.2 Lignocellulose filler loaded resins for films 

3.2.1. Single lignocellulose filler loaded resins 

Publications: 

 A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, L. Grase, S. Gaidukovs, Simultaneous wettability and 
stiffness control of UV-curing vegetable oil resin composites by lignocellulosic 
components. Polymer 255 (2022) 125154, doi:10.1016/j.polymer.2022.125154 

• A. Barkane, E. Kampe, O. Platnieks, S. Gaidukovs, Cellulose Nanocrystals vs. 
cellulose nanofibers: A comparative study of reinforcing effect in UV-cured 
vegetable oil nanocomposites. Nanomaterials, 11 (2021) 1791, 
doi:10.3390/nano11071791  

Following green chemistry and environmental preservation trends, the demand for bio-based 
acrylic resins is growing. Vegetable oil-based resins have arisen to meet the present challenge. 
However, the performance and tuning of sustainable resin properties still need improvement. 
There is an opportunity to use lignocellulose as an efficient renewable filler for polymer 
composites. There have been many investigations to prove the reinforcement concept of 
different nanocellulose for thermoplastic and thermoset polymers. However, other 
lignocellulose components (hemicellulose and lignin) have not been investigated as much and 
almost at all in photocurable resins. Hence, we undertook this study to research tuneable 
vegetable oil-based UV-curing composite resins. This work reports on vegetable oil-based resin 
loaded with lignocellulosic components of nanocrystalline cellulose (C), nanofibrillated 
cellulose (F), hemicellulose (H), and lignin (LN). Chosen loading were 5 and 10 wt% for all 
four components and additional 20 and 30 wt% C and F components resin composites. The 
effects of lignocellulosic components on thermal stability, thermomechanical properties, 
transparency, surface morphology, and wettability were evaluated in detail. In addition, the 
interaction of lignocellulosic components with the polymer matrix and interface was thoroughly 
investigated. The intense interaction between lignocellulosic components and the polymer 
matrix helps to form a strong interface and creates a polymer composite with enhanced 
thermomechanical properties. The composite surface morphology and wettability can be tuned 
depending on the lignocellulosic component, i.e., with the addition of H, C, and F. Hydrophilic 
affinity is improved and water wetting angles as low as 8° can be achieved, but with L a value 
of 96° was observed, a slight increase in hydrophobicity compared to the vegetable oil (VO) 
matrix value of 90°. Adding H and C reduced transparency at 500 nm by 14 and 16 %, while 
adding L and F by 18 and 25 %, respectively. FTIR revealed strong interfacial interactions 
through the hydrogen bonding between C, F, H, and the VO polymer. Above the glass transition 
temperature at 80 °C, the storage modulus values increased 6-fold and 2-fold for the 30 wt% C 
and F nanocomposites, respectively. This work will shed light on the lignocellulose 
components' future role in UV-curing resin applications. It also broadens lignocellulose 
particles' application as reinforcing additives for UV-light sensitive polymeric resins. The 
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obtained nanocomposites with enhanced properties show great potential for applications such 
as UV-light-processed coatings, adhesives, and additive manufacturing resins. 

*Sample abbreviation: VO – vegetable oil-based composition without fillers; vegetable oil-
based composition with lignocellulose components 5–30 wt% summarized in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3. 

Sample abbreviation 

Filler Sample abbreviation in regard to filler loading, wt% 
0 5 10 20 30 

None VO - - - - 
Nanocrystalline cellulose - VOC5 VOC10 VOC20 VOC30 
Nanofibrillated cellulose - VOF5 VOF10 VOF20 VOF30 

Hemicellulose - VOH5 VOH10 - - 
Lignin - VOL5 VOL10 - - 

 

3.2.1.1. Macromolecular chain network structure 

The density, DBC%, molecular weight between crosslinks (Mc), and the crosslinking density 
(N) for 10 wt% compositions are summarized in Table 3.4. As one of the main characteristics 
of composite materials, density characterizes the homogeneity of the component mixing, 
dispersion quality, and structural defects [210]. Lignocellulosic component addition causes a 
slight density increase, as seen in Table 3.4. The increase is related to the absolute density of C 
and F (1.6 g/cm3) [134], H (1.5 g/cm3) [211], and L (1.4 g/cm3) [211], which are higher than the 
experimentally determined VO density (1.1 g/cm3). Theoretically calculated densities for 
VOC10, VOF10 and VOH10 compositions are 1.2 g/cm3 and 1.1 g/cm3 for VOL10. Theoretical 
and experimental densities overlap in the error range, so it can be concluded that no significant 
voids are present. The compositions could have homogenous dispersion. The 5 wt% 
compositions have similar observations and 20 and 30 wt% F and C compositions showed 
density increase by almost 6 and 9 %, respectively. The Cs and Fs had the same absolute density 
value of around 1.6 g/cm3 [179,212]. The experimental density of C materials was higher than 
that of Fs, due to the denser stacking of crystalline short rod-like Cs than the entangled F 
nanofibers [134].  

Sol-fraction measurements are frequently used to assess the effectiveness of crosslinking 
[172]. Data in Table 3.4 shows that 10 wt% composition sol fractions decrease by -0.51 % for 
VOC10 and increase by +3.1 % and +1.08 % for VOF10 and VOH10, respectively. VOC10 
sol-fraction decrease indicates greater crosslinking than VO composition. This is explained by 
nanocellulose helping the light scattering, as reported by Schmocker et. al [92]. At the same 
time, an increase in viscosity has been reported to limit the movement and distribution of the 
free radicals [166], hence the sol-fraction increase for the VOF10 and VOH10 compositions. 
The VOL10 has a much more pronounced increase in the sol-fraction (+15.9 %) related to the 
L filler's UV-light blocking properties that interfere with forming free radicals and, therefore, 
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the crosslinking process. UV-light blocking is mainly attributed to the phenolic groups and 
conjugated carboxyl groups in L [81]. Similar trend for data (with sol-fraction changes of -0.31 
% for VOC5, -1.5 % for VOF5 and VOH5, and +3.28 % for VOL5 compositions) can be 
observed in Table 3.4. The observed incremental decrease in sol-fraction from 5 to 2 % for the 
VO, 30 wt% C and F compositions, correspondingly, relates to the observed DBC% remarkable 
drop after nanocellulose incorporation into the polymer matrix. 

The Flory–Rehner equation [202] was proposed to calculate Mc and N (Table 3.4).  Mc has 
significantly decreased for C, F, and H compositions with 5 and 10 wt% loading, while it has 
increased for L compositions. The decrease is explained by filler-matrix interaction; and the 
increase is due to the significantly higher sol-fraction. Accordingly, N increased for VOC10, 
VOF10, and VOH10 and decreased (-1.2-fold) for VOL10 composition. The highest increase 
of N was recorded for VOC10 composition (3.2-fold), indicating the most significant filler-
matrix interaction. This is followed by a 2.3-fold and a 2-fold increase for VOH10 and VOF10 
compositions, respectively. Milder N increases in F compositions are related to F's tendency to 
agglomerate, resulting in stronger filler-filler interaction than filler-matrix interaction [134]. The 
same tendency is observed for 5 wt% compositions in Table 3.4. (1.6, 1.3, 2.3, and -1.4-fold 
increase/decrease for VOC5, VOF5, VOH5, and VOL5, respectively). The UV-cured 
nanocomposite containing 30 wt% of Fs and Cs is characterized by the 2-fold and 6-fold-
enhanced Mc compared to the VO sample. 

Table 3.4.  
Structural characteristics of the VO and lignocellulose compositions 

Sample Density, g/cm3 Sol-
fraction, % 

DBC
%max 

Mc, 
g/mol 

N, ×103, 
mol/cm3 

Transmittance 
at 500 nm, % 

VO 1.1197 ± 0.005 2.5 78 161 6.9 96 
VOC5 1.1394 ± 0.003 2.2 80 100 11.4 90 
VOC10 1.1583 ± 0.015 2.0 80 50 23.3 80 
VOC20 1.1601 ± 0.007 1.3 71 29 40.0 - 
VOC30 1.1711 ± 0.011 1.5 69 23 51.0 - 
VOF5 1.1299 ± 0.003 1.0 68 127 8.9 83 

VOF10 1.1339 ± 0.005 5.6 70 80 14.2 71 
VOF20 1.1532 ± 0.002 2.1 67 76 15.2 - 
VOF30 1.1585 ± 0.011 1.9 36 69 16.8 - 
VOH5 1.1097 ± 0.010 1.0 75 69 16.2 91 

VOH10 1.1457 ± 0.004 3.6 75 71 16.2 82 
VOl5 1.1139 ± 0.000 5.7 55 225 5.0 86 

VOL10 1.1347 ± 0.014 18.4 24 189 6.0 78 
 

3.2.1.2. Morphological properties 

The obtained compositions are shown in Figure 3.7. The VO composition is highly optically 
transparent, while the VOC10, VOF10, and VOH10 compositions are translucent with white 
colouring. In contrast, the VOL10 composition is brown. Translucence is confirmed by UV-
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Vis measurements (Table 3.4), where VO shows the highest transmittance of 96 % at 500 nm, 
followed by VOH10, VOC10, VOL10, and VOF10 compositions with 82, 80, 78, and 71 % 
transmittance, respectively. Wetting of the composition surfaces can be observed in Figure 3.7, 
where H2O droplet contact angles (θ) are displayed. Changes in wettability can be explained by 
surface morphology SEM images. In Figure 3.7, SEM magnification of 1 000× shows that the 
VO composition has a relatively smooth surface structure. VOC10 composition shows 
exceptionally homogeneous dispersion at the same magnification, resulting in a nanostructured 
surface with θ = 25 °. Only a few agglomerates were detected, demonstrating that the modified 
vegetable oil-based polymer matrix has excellent interaction and adhesion with C. While the 
VOF10 composition surface shows a much rougher surface structure than the VOC10 
composition, it also shows the lowest θ = 8 °. F in the VO polymer matrix formed a mesh-like 
nanofibrille structure, similar to that demonstrated in Galland et al. research on the 
hyperbranched acrylate matrix with several loadings of nanofibrillated cellulose [213]. The 
contact angle of the VOH10 composition with a water droplet is 52 °, which is reduced 
compared to VO. This is due to the H polymer’s hydrophilic nature, and the resulting blend has 
two polymer phases and a lower contact angle value [71]. At the same time, the VOL10 
composition shows surface-wide particle distribution (2017 ± 736 nm from SEM), but a 
nanostructure pattern has not developed. Contact angle is nearly identical to the VO 
composition (96 and 90 °, respectively). The more hydrophobic surface of the VOL10 
composition is related to the hydrophobic L nature [214]. 

 

Figure 3.7. The prepared VO and 10 wt% compositions, SEM micrographs of the 
composite surface structure with 1 000× magnification, and water wetting (θ). 
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Figure 3.8 shows the optical images of the cured VO, VOC5, VOC10, VOC20, VOC30, and 
VOF5, VOF10, VOF20, and VOF30 with respective C and F wt% content. The obtained 
nonmonotonous changes in the transmittance values from the filler content could be explained 
by a mild nanocellulose agglomeration and segregation. Nevertheless, even at a load of 30 wt%, 
the translucency remained for C and F composites to some extent. The VOF30 sample had the 
lowest translucency.  

 

Figure 3.8. The cured VO, and the 5, 10, 20, and 30 wt% C and F composites. 

3.2.1.3. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy  

Resins, cured compositions, and lignocellulosic components were characterized with FTIR 
spectroscopy (VO, 10 wt% compositions in Figure 3.9, and VO, 5, 20, and 30 wt% 
compositions, and lignocellulose components in Supplementary 2 and 3). Crosslinking 
absorbance peaks at 810 cm-1 (CH2=CH out of plane deformation [215]) and 1716 cm-1 (C=O 
stretching of carbonyl groups acrylates [49, 50]) in Figure 3.9 are highlighted in orange sectors 
I and II. Resins (dashed lines) and cured samples (solid lines) are plotted on top of each other, 
clearly showing CH2=CH and C=O peak maximums decreasing and increasing after curing. 
When FTIR spectra of lignocellulosic components and VO cured composition are compared 
(Supplementary 3), it is seen that many absorption peaks overlap. Spectra in Figure 3.9 show 
no new absorption peaks, absent in VO and lignocellulosic component spectra. Therefore, it is 
concluded that no new covalent bonds between the polymer matrix and lignocellulosic 
components are formed. All characteristic absorption bands of the nanocellulose were assigned 
from FTIR measurements shown in Figure Supplementary 3. The broad peak from 
approximately 3000 to 3650 cm−1 is related to –OH stretching vibrations [216,217]; the peak at 
2900 cm−1 is assigned to the C–H stretching vibration [218]; the peak at 1430 cm−1 represents 
CH2 symmetric bending [218], while the peak at 1316 cm−1 is assigned to CH2 wagging, and C–
OH in-plane bending at C6 can be observed at 1204 cm−1 [216]. The band at 1160 cm−1 
corresponds to C–O–C asymmetric stretching at the β-glycosidic linkage [216]. Other 
characteristic absorption peaks of C–O in cellulose can be observed approximately at 1055 cm−1 
[217,219] and at 1028 cm−1, and C–O-specific C6 stretching is represented by the band at 985 
cm−1. The signature peak at 897 cm−1 is assigned to C–O–C asymmetric stretching at β-
glycosidic linkages of amorphous cellulose [216]. While there are peaks (Figure 3.9, 1175–1000 
cm-1 range) attributed to C, F fillers, and H diluent absent from the VO spectra. Peaks with 
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maximums at 1034 cm-1 coincide with C and F spectra; at 1111 cm-1 with C, F, H, and L spectra; 
and at 1513 cm-1 with L spectra in supplementary data Supplementary 3. 

 

Figure 3.9. FTIR spectra of resins and cured VO and 10 wt% compositions. The curing time 
was 10 s.  

The characteristic absorption peaks attributed to the polymer matrix were discussed in 
section 3.1 and lignocellulosic component structural groups are summarized in Supplementary 
4. The lignocellulosic components in a polymer matrix create intermolecular bonding through 
hydrogen bonds, obstructing vinyl group conversion and lowering the light transmission  [168]. 
This is confirmed by the calculated DBC%, representing the covalent bond crosslinking degree 
in Figure 3.10 for VO and 10 wt% samples (Supplementary 2: 5, 20, and 30 wt% samples). The 
Flory–Rehner calculations are represented in Table 3.5, while the DBC% calculation results 
from appropriate peak intensities (C=C and C=O) [20]. Curing trends for all prepared resins are 
similar. The primary curing occurs in the first 4 s, while the maximum DBC% was achieved at 
the 4 s mark.  

 

Figure 3.10. Double bond conversion rate % (DBC%) for VO and 10 wt% compositions. 
Crosslinking evaluated by DBC% corresponds to sol-fraction data discussed before. The 

addition of nanocellulose, which aids in light scattering and increased viscosity, has resulted in 
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observable inverted changes in sol-fraction and DBC% data for C and F compositions. Hence, 
compared to VO, a rise of DBC% for C compositions (+2 % for both VOC5 and VOC10) and 
a decrease for F compositions (-10 % and -8 % for VOF5 and VOF10, respectively) as improved 
light scattering and limited free radical movement produced these effects. Due to the previously 
mentioned UV-light blocking properties of L compositions, they have a much more significant 
drop in DBC% values (-23 % and -54 % for VOL5 and VOL10, respectively). An exception is 
H compositions with the second polymer phase, creating a slight decrease in DBC% values (-3 
% for both 5 and 10 wt% compositions). The DBC% values are combined in Table 3.4. Similar 
tendencies are observed for 5 wt% compositions (Supplementary 5), with the lowest DBC% for 
VOL5 (55 %).  

The steepest curing and the highest DBC% were received for the VO resin. After 2 s of 
irradiation, 67 % of the double bonds were converted, followed by the highest 78 % DBC% 
reached after 8 s. Herein, achieved curing time characteristics were considerably enhanced 
compared to the curing of poly(methyl methacrylate) and 1,6-hexanediol dimethacrylate 
formulations discussed by Zhang et al. [220], where after 5, 10, and 15 s of UV-light irradiation, 
the DBC% reached 18, 55, and 72 %, respectively. Steyrer et al. showed that the additional 
post-curing at elevating temperatures of the UV-light irradiation had increased DBC% by 2-
fold [221]. Nevertheless, we report that we have reached a 1.35-fold higher DBC% than Steyrer 
et al. did without the additional post-curing at elevated temperatures. The C nanocomposites’ 
curing with 70 % and 80 % of DBC% took place in the first 4 s indicated for 30 and 10 wt% 
content, respectively. The Fs had a more substantial impact on UV-light curing than the Cs did. 
A lower degree of DBC% was achieved for the F nanocomposites compared to the Cs. The 
curing process seemed to reach equilibrium after 2 s of irradiation for the F composites, where 
36 and 41 % of DBC% correspond to 30 and 10 wt% content, respectively. In addition, 72 % 
of DBC% was received after 4 s of curing for the VOC30 sample. Other C and F samples 
showed a similar trend (Supplementary 5).  

 
Figure 3.11. FTIR spectra of C=O group for VO resin (black dashed line) and cured 

composition (solid black line), 10 wt% cured compositions (dashed lines – theoretical spectra 
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obtained with Lambert-Beer’s equation and solid lines – experimental spectra), and 
lignocellulosic component (dotted lines). 

FTIR peak intensity shifts and changes can also determine the interactions between the 
lignocellulosic components and the VO polymer matrix. Like Liu et al., our previous research 
proposed an equation derived from Lambert-Beer’s law to characterize the interaction between 
the F and the VO polymer matrix [192]. Theoretical lignocellulosic component composition 
spectra, according to equation (2.2), should be based mainly on polymer matrix spectra. This is 
confirmed by theoretical spectra (dashed lines) with increased and reduced peak intensities for 
C=O groups in Figure 3.11 for 10 wt% samples and Supplementary 6 for 5 compositions. 
However, experimental spectra do not overlap with theoretical spectra and show significant 
differences. At 1716 and 1727 cm-1, two almost submerged peaks are attributed to acrylate and 
triglyceride carbonyl group stretching [215]. Changes to both peak intensities are attributed to 
lignocellulosic components’ OH group interactions (forming hydrogen bonding) with the 
respective carbonyl groups of the polymer matrix [194]. VOC10 seems to have the most 
substantial interaction with the triglyceride’s carbonyl group but limited with an acrylate 
carbonyl group. VOF10 has modified peak intensities for both carbonyl groups in comparison 
to VOC10 due to interactions of triglyceride and acrylate carbonyl groups, respectively. VOH10 
only interacts with the acrylate carbonyl group (for the triglyceride carbonyl group, theoretical 
and experimental spectra overlap). Due to the reduced DBC%, the VOL10 resin interaction 
with L dominates over the cured compositions' interaction. They showed high interaction with 
the acrylic carbonyl group, which are more mobile than reacted counterparts (after 
crosslinking).  

Even without calculations of theoretical spectra of the composite samples, these indications 
of hydrogen bonding can be observed. This was investigated for 30 wt% samples 
(Supplementary 6). The peak of the C–O bond at C6 stretching belonging to cellulose shifted 
from 1028 to 1033 cm−1, while similarly, a shift in the second peak was observed from 1203 to 
1219 cm−1. These peaks were not observed for the neat resin, and they contributed to the 
developed cellulose–polymer interaction. Meanwhile, absorption bands attributed to 
nanocellulose at 1316 and 1430 cm−1 representing CH2 wagging and C–H stretching vibrations 
could not be observed, due to the overlapping. Nonetheless, the separate peak applicable only 
to the nanocellulose fillers at 897 cm−1 related to C–O–C asymmetric stretching remained clear 
[192].  

The VOF30 sample absorption bands, although in the same wavenumber ranges, were much 
more intensive compared to the VOC30. The higher content of nanocellulose contributed to the 
overall decrease in polymer resin characteristic absorption intensities. A similar explanation 
was reported by Yang et al. [194], who noted absorption intensity changes related to the 
development of the hydrogen bonding crosslinks between monomer’s OH, C=O, and O=C–O 
groups and cellulose’s –OH groups.  

The –OH stretching vibration of the nanocellulose is revealed at 3342 cm-1 (Supplementary 3). 
The absorption was higher for F nanocomposites produced by their more elevated surface. Lui et 
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al. suggested the current absorption band for H-bonding assessment between the hydroxyl 
groups of nanofibrillated cellulose [192]. The C=O absorption band at 1727 cm−1 of polymeric 
chains corresponds directly to the developed H-bonding (C=O ||| H–O) between the polymer 
matrix and nanofibrillated cellulose; then, H-bonding (H–O ||| H–O) between nanofibrillated 
cellulose was revealed at 3342 cm-1 in Supplementary 6. Ratios between C=O and O–H peak 
intensities (I1727/I3342 and I1721/I3342) for 30 wt% C and F composites were 4.4 and 2.4, 
respectively. The almost 2-fold higher absorption intensity ratio for the Cs reflects the higher 
nanocellulose interaction with the polymer matrix than the Fs. Indeed, as shown in 
Supplementary 6, the C=O absorption band of the VOC30 shifted to longer wavenumber values, 
while the H–O absorption intensity strongly increased for nanocomposites compared to the 
uncured resins. Liu et al. attributed absorption bands shifts to the developed H-bonding 
interactions at the interface between cellulose particles and polymer matrix [192], which was 
more efficiently revealed for the C than the F nanocomposites. Attributed absorption bands 
shifted to the developed H-bonding interactions at the interface between the cellulose particles 
and polymer matrix [192], which were more efficiently revealed for VOC30 than for VOF30 
samples.  

3.2.1.4. Thermal stability 

In previous research, the thermal stability of VO has been reported [176]. The AESO matrix 
and added reactive diluents (HDDA and TMPTA) are responsible for the high maximum 
destruction temperature Tmax2 (at 420 °C) and Tmax3 (at 462 °C). In Figure 3.12, the efficient 
derivative weight loss is estimated in the II-blue and III-green sectors, respectively. While Tmax1 
(I-grey sector) peaks are present only for loaded compositions, they account for lignocellulosic 
components close to the composition surface where the polymer matrix does not provide 
protection [222]. The Tmax values alongside the char yield wt% (leftover mass after thermal 
destruction) can be found in Table 3.5. Thermal destruction of used lignocellulosic components 
showed Tmax1 174, 312, 273, and 328 °C for C, F, H, and LN, respectively (supplementary data 
Supplementary 7 and Table 3.5). Observing Tmax1 confirms higher thermal stability for L [223] 
and lower for C due to the more elevated surface providing greater exposure to heat [224]. Tmax1 

values (increased by 104, 25, and 29 °C in comparison to filler Tmax1) for 10 wt% compositions 
show that the matrix protects the lignocellulose component in VOC10, VOF10, and VOH10 
compositions, respectively. Extreme protection (increase by 104 °C) for C in composition 
VOC10 confirms better filler-matrix interaction suggested in FTIR analysis. While Tmax1 for 
VOL10 has been lowered by 52 °C in comparison to LN, no significant mass loss can be 
observed in Figure 3.12. Tmax2 accounts for the main AESO matrix degradation. Adding 
lignocellulose components has not significantly affected the material's thermal stability; the 
biggest decrease from VO in Tmax2 is 18 °C for VOL10 composition. The lowest decrease of 
Tmax2 (2 °C) shows for VOC10 and VOF10 compositions due to their lower thermal stability – 
they have already burned out and therefore have a lower effect on the overall matrix thermal 
stability. VOH10 has a narrowed Tmax3 due to the H polymer nature confirmed by SEM, which 
dilutes the acrylate polymer matrix [71]. 
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Figure 3.12. Thermal stability of the VO and 10 wt% compositions (weight loss and 
derivative weight). 

The weight loss curves, and derivative curves of the VO and VOC, VOF nanocomposites, 
and C, F are shown in Supplementary 7. The cellulose composites are known for lower thermal 
stability than the neat polymer materials [225]. It was identified before that reactive diluent 
increases the thermal stability, and the thermal degradation maxima at 462 °C are attributable 
to reactive diluents. VOF samples, by themselves, have a higher thermal stability than VOC 
samples do, which is explained by the higher C surface area that provides larger exposure to 
the heat [169]. An enhanced nanoparticle–matrix interaction, observed with C nanocomposites 
via FTIR analysis, ensures better thermal protection by the polymer matrix [222]. In addition, 
5% weight losses of the VO and VOF30 and VOC30 were observed at 332, 294, and 240 °C 
(Supplementary 7), correspondingly. The determined temperature at maximal degradation 
(Tmax) was 313 and 175 °C, respectively, for Fs and Cs. However, it should be mentioned that 
above 320 °C, the thermal stability seemed to be higher for the Cs than for the Fs, as observed 
in Supplementary 7.  

Supplementary 7 showed decreased thermal stability for the VOF and VOC nanocomposites, 
while the VOF samples thermally degraded at higher absolute temperatures than the VOC 
nanocomposites did. It was observed that when the nanocellulose content increased, the VOC 
and VOF nanocomposite thermal stability gradually decreased. It was found that the overall 
thermal stability, if measured by Tmax2, did not suffer much compared to the poly(methyl 
methacrylate)/C nanocomposites reported in research by Sain et al., where Tmax2 dropped by 9 
°C [226]. The tendency of the decrease in thermal stability, followed by increasing particle 
content, is compiled in Table 3.5. The VO sample had Tmax2 = 420 °C, and the VOF and VOC 
nanocomposites then showed a 2–5 °C decrease in Tmax2, which depends on the nanocellulose 
and its content. The highest Tmax2 drop down to 415 °C was observed for the VOC20, VOF30, 
and VOC30 nanocomposites. Tmax2 dropped only by 1.2 %, but the first 10 % of weight loss 
was reached at 30.4 % and 10.0 % lower temperatures for VOC30 and VOF30 nanocomposites, 
respectively, as can be seen in Supplementary 7. As for char yields, nanocellulose increased the 
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leftover char yield, but it seems that neither the Cs nor the Fs mattered. Both nanocelluloses 
char yields at 700 °C were around 30 %.  

Table 3.5.  
Weight loss at thermal degradation 

Sample T, °C when weight loss Tmax1, 
°C 

Tmax2, 
°C 

Tmax3, 
°C 

Char 
yield, wt% 

10% 30% 50% 70% 90%     
VO 358 395 416 437 472 - 420 461 3 

VOC5 349 391 414 436 473 285 418 466 4 
VOC10 296 380 408 431 471 280 418 461 5 
VOC20 275 365 399 426 467 266 418 465 7 
VOC30 249 367 403 431 481 242 415 - 8 

C 178 212 365 644 - 174 - - 27 
VOF5 336 383 407 430 469 341 418 460 4 
VOF10 330 378 405 429 469 337 418 465 5 
VOF20 325 366 401 429 478 345 415 455 6 
VOF30 322 360 398 426 478 343 415 - 8 

F 247 302 330 611 - 312 - - 28 
VOH5 339 388 411 435 487 305 408 463 8 
VOH10 321 383 406 431 507 302 404 458 9 

H 196 265 287 680 - 273 - - 28 
VOL5 351 389 411 433 467 - 414 463 3 

VOL10 334 383 406 431 528 276 402 451 9 
LN 248 346 549 - - 328 - - 42 

 

The incorporation of nanocellulose can significantly increase the mechanical properties as 
interactions in the nanoscale directly impact the polymer interphase formation. Nanocomposites 
provide a different response to DMA continuous cyclic load depending on the nanocellulose 
content, dispersion degree, and formed interface adhesion between the reinforcement and 
polymer matrix. At lower nanocellulose loadings, the Fs would act as separate reinforcement 
nanofibers, but at higher loadings, the formation of a continuous entangled nanofibrille mesh-
like network has been reported [134]. The Cs were observed as short rod-like nanoparticles 
(Figure 2.1); therefore, they were homogeneously dispersed in the polymer (Figure 3.7), while 
the good adhesion with the matrix remained.  

3.2.1.5. Thermomechanical properties 

The thermomechanical behaviour of compositions is characterized by storage modulus, loss 
modulus, and tanδ curves, visible in Figure 3.13. The increase in temperature contributes to 
decreased elastic response and the material's ability to store energy [227]. Components acting as 
reinforcement have a unique ability to store energy; thus, rigid C nanofillers yield a noticeable 
increase in stiffness [169]. Figure 3.15 shows the enhancement of storage modulus as a ratio 
between VO and lignocellulosic compositions’ values. This graph outlines the significant 
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reinforcement achieved when the matrix undergoes the glass transition. VOC10 shows superior 
performance compared to the VOF10 composition by achieving up to a 3.5-fold increase in 
storage modulus values, compared to only a 2-fold improvement achieved with F filler over the 
VO. F can have issues with entanglement, which yields agglomerates and heterogeneous 
structures, thus lowering the compositions’ mechanical properties [228]. This matches well with 
the observations from SEM micrographs of VOC10 and VOF10 (Figure 3.14). At 10 000× 
magnification, the VOC10 composition sustains homogeneous structures. The VOF10 
composition shows a F tendency to form agglomerates and rougher structures than the VOC10 
composition, revealing well-disposed nanoparticles. The SEM image testifies that the VOH10 
composition has created a 2-phase nanostructured polymer blend. The VOL10 composition 
structure has the most exposed polymer matrix alongside micro-sized L particles and 
agglomerates.  

 

Figure 3.13. Storage modulus (a), loss modulus (b), and loss factor tanδ (c) curves of the 
VO and 10 wt% compositions. 
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L and H are not known for their ability to work as reinforcements. Adding H creates a 
polymer blend instead of the nanocomposite produced with nanocellulose [71]. It is important 
to note that neat H has relatively poor mechanical properties [229]. According to the literature, 
H could enhance the material’s properties due to the densification of the structure by extensive 
hydrogen bonding [230,231]. In the case of VOH10, there is a very high increase in the storage 
modulus (Figure 3.13 (a)), showing a 3.5-fold improvement compared to VO. At the same time, 
adding too much H to a thermoset polymer like VO could yield a loss in mechanical 
performance due to the distribution of a crosslinked network. However, for L composition 
VOL10, there is a drop in properties compared to VO. It has been reported that the addition of 
L filler often results in reduced mechanical properties; therefore, it is often regarded as a filler 
that can increase the UV-light resistance of polymers [232]. L is therefore known for its radical 
scavenging ability [94]. Sol-fraction and DBC% (discussed above) show that L significantly 
limited the UV-curing process, which would be responsible for the decreased mechanical 
performance of VOL compositions. 

Figure 3.14. SEM micrographs of the prepared 10 wt% compositions at 10 000× 
magnification. 

The loss modulus (Figure 3.13 (b)) shows that even at -40 °C, the compositions have 
relatively high viscous responses. The significant enhancement of loss modulus values is visible 
for VOC10 and VOH10. This is also visible above 30 °C, and VOC10 and VOH10 retain 
significantly higher values, indicating that these compositions have strong interactions with the 
VO matrix. Both VOC10 and VOH10 achieved a 3.5-fold improvement following a glassy to 
a viscoelastic state transition.  

In tanδ curves (Figure 3.13 (c)), peak splitting can be seen for some of the compositions; the 
shoulder part of the VO peak could be related to more loosely packed regions or more 
elastomeric segments originating from the fatty acid composition [8]. An interesting observation 
can be made that compositions with fillers formed more uniform tanδ peaks, while blends with 
H made the shoulder part more pronounced. With peak deconvolution, two glass transition 
peaks were obtained for some compositions, and the obtained values can be seen in Table 3.6. 
VOL10 has a single glass transition peak that is 19 °C lower than the main peak of VO, 
indicating that L promoted chain mobility, which could be achieved by weak interaction with 
the matrix polymer [233]. VOH10 showed the opposite effect to VOL10 and shifted peaks to 
higher temperatures. The first peak (shoulder part) has a significantly lower tanδ value, but 
most notable was that the main peak was shifted by 22 °C to a higher temperature when 
compared to VO. This could be explained by polymer chains' restricted molecular thermal 
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motions after incorporating H into the VO matrix [234]. This is assumed to be achieved by 
hydrogen bonding. The decrease in tanδ values matches well with the increase in storage 
modulus values and indicates a more rigid response of VOH10 compared to VO. In contrast, 
VOC10 and VOF10 remained similar to the initial VO curve, but their peaks were narrower 
and shifted by approximately 10 °C to a higher temperature. 

Table 3.6. 
Tg from tanδ of the VO and 10 wt% compositions 

 
Tg1, °C Tg2, °C 

VO 9 52 
VOC10 9 51 
VOF10 41 - 
VOH10 23 74 
VOL10 33 - 

 

 

Figure 3.15. Storage modulus E’/E’VO ratio dependence on temperature for VO and 10 wt% 
compositions. 

The data for VOC5, VOF5, VOH5, VOL5, VOC20, VOF20, VOC30, and VOF30 samples 
(Supplementary 8) shows a similar trend, with C and H being the best components that enhance 
thermomechanical properties. However, VOH5 provides a much higher increase in storage and 
loss modulus above 40 °C when compared to other compositions. The compositions with 10 
wt% loadings showed superior thermomechanical properties to their 5 wt% counterparts. A 
significant storage and loss modulus increase was achieved for the nanocomposites with a 
nanocellulose load of 10–30 wt%, where a good reinforcement network was established, as 
indicated by the increased absolute values in both glassy and viscoelastic states (Supplementary 
8). The shape differences of the nanocellulose are further expressed in the viscoelastic state, 
where Cs show significantly higher values than the Fs do. The 30 wt% loading of the 
nanocellulose produced a remarkable increase in the storage modulus at -40 °C – 1.9-fold and 
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cumyl peroxide free-radical initiator. The modulus reached 2800 MPa at 0 °C with 30 wt% of 
the nanocellulose. Herein, higher performance was achieved for the VOC20. 

A loss modulus increase was observed for highly loaded nanocomposites compared to the 
VO. In addition, 20–30 wt% loadings of the Cs and Fs significantly affect and restrict polymer 
segment motions; thus, the phase transition requires more energy, and subsequent slippage 
between the particles and matrix results in higher dissipated energy as heat [236]. If Cs and Fs 
are compared, then Cs present a gradual increase due to the particle nature, size, and geometry, 
but Fs do not follow the same trend. Polymer chain adsorption on F nanofibrilles is more 
restricted due to their morphology and entanglement [134]. Fs tend to agglomerate due to 
strongly developed hydrogen bonding between entangled nanofibrillated cellulose, as indicated 
by FTIR spectra. 

The C and F effects on the damping properties are observed in Supplementary 8. Tanδ 
showed lower peak values for all nanocomposites than the VO. In this case, all samples 
followed a similar trend in line with the expected elastic response of the composite promoted 
by the addition of a rigid nanocellulose reinforcement, as reported by other authors [169]. The 
nanocellulose significantly affected the formation of the cured polymer chain network, which 
results in a higher rigidity and lower tanδ peak values for the C and F nanocomposites. The 
lowest tanδ values were observed for the 10 wt% compositions with values of 0.17 for the 
VOC10 and 0.16 for the VOF10. The 5–30 wt% Cs shifted the glass transition to a higher-
temperature region, about 10–20 °C. The glass transition temperature, obtained from the tanδ 
peak maximum value, did not fully reflect the peak shifting trend; it could be explained by a 
relatively broad peak due to the formation of the crosslinked chain networks [237]. The tanδ 
peak shifts by 5–15 °C indicate significantly stronger interactions between the Cs and the 
polymer matrix than the Fs. These results coincide with the literature, where C addition to the 
thermoset matrix strongly increases the glass transition temperature [72]. 

3.2.1.6. Materials performance analysis 

A radial plot of 10 wt% composition performance (storage modulus, thermal stability, and 
water wetting angle) ratio vs. vegetable oil composition is shown in Figure 3.16. All 10 wt% 
compositions show almost no changes in thermal stability, with a slight decrease for L and H 
compositions. The L composition is the only composition with an E'/E'VO ratio of less than one, 
indicating that L filler, as previously discussed, blocks the UV-curing process, and reduces 
mechanical performance. Nevertheless, the 10 wt% composition of L is the only composition 
that shows an increased water contact angle. Therefore, L should not be disregarded as a filler, 
especially if hydrophobicity is desirable. 10 wt% compositions of C and F showed a significant 
increase in mechanical performance, where crystals are superior to fibres, although there is a 
considerable hydrophilicity increase. Unexpectedly, H composition shows the highest 
mechanical performance enhancement (at room temperature) and almost no thermal stability 
decrease. Hence, we were right not to neglect H as a diluent. Hence, our selection of H has been 
justified, and it shows tremendous potential as a diluent. 
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Figure 3.16. Relative changes of performance properties depending on 10 wt% compositions 

(at room temperature). 

3.2.1.7. Summary 

The present study investigates lignocellulose components’ (nanocrystalline cellulose (C), 
nanofibrillated cellulose (F), hemicellulose (H), and lignin (L)) effects on vegetable oil-based 
UV-curable resin performance. 5 and 10 wt% loads of the lignocellulosic components and 
additional 20 and 30 wt% C and F components were introduced in vegetable oil-based resin 
(VO), emphasizing the 10 wt% compositions (VOC10, VOF10, VOH10, and VOL10 for C, F, 
H, and LN, respectively). The lignocellulose components and polymer matrix interaction and 
its effect on the curing degree, structural, thermal, and thermomechanical property changes 
were investigated. Transparency measurements showed a 14.6, 16.7, 18.8, and 26.0 % decrease 
in transparency for 10 wt% H, C, LN, and F compositions, respectively. Structural analysis 
showed a slight increase in density for all the compositions, increase by 2 % in curing efficiency 
(DBC%) for C 10 wt% composition and a decrease by 3, 8, and 54 % for H, F, and L 10 wt% 
compositions, respectively. Thermomechanical analysis shows no changes in glass transition 
temperature for 10 wt% C composition, a decrease for F (11 °C) and L (19 °C), and an increase 
for H (14 and 22 °C) composition, indicating lignocellulosic components’ interaction with the 
matrix. DMA measurements for the 10 and 30 wt% C nanocomposites demonstrated superior 
stiffness performance compared to the F samples by remarkably increasing the storage and loss 
modulus values. The storage modulus was 3-fold and 6-fold at 30 °C and 80 °C for the 30 wt% 
C nanocomposites, respectively, while the 10 and 30 wt% F samples showed an increase of 1.5-
fold and 2-fold, correspondingly. Thermal stability investigations revealed a 0.5 % drop in 
stability for 10 wt% C and F compositions and a 3.8 and 4.3 % drop for H and L compositions. 
Char yield increased by 2 % for C and F compositions and 6 % for H and L compositions. The 
incorporation of Fs proved to be preferable over Cs for the material’s thermal stability because 
the 30 wt% F nanocomposite thermal degradation was 20 °C higher than those of the C samples. 
No covalent bonding between the lignocellulosic component and the polymer matrix was 
observed in Fourie-transform infrared spectroscopy. Nevertheless, the application of Lambert-
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Beer’s law revealed strong interaction with the polymer matrix for C, F, and H components. C 
shows the strongest interaction with matrix triglyceride’s carbonyl group, F shows similar 
interaction with both carbonyl groups (triglycerides and acrylates), and H prefers to interact 
with the acrylate carbonyl groups. Meanwhile, the L composition appears to interact more in 
the resin form than in the cured composition, owing to the lower DBC%.  

Although, until now, H and L in their unmodified form have been avoided in UV-curable 
compositions. We demonstrate significant results where both may bring exceptional property 
improvements necessary for a particular application involving hydrophobicity or 2-phase 
nanostructured polymer blends. Hence, we believe H has excellent potential to be a bio-based, 
nonreactive diluent for UV-curing resins. Furthermore, since L also has value, hybrid 
combinations of lignocellulosic components in UV-curing resins could be interesting for future 
investigations. Developed photocuring resins could be applicable as different coatings on wood 
or other surfaces; nonetheless, further investigations are still needed. Future research should 
also concentrate in creating hybrid filler systems in UV-curable resins therefore adapting nature 
based-systems.   
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3.2.2. Hybrid lignocellulose filler loaded resins 

Publication: 
• A. Barkane, E. Kampe, S. Gaidukovs, New reinforcing approach for biobased UV-

curing resins: hybrid lignocellulose fillers with improved synergy and wood structure 
mimics. ACS Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering, 11 (17) (2023), 6578, 
doi:10.1021/acssuschemeng.2c07288 

Lignocellulose fillers have been widely investigated for various polymer resin applications 
since they have great potential for using wood biomass and recycled plastics. However, besides 
nanocrystalline cellulose (C) and nanofibrillated cellulose (F), not much of the other 
lignocellulose has been used for UV-curing resins. Even more so, none in hybrid lignocellulose 
combination compositions. In the present work, the effects of hybrid lignocellulose fillers such 
as lignin (L) / C / F / hemicellulose (H) with ratio-varying compositions on UV-curing bio-
based resins have been investigated for wood-mimic material coating applications. The hybrid 
filler effects on the macromolecular chain network, surface morphology, thermomechanical 
properties, and thermostability were carefully studied. A combination of scanning electron 
microscopy, DMA Cole-Cole plot, contact angle, etc., allowed getting a sense of hybrid filler 
distribution and interaction within the polymer matrix. It was identified that an increase in the 
H content of up to 38 % contributes to more even particle distribution and achieves a maximum 
double bond conversion rate of about 80 %. H also contributes to porous surface structure, while 
C smoothes surface morphology and, in turn, F increases defects. Thermomechanical testing 
revealed the unique benefit of hybrid reinforcement, showing higher results than single filler 
compositions despite the general decrease after incorporation of 5 wt% L. The storage modulus 
showed a 4-fold increase for 5 wt% L composition. The observed enormous property 
enhancement has been attributed to the benefits of hybrid fillers, which mitigate characteristic 
radical scavenging properties of LN, and strongly reduce general filler aggregation, allowing 
more even filler dispersion while also improving filler-matrix interface synergy. Seventeen 
different compositions clearly, in comparison to single fillers, show the benefit of hybrid 
lignocellulose reinforcement and testify the ability to precisely tune up material performance 
and achieve wood structure-mimicking coating materials. 

*Sample abbreviations: 10 wt% of lignocellulose filler content, where 5 wt% was constant 
L content and 5 wt% was the C / F / H fillers. For example, C1F1H1 composition contains 
33.33% of C, F, and H lignocellulosic components. 

3.2.2.1. Morphology properties 

Hybrid composition morphology was characterized by SEM imaging at 10 000× 
magnification, presented in Figure 3.17. The green frame accounts for the hemicellulose (H) 
content decrease from top to bottom SEM image (Figure 3.17 (a) – (b)), and the red and blue 
for cellulose nanocrystal (C) (Figure 3.17 (d) – (b) – (e)) and nanofibrillated cellulose (F) 
(Figure 3.17 (f) – (b) – (g)) content decrease, accordingly. The micro-sized particles seen in the 
images are lignin (L) particles, evidently dispersed homogeneously [75]. The red-framed images 
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in Figure 3.17 show that the decreasing C content results in a rougher structure. The highest C 
content shows the smoothest surface, with some evident agglomerates from F and L particles. 
F decreases in the blue frame images, which, on the contrary, show a more homogeneous 
structure with fewer F agglomerates. This contributes to the statement about the F content 
increase causing agglomerations and some defects in the material, resulting in a general density 
decrease discussed later. The surface porosity increases for the C3F1H3 (Figure 3.17 (g)), 
which is attributed to the H content increase (42.9 %), while the F decrease has no impact. In 
contrast, H is a nonreactive diluent in the composition that is chemically etched with acetone; 
increasing the H content results in increased porosity. This is revealed by the green-framed 
images, which show that surface porosity decreases by decreasing H. Composition C1F1H1 in 
Figure 3.17 (b) has the most homogeneous surface, with almost invisible separated L particle 
presence (encapsulated) on the surface due to equal C, F, and H content (33.3 %). Surface 
morphology can be tuned by adjusting the homogeneity of the lignocellulosic component and 
C and H's porosity changing content, respectively. F, even though beneficial for reinforcement, 
introduces agglomerates and defects. Water contact angle measurements support surface 
morphology adjustability by showing that hydrophobicity increased for C2F3H1, C1F1H1, and 
C2F1H3 compositions with increasing H content of 34, 54, and 55 °, respectively 
(Supplementary 9). 

 

Figure 3.17. Surface morphology SEM images at 10 000× magnification of hybrid 
compositions where lignocellulose component content in 5 wt% decreases from top to bottom 

image H↓ (C2F1H3 (a)C1F1H1 (b)C2F3H1 (c)), C↓ (C3F1H1 (d)C1F1H1 
(b)C1F3H3 (e)), and F↓ (C1F3H2 (f)C1F1H1 (b)C3F1H3 (g)). 
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3.2.2.2. Macromolecular chain network 

The double bond conversion rate (DBC%) and sol-fraction (%) (presented in Figures 3.18 
(a) and (b)) were used to assess photopolymerization efficiency. DBC% was calculated using 
equation (2.1) and the appropriate peak intensity of CH2=CH out of plane deformation at 810 
cm-1 [215] and C=O stretching of carbonyl group acrylates at 1716 cm-1 [168] from FTIR 
measurements. Figure 3.18 shows DBC% data over time (a); DBC%max values (b), DBC% 
range from 62 % to 80 % for C3F3H1 and C3F2H3, respectively. It indicates that increasing H 
content up to 38 % from 5 wt% hybrid fillers is beneficial for achieving higher DBC%max 
values. All the prepared hybrid resins are completely crosslinked approximately in 8 s under 
UV-light. L component 5 and 10 wt% loaded resins [75] (Table 3.7) reduced DBC% values 
from 78 % for the neat resin to 55 and 24 %, respectively. While the characteristic UV-light 
absorbing effect of L [81] has a lower impact for hybrid compositions with C, F, and H, and, in 
turn, higher DBC%max values can be achieved. This demonstrates the benefit of C and F fillers, 
which aid in light scattering [92], while H is a nonreactive diluent that reduces viscosity and 
thus improves radical movement [75].  

 

Figure 3.18. Double bond conversion rate (DBC%) vs. time (a), sol-fraction and maximum 
DBC% values (DBC%max) vs. content (b), experimental and theoretical densities (c), and 

crosslinking density and molecular weight between crosslinks (d) for hybrid lignocellulose 
nanocomposite resin photocuring. 
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A closer look at the impact of H content on DBC%max is presented in Figure 3.18 (b), which 
reveals that the optimal H content is 38 % in hybrid fillers for achieving the highest DBC% 
value of 80 %. Hence, it is evident that hybrid compositions help to overcome the negative 
effect of LN's loading on the photopolymerization process, increasing overall DBC%max values 
from 55 % up to 80 %. Sol-fraction data in Figure 3.18 (b) supports the DBC%max findings, 
revealing an insignificantly increasing sol fraction while C and F content increases, and 
decreases while H content is increased till 38 % and afterward, H content increase does not 
impact the sol-fraction. The sol-fraction data ranges 11–21 % for C3F2H3 and C2F3H1, 
respectively. 

Filler content in UV-composite resins impacts the photopolymerization process, which 
raises composite homogeneity and structural defects [210]. Figure 3.18 (c) reveals that 
experimental densities vary 1.1–1.3 g/cm3. However, experimental densities and theoretical 
densities have minimal deviations. Nevertheless, it is observed that C and H increase density 
while F causes a decrease in density. The higher C and H values could be attributed to the 
denser stacking of crystalline short rod-like Cs [126] and H densification [230]. While the density 
decrease in the case of Fs is related to long fibers’ tendency to agglomerate, introducing some 
defects and voids into the matrix [126]. The polymer matrix density is known to be 1.12 g/cm3, 
and since the absolute densities of the C and F, H, and L fillers were 1.6 g/cm3 [134], 1.5 g/cm3 
[211], and 1.4 g/cm3 [211], respectively, a general increase can be expected. However, when 
obtained data are compared to a density of 1.16 g/cm3 for 10 wt% C composition [75], it is 
revealed that hybrid compositions provide higher density values. 

While sol-fraction matches DBC%max, crosslinking density N and molecular weight between 
crosslinks Mc, which are calculated with the Flory-Rehner equation and presented in Figure 
3.18 (d). correspond to the experimental density data. Increasing N and decreasing Mc for 
samples C and H are shown in Figure 3.18 (d), while F content increase Mc. Increasing N for 
samples C and F is related to the profound matrix-filler interface crosslinking [75]. Compared 
to the VO matrix properties (Table 3.7), N for hybrid compositions has increased by 12 mol/cm3 
and Mc has decreased by 102 mol/cm3. However, the highest N = 23.3 mol/cm3 was achieved 
for C 10 wt% composition; while the highest N = 9.1 mol/cm3 was achieved for hybrid 
composition C2F3H1, which is still 4.1-fold higher than for 5 wt% L sample. As a result, hybrid 
compositions achieve higher values of DBC%max, offsetting the decrease caused by introducing 
L into the material. 

3.2.2.3. Thermomechanical properties 

The thermomechanical performance of the hybrid compositions, which are characterized by 
storage modulus (E’), loss modulus (E’’), and loss factor (tanδ) curves, is presented in Figure 
3.19. In paper [75] authors already concluded that 5 wt% L is known to lower the composites’ 
ability to store energy (storage modulus), while 5 wt% of C, F, and H show some improvements 
in storage modulus values. Thermomechanical characterization below the glass transition 
temperature (Tg) is attributed to the glassy state polymer. Figure 3.19 (a) indeed shows that all 
hybrid compositions at low temperatures have enhanced storage modulus values in comparison 
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to the 5 wt% LN. For example, the C1F3H1 sample showed E’-45 °C 4250 MPa, which is a 2-
fold increase than the 5 wt% L sample (E’-45 °C = 1989 MPa). Half of the hybrid compositions 
show higher storage modulus values in comparison to sample 5 wt% H (E’-45 °C = 2813 MPa) 
[75]. The C1F3H1, C3F1H1, and C2F3H1 compositions’ storage modulus values are higher 
than 10 wt% of C compositions (E’-45 °C = 3377 MPa). The C1F3H1 composition has 60 % and 
C2F3H1 has 50 % F. F is reported as the most mobile filler of the nanocellulose filler types, 
while C is more rigid [134]. This significantly increases the storage modulus in the polymer 
composites' glassy state. In other words, hybrid compositions with a lower H content and higher 
C / F content significantly outperform single filler materials. This corresponds to the reported 
strong filler's tendency to agglomerate above loadings of 2 wt% [126]. The threshold content for 
agglomeration is reduced when multiple fillers are introduced [238]. Therefore, a hybrid filler 
combination can be deployed more homogeneously in the resin. 

 

Figure 3.19. Storage modulus (a), loss modulus (b), loss factor tanδ (c), and glass 
transition temperature and storage modulus at 30 °C tendencies depending on lignocellulose 

component content (d). 

Figure 3.19 (b) shows that increasing H and decreasing C / F content leads to a drop of tanδ 
absolute values, which is associated with material mechanical damping and attributed to the 
increasing overall stiffness of the hybrid compositions [169,239-241]. These tendencies are 
consistent with single filler compositions [75], where stiffness significantly increased for F and 
C and did not change for H and L compositions. Tanδ curves maximum can also be used to 
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obtain glass transition temperatures. Deconvolution was performed on tanδ curves presented in 
Figure 3.19 (b) to assess single filler impact, and the calculated Tg were summarized in Table 
3.7. The hybrid composition values revealed three Tg, in comparison to single filler 
compositions showed two. No single filler composition showed a Tg1 below 0 °C related to the 
polymer matrix. Tg change is attributed to the primary VO matrix shifting to lower and higher 
temperatures depending on the composition. Tg2 for the VO matrix is 52 and for the 5 wt% L 
composition – 37 °C (Supplementary 10); in turn, Tg2 for hybrid compositions ranges 18–49 
°C. Figure 3.19 (c) shows that Tg2 increases with increasing H and F content, whereas increasing 
C content has no discernible effect on Tg2. This finding correlates with single filler compositions 
where adding H and F resulted in a Tg2 increase while adding C had a minimal effect. Tg3 is 
attributed to H influence because 10 wt% H increased significantly up to 74 °C. 

Glass transition temperatures Tg loss can be obtained from the loss factor curve maximum 
[239]. When evaluating a homogeneous matrix, the loss factor gives a more precise Tg than the 
tanδ. Tanδ is better suited for complex resin systems and reinforced composites with strong 
effects [239,242]. Tg loss presented in Figure 3.19 (d), attributed to the matrix AESO -9 °C [20], 
is the closest to Tg1 calculated from the tanδ deconvoluted peaks. Meanwhile, the loss modulus 
provides information on filler matrix interfacial interaction [75,240]. Single filler compositions 
[75] showed that fillers interact with the VO matrix (L was the only one that showed decreased 
loss modulus attributed to decreased DBC%). Hybrid compositions show an even higher 
viscous response at low temperatures than single-filler ones. Enhanced loss modulus values 
throughout the broad temperature range indicate strong filler-matrix interactions, making it 
harder to rearrange the structure. Consequently, when force is applied, the high-content hybrid 
compositions' loss modulus values correspond to lower H contents and higher reinforcement. 

Table 3.7.  
Glass transition temperatures from tanδ and loss modulus of the hybrid compositions 

Sample Tg1, °C Tg2, °C Tg3, °C Tg, loss, °C 
C3F3H1 -7 27 70 -12 
C2F3H1 8 49 >100 -6 
C3F1H1 - 26 - -11 
C2F2H1 -8 27 87 -11 
C1F3H1 -7 36 >100 -11 
C3F3H2 4 47 100 -10 
C3F2H2 -7 37 >100 -17 
C1F1H1 -15 18 76 -4 
C3F2H3 -11 28 >100 -15 
C2F3H3 -10 23 71 -13 
C2F1H3 0 37 >100 -8 
C1F2H2 - 24 60 -5 
C3F1H3 -5 21 66 -8 
C1F3H3 -9 29 >100 -14 
C2F1H3 -8 33 >100 -10 
C1F2H3 12 45 >100 -10 
C1F1H3 -9 24 59 -9 
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The ratio of storage modulus L 5 wt% and the hybrid compositions is shown in Figure 3.20 
(a). It reveals significant reinforcement enhancements as the polymer is heated above the glass 
transition. All hybrid compositions seem to have overcome the LN’s ability to decrease the 
ability to store energy, as observed for the 5 wt% LN. Only three samples, C3F2H3, C1F2H3, 
and C1F3H3, have a ratio of less than one above 50 °C during testing. This demonstrates the 
beneficial effect of hybrid fillers in improving composite homogeneity, as evidenced by a ratio 
increase of up to 2-fold at the glassy state. The increases of the E’/E’L 5wt% ratios overlap with 
Tg from Table 3.7; this shows that the transition to a viscoelastic state allows reinforcement to 
take some of the matrix load.  

 
Figure 3.20. Storage modulus ratio E’/E’L 5wt% vs. temperature for hybrid compositions (a) 

and Cole-Cole plot of hybrid compositions by increasing H content (b). 

Cole-Cole plot obtained by plotting loss vs. storage modulus with each point corresponding 
to 1 (Hz) frequency throughout temperature changes is presented in Figure 3.20 (b). The Cole-
Cole plot shows evident changes in crosslinked polymer structural properties [239,242,243]. 
Indications of the filler dispersion in the hybrid composite system. The semi-arch diagram 
describes a homogeneous polymeric system for an increased H content sample, whereas the 
elliptical path and irregular shape for an increased C / F content sample indicate phase 
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segregation, heterogeneous system, and possible lignocellulose filler aggregation [239,242,244]. 
Totally, this indicates even filler distribution in resin as shown in SEM Figure 3.17 (a)–(c). 

3.2.2.4. Lignocellulose filler synergy 

Figure 3.21 shows two submerging FTIR absorption peaks of C=O groups attributed to 
acrylate and triglyceride carbonyl group stretching vibrations at 1716 and 1727 cm-1, 
respectively [215]. Previous research has shown that shifts and changes in the intensity of these 
carbonyl group peaks indicate the interaction between lignocellulose components’ OH groups 
and VO matrix C=O groups [75,194,245]. Previous research of similar materials showed that 
lignocellulose fillers do not have peaks around the 1760–1670 cm-1 range; hence, all changes 
in this region are attributed to developed hydrogen bonding. It is reported that C and F have a 
great tendency to interact (more substantial deviation of the C=O peak location and intensity) 
with triglyceride carbonyl groups. While H interacts with acrylate carbonyl groups [75]. In turn, 
L due to decreased DBC% in single filler compositions showed no significant impact on the 
polymer macromolecules. Hybrid composition spectra in Figure 3.21 show a similar tendency 
with increasing H content (decreasing C and F content), where triglyceride shows carbonyl 
group and acrylate group peaks shifts, respectively. Hence, one could adjust the interaction 
between fillers and matrix by modifying the C, F, H, and L ratios in the hybrid composite 
material. 

  
Figure 3.21. FTIR spectra of C=O group of hybrid compositions and VO matrix. 

Color mapping supplemented with XYZ interpolation to smooth the contour plot using the 
Thin Plate Spline (TPS) algorithm in Origin with a smoothing parameter of < 0.01 is plotted in 
Figure 3.22. By variating C / F content, Figure 3.22 identifies DBC%max vs. Tg2 (Figure 3.22 
(a)), N vs. Tg2 (Figure 3.22 (b)), filler content affects loss modulus vs. storage modulus at the 
glassy state at -45 °C (Figure 3.22 (c)), and viscoelastic state at 95 °C (Figure 3.22 (d)). 
DBC%max ranges 63–78 % with C / F reinforcement supremacy as red regions, as shown in 
Figure 3.22 (a). While all the polymer matrix’s Tg temperatures are reachable at 18–45 °C. The 
dominance of H as blue regions appears to dictate average DBC%max values of 70–72 % and Tg 
of 22–42.5 °C. Compositions of equal ratios (C / F / H = 1 / 1 / 1, green regions) consider almost 
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any desirable DBC%max and Tg values. Figure 3.22 (b) plotted to conclude the N affected by 
filler-matrix interactions and matrix double bond conversion rates. Here, higher reinforcement 
ensures higher N and higher Tg. High Tg is also observed with H supremacy, while N is lower. 
In the case of DBC%max, the lowest values correspond to the most negligible H content. In turn, 
green regions of N relate to C / F / H = 1 / 1 / 1. H supremacy shows the lowest and average N 
values of 2 and 11 mol/m3, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.22. Color map plots of double bond conversion rate vs. Tg2 (a), crosslinking density 
vs. Tg2 (b), loss modulus vs. storage modulus for glassy state at -45 °C (c) and rubbery state at 

95 °C (d) red – reinforcement of C / F dominates, green – C / F / H = 1 / 1 / 1, and blue – H 
content dominates. 

H content dominance shown in the blue region ensures high storage modulus and low loss 
modulus in the glassy state (Figure 3.22 (c)). A 1 / 1 / 1 ratio of fillers dominates for all loss 
modulus values while storage modulus is lower; and when loss modulus varies 60–75 MPa, the 
highest storage modulus of 4250 MPa is ensured. Most C / F reinforcement compositions have 
shown the highest loss and storage moduli. At the viscoelastic state (Figure 3.22 (d)), the 
reinforcement dominance is attributed to the highest loss modulus with a lower storage 
modulus. H impact at glassy states gives the lowest loss modulus (50–70 MPa) and an average 
storage modulus. Naturally, since the structure rearranging is limited by filler matrix interfacial 
interaction more strongly than in the glassy state. 
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3.2.2.5. Thermal stability and decomposition 

Thermal stability data from the thermogravimetric analysis are presented in Figure 3.23. The 
maximal destruction temperature (Tmax) is read from the peaks in the derivative weight loss 
graph (Figure 3.23 (a)), which shows five-step thermal destruction at a standard heating rate of 
10 °C/min. Previous investigations have discussed the thermal degradation steps of the VO 
matrix [176] and single filler compositions section 3.2.1. Tmax attributed for degradation of the 
AESO main matrix and added comonomers HDDA and TMPTA in sectors IV and V (of Figure 
3.23 (a) Tmax4 and Tmax5, respectively). The 11 °C decrease of Tmax4 relates to the 5 wt% L and 
H content in the hybrid compositions. In turn single filler 10 wt% compositions with L and H 
showed an 18 and 16 °C decrease, respectively. For comparison, a special flame-retardant 
acrylic coating with graphite nanoplates and melamine polyphosphate showed Tmax around 400  
410 °C [246]. Destruction sectors I, II, and III (Tmax1, Tmax2, and Tmax3, respectively) are assigned 
to C, H, and F filler. The hybrid structure and thermal protection by L at Tmax 328 °C and the 
matrix at Tmax 420 °C [75,222] are attributed to deviations of filler Tmax of +35, +30, and +43 °C 
for C, H, and F, respectively, (Supplementary 10). The thermal destruction in sector VI has no 
significant weight loss changes. Figure 3.23 (b) shows Tmax4 at sector IV tendencies depending 
on the lignocellulose component content increase. The Tmax4 attributes to the main AESO matrix 
thermal destruction [176]. H content increase has two thermal stability tendencies: increasing, 
dropping and increasing again. F shows a slightly decreasing tendency, while C shows an 
increase of Tmax4. The C’s increase is related to more unstable Cs burning out faster, and 
therefore, when the temperature reaches sector IV, thermal destruction corresponds to the 
matrix.  

Supplementary 11 and Figure 3.23 (d), show the thermal stability of C2F3H1, C1F1H1, and 
C2F1H3  by increasing H content at various heating rates 10, 15, 20, and 30 °C/min, which 
were used to calculate Friedman thermal degradation kinetics using equations (2.3–2.5) [247]. 
This demonstrates that increasing the heating rate causes thermographs to shift to higher 
temperatures due to reaction hysteresis with an increased temperature gradient [176,177]. The 
characteristic data of the Ln(d/dt) vs. 1/T from 5 % to 90 % (5 % step), conversion rate (α) vs. 
temperature dα/dt vs. temperature at different heating rates for the C1F1H1 composition are 
shown in Figure 3.23 (c), (d). Data for C2F3H1 and C2F1H3 compositions are provided in 
Supplementary 11. Figure 3.23 plots of intercepts (Ln[Af(α)]) for each α were generated to fit 
regression lines with gained slopes E/R. The activation energy E was calculated from E/R slope 
values [176,177]. 
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Figure 3.23. TGA curve of the hybrid compositions (a), Tmax4 tendencies depending on 
lignocellulose component content (b), and C1F1H1 composition plots of Ln(dα/dt) vs. 1/T 
from 5 % to 90 % (c), conversion rate vs. temperature and dα/dt vs. temperature at different 

heating rates (d), C2F3H1, C1F1H1, and C2F1H3 composition (increasing H content) plots of 
activation energy vs. conversion rate (e), and Ln[Af( α)] vs. conversion rate (f). 

The E plotted in Figure 3.23 (e) confirms that increasing H content increases thermal 
stability. This is attributed to the increase in DBC%max by 13 %. Since the DBC%max of C2F1H3 
has dropped by 1 % (in comparison), activation energy is also lower but still higher than for 
C2F3H1 composition. The cubic polynomial fit was used because previous studies reported it 
accurately [176,177]. The coefficient of determination (COD) R-square is almost equal to 1. The 
VO matrix E changes can be divided into 3 stages: clime until 35 %, then climb to 65 % of the 
α. 0 % > α > 35 % is attributed to the initial heating difficulty of volatilizing and decomposing 
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crosslinked structures into low molecular substances. 35 % > α > 65 % shows thermal 
degradation progression more easily, where those low molecular substances are decomposed 
and volatilized even further. At the same time, 65 % > α is attributed to the destruction of the 
first two stages of destruction products (degradation residues) [176]. Since lignocellulose filler 
has lower thermal stability than the VO matrix, the E range is much broader than for the VO 
matrix. E values for C2F3H1, C1F1H1, and C2F1H3 were 50–225, 94–344, and 119–295 
kJ/mol, respectively. The VO matrix spread ranged 132–268 kJ/mol. Hence, low α 5 % has 
dropped E significantly by 82, 38, and 13 kJ/mol, while for high α 90 %, E has dropped by 43 
kJ/mol for the lowest H content and increased by 76 and 27 kJ/mol for C1F1H1 and C2F1H3 
(increasing H content), respectively. Nonetheless, even though E values have changed, these 
hybrid composites could also be used for pyrolysis at the end of their lifespan to avoid 
landfilling. The obtained E values are lower and do not exceed the E ranges of other reported 
pyrolysis-capable plastic wastes such as polyvinyl chloride with pine wood with E values of 
108–360 kJ/mol [248] and even coals 180–600 kJ/mol [249].  

 
Figure 3.24. Thermal destruction 3D surface graph for the FTIR spectra of the evolved gases 

produced by C1F1H1 (a), CO2 (solid lines) and C-H from small alkanes (dashed lines) 
emission during heating (b) with VO resin [176] and C1F1H1 spectra at different temperatures 

(c). 

Information on volatile destruction products of prepared composite is essential when a 
polymer material is considered for pyrolysis [250]. Figure 3.24 depicts critical data on volatile 
products of thermal destruction from the linked system TGA-FTIR. VO matrix thermal 
destruction volatile products have been investigated in our previous investigations [176]. 
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Compared to the volatiles released as shown in 3D surface graphs in Figure 3.24 (a) and 
Supplementary 12, they overlap with each other, differing only in intensities and release times. 
Considering no wt% changes of filler, this is not surprising. 3D surface graphs overlap with the 
previously investigated VO matrix, regardless of the 10 wt% of the lignocellulose fillers. Figure 
3.24 (c) and Supplementary 12 show the FTIR graph of the emitted volatile products for 
C1F1H1, C3F3H1, and C3F3H2 samples. The highest intensity peak at 2361 cm-1 is attributed 
to CO2, followed by a peak at 2950 cm-1 attributed to stretching vibrations of C-H from small 
alkane compounds [176,251]. Peaks at 2110 and 2182 cm-1 are attributed to the released CO gas. 
This indicated relatively nontoxic thermal decomposition [176]. Peaks at 669 and 1749 cm-1 are 
attributed to carbonyl-containing volatiles and C-H wagging vibration, respectively [251]. Peaks 
at 920, 1150, 1215, 1739, and 1365 cm-1 indicate vinyl functionality in acrylated polymers, as 
previously reported [170,176,194,199]. Figure 3.24 (b) provides a more in-depth look at CO2 and 
alkane compound emissions. The addition of lignocellulosic filler accelerated thermal 
decomposition product release by ≈ 10 min at 100 °C, although maximum release has shifted 
only by 2 min at 20 °C. The absorbance intensity of decomposition products for hybrid samples 
increases. Consequently, it multiplies the release of CO2 gas and small alkane compounds. 

3.2.2.6. Summary 

The present study investigates the benefits of hybrid lignocellulose components’ of 
nanocrystalline cellulose (C), nanofibrillated cellulose (F), hemicellulose (H), and lignin (L) on 
the performance of vegetable oil-based (VO) UV-curable resins. 10 wt% of hybrid 
lignocellulose filler consisting of 5 wt% L and 5 wt% C / F / H ratios was introduced into the 
VO-based matrix, and a total of seventeen different hybrid compositions were prepared. The 
hybrid lignocellulose components affected morphology, curing degree, thermomechanical 
properties, thermal stability, and decomposition were studied. In addition, the hybrid 
composition’s ability to mitigate L’s UV absorption issues was determined. Scanning electron 
microscopy measurements revealed that by loading more H and C, low porosity and smooth 
surface could be achieved. Investigations revealed optimal H content of 38 % for the highest 
double bond conversion rate of 80 %. Thermomechanical investigations showed three different 
glass transition temperatures (Tg) and up to a 4.5-fold increase in storage modulus compared to 
a 5 wt% L single-filler composition. Tg1 is assigned to the main AESO matrix -9 °C, Tg2 by the 
lignocellulose components around 20–35 °C) and Tg3 of interphase 70–90 °C. Tanδ curves 
benefit higher glass transition in H and F but do not affect Tg2 in C. Thermal stability and 
decomposition studies revealed faster (by 10 min) and stronger CO2 release at decomposing. 
Hybrid lignocellulose fillers mitigate L’s UV-light absorption properties and provide beneficial 
synergies. 

Until now, lignocellulose fillers for UV-curing resins have been investigated only in single 
filler compositions; this work sheds light on the novel role of hybrid lignocellulose 
reinforcement. The proposed hybrid lignocellulosic composite UV-curing resins could be used 
as various coatings with wood structure-mimic properties; however, more research is still 
needed for future application.   
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3.3. Nanocellulose reinforced AESO resins for stereolithography 

3.3.1. Nanofibrillated cellulose reinforced AESO resins for 
stereolithography 

Publications: 

• A. Barkane, M. Jurinovs, O. Starkova, L. Grase, D. F. Schmidt, S. Gaidukovs, 
Enhancing stiffness, toughness and creep in a 3D printed bio-based photopolymer 
using ultra-low contents of nanofibrillated cellulose. Journal of Composites Science, 7 
(10) (2023) 435, doi:10.3390/jcs7100435 

• A. Barkane, M. Jurinovs, S. Briede, O, Platnieks, P. Onufrijevs, Z. Zelca, S. 
Gaidukovs, Biobased resin for sustainable stereolithography: 3D printed vegetable oil 
acrylate reinforced with ultra-low content of nanocellulose for fossil resin substitution. 
3D Printing and Additive Manufacturing, (2022) 1-16, doi:10.1089/3dp.2021.0294 

The use of bio-based materials in additive manufacturing (AM) is a promising long-term 
strategy for advancing the polymer industry toward a circular economy and reducing the 
environmental impact. In commercial 3D printing formulations, there is still a scarcity of 
efficient bio-based polymer resins. The present research proposes vegetable oils as bio-based 
components to formulate the stereolithography (SLA) resin. Application of nanocellulose filler, 
prepared from agricultural waste, remarkably improves the printed material's performance 
properties. The strong bonding of nanofibrillated celluloses’ (Fs’) matrix helps develop a strong 
interface and produce a polymer nanocomposite with enhanced thermal properties and 
dynamical mechanical characteristics. The ultra-low F content of 0.1 – 1.0 wt% (0.07–0.71 
vol%) was examined in printed samples, with the lowest concentration yielding some of the 
most promising results. The developed SLA resins showed good printability, and the printing 
accuracy was not decreased by adding F. At the same time, an increase in the resin viscosity 
with higher filler loading was observed. Resins maintained high transparency in the 500–700 
nm spectral region. The glass transition temperature for the 0.71 vol% composition increased 
by 28 °C when compared to the non-reinforced composition. The nanocomposite’s stiffness has 
increased 5-fold for the 0.71 vol% composition. The incorporation of ultra-low concentrations 
of F produced disproportionate enhancements in mechanical performance. Noteworthy, a 2.3-
fold increase in strain at the break and a 1.5-fold increase in impact strength were observed with 
only 0.1 wt% of F, while at 0.5 wt% a 2.7-fold increase in tensile modulus and a 6.2-fold 
increase in toughness were measured. This is in spite F agglomeration at even the lowest 
loadings as observed via examination of fracture surfaces and DMA Cole-Cole plot analysis. 
The thermal stability of printed compositions was retained after cellulose incorporation, and 
thermal conductivity was increased by 11 %. Strong interfacial interactions were observed 
between the cellulose and the polymer in the form of hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl and 
ester groups, which were confirmed by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. The successful 
development of novel F / bio-based resin composites with enhanced mechanical highlights the 
potential of these composites to substitute petroleum-based resins in the context of AM resins. 
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*Sample abbreviations: all resin formulations were named in accordance with the filter 
paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF) loading (wt%) as follows: 0%, pF0.1%, pF0.5%, and 
pF1%. 

3.3.1.1. Resin viscosity and printing parameters 

The rheological properties, in particular the viscosity of the polymer, play a critical role in 
the resin composition formulation for SLA. It is suggested that the viscosity of resin should be 
in the range of 1–10 Pa×s [122,252]. The excellent resin printability has been described as having 
excellent flowability and spreadability while maintaining good reactivity [253]. The resin 
viscosity at room temperature was tested by a viscometer with rotation speeds of 1 to 100 RPM, 
as shown in Figure 3.25 (a). It reveals that effective viscosity absolute values strongly increase 
in all measured ranges correlating with higher filter paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF) loading. 
The substantial alteration of the rheological properties of polymers filled with nanocellulose 
was discussed by Peterson et al [254]. The viscosity of 0% and pF1% resins at 1 RPM and 100 
RPM slightly increases from 0.24 to 1.8 Pa×s and decreases from 38.0 to 3.8 Pa×s, respectively. 
The viscosities vs. rotation speed dependence indicate the non-Newtonian flow behavior of the 
resins [255]. Because different polymers have varying sensitivities to shear rate increases, 
power-law fluid can be used to characterize them [205]. The flow behavior index n is 1.09, 0.89, 
0.56, and 0.52 for 0%, pF0.1%, pF0.5%, and pF1%, respectively. Observed n < 1 indicates 
pseudoplastic fluid shear thinning behavior for the pF-loaded resin compositions, related to pF 
orientation and phase separation [256]. In contrast n > 1 and shear thickening (0% resin) could 
respond to the oil resin behaving as dilatant fluid, which is attributed to overcoming the 
attraction of macromolecular chains [256]. The n value commonly decreases with increasing pF 
content [257]. Polymer resins with a low n would likely generate less heat with increasing shear 
rate through a viscous dissipation mechanism [205]. Thus, enhanced pseudoplastic behavior of 
the cellulose-loaded resins benefits SLA manufacturing. 

In the beginning, the SLA printing process was optimized to receive the permanent non-
defect printing quality of the developed pF reinforced resins. The appropriate irradiation and 
printing times for every resin were analyzed, considering the visual appearance of the printed 
part. Figure 3.25 (b) shows the printed owl prototypes using the neat polymer resin and pF 
loaded resin. The time step was 1 s, starting with the 2.5 s printing time previously determined 
as the optimal curing time for 0% resin under the UV lamp [20]. The first layer was printed at 
35 s for all resins to ensure proper cured polymer material adhesion to the printing bed [20]. The 
curing time per layer was 7.5, and 15 s for 0% and pF loaded resin materials, respectively.  
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Figure 3.25. Resin viscosity curves (a), 3D printed owls with 0% and pF1% resins (b), 
owl’s optical microscope images at 5× magnification (c), printed bars images (d), UV-Vis 

reflectance and transmittance spectra of printed resins (e). 

The high printing accuracy for the owl model was obtained for 0%–pF1% resins, as shown 
in Figure 3.25 (b). The closer inspection of the printed objects at 5× magnification (Figure 3.25 
(c)) by optical microscope revealed the excellent resin printing resolution. As shown in Figure 
3.25 (d), the colors and the translucence of the printed objects have been strongly affected by 
pF loading. This allows UV-Vis spectroscopy to quantitatively measure the transparency and 
reflectance of the printed resin materials. 

The samples were placed on a sheet of paper (Figure 3.25 (d)) on top of a red line for 
transparency observations, and they provided a good correlation with the UV-Vis transmittance 
spectroscopy measurements (Figure 3.25 (e) - red curves). Both show that the increase in pF 
loading leads to a decrease in transparency. Transmittance is decreased due to the scattering of 
visible light by pF particles, which can be explained in terms of the Rayleigh approximation 
and Mie theory [258]. 

Figure 3.25 (e) (black curves) reflectance spectra show minimal reflectance below the visible 
light, barely reaching 5 %. The reflectance increases with pF loading, thus yielding an opposing 
trend to the transmittance. Absolute values at 500 nm transmittance / reflectance for 0%, 
pF0.1%, pF0.5%, and pF1% samples are 78 % / 6 %, 76 % / 8 %, 61 % / 10 %, and 44 % / 13 
%, respectively. The values of scattered visible light are 16 %, 16 %, 29 %, and 43 % for 0%, 
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pF0.1%, pF0.5%, and pF1%, respectively. The increase in reflectance for the visible part of 
spectra corresponding with pF loading is explained by the backscattering of the incident light 
on pF particles in the resin [258]. As shown in Figure 3.26, there was a relatively small change 
in double bond conversion (DBC%). Therefore, the authors attributed the changes in UV-Vis 
spectra mainly to the introduction of pF filler.  

3.3.1.2. Structure analysis 

Density is one of the main intrinsic characteristics of composite materials; it identifies the 
homogeneity of the filler mixing, dispersion quality, and structural defects [210]. Figure 3.26 (a) 
represents the printed sample experimental density ρ, calculated theoretical density ρt, and the 
apparent polymer density 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎  calculated by equations (2.7) and (2.8) [178]. 

 

Figure 3.26. Experimental, apparent, and theoretical polymer densities (a) and double bond 
conversion rate and sol-fraction (b) for prepared, printed resins. 

The composite theoretical density ρt was calculated using the rule of mixtures [178]. The 
increase in composite density value was expected because cellulose has a higher density than 
the polymer matrix. Figure 3.26 (a) shows that the composite experimental density ρ is within 
the margin of error compared to ρt. The higher ρ values are associated with denser stackings 
(structural packing) and fewer voids in the printed samples. DBC% (Figure 3.26 (b)) is 
calculated from FTIR measurement using a ratio from peak intensities (C=C/COO- at 810 and 
1733 cm-1, respectively) [20]. There is a slight decrease in DBC% values with higher pF loading 
in the resin, while the sol-fraction increases. These simultaneous changes in DBC% and sol-
fraction absolute values indicate a minimal decrease in crosslinking degree. It has been reported 
that low pF content can benefit the scattering of UV-light, in which pF acts as a scattering 
particle, resulting in a more uniform distribution of UV-light [92]. The increase in viscosity 
limits the movement and distribution of free radicals; hence, it can lower the DBC% [166]. In 
our previous study, we demonstrated that high F loadings (up to 30 wt%) significantly increase 
viscosity and decrease DBC% (down to 30 %) [126]. Thus, the low nanofiller content, 
homogenization, and viscosity only slightly influenced the crosslinking reactions between 
polymer matrix forming components. 
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Table 3.8 
Molecular Weight Between Crosslinks and Crosslinking Density 

content, wt% content, vol% Mc, g/mol N, 103 mol/m3 
0 0.000 1024 1.1 

0.1 0.070 472 2.4 
0.5 0.035 219 5.2 
1 0.071 196 5.8 

 

Table 3.8 summarizes the crosslinking density (N) and the molecular weight between 
crosslinks (Mc), calculated by the Flory–Rehner equation as the authors reported before [202]. 
Correspondingly, the mesh crosslinking density of the resins pF0.1%, pF0.5%, and pF1% has 
significantly increased by almost 2.4-fold, 5-fold, and 6-fold. These values have been 
influenced considerably by matrix-filler interaction. As values were calculated from the DMA 
data, hindered molecular mobility for polymer chains adsorbed to the surface of cellulose fibrils 
can be considered [259,260]. In addition, some authors have used molecular dynamics 
simulations to characterize interphase formation for thermoset polymer nanocomposites 
[261,262]. According to simulations, the mobilities of the atoms in the interphase regions are 
lower if strong interfacial bonding is provided, like hydrogen bonding.  

3.3.1.3. Morphology 

The morphology of the printed specimens was investigated by optical microscopy of cross-
sections and scanning electron microscopy of freeze-fracture surfaces of 3D printed parts 
(Figure 3.27). Excellent printing accuracy (as judged by sample surface examination) was 
observed for all resins. However, surface quality decreased with increasing pF content (see 
cross sections in Figure 3.27 (a) with a 100 µm scale bar) when the printing accuracy was 
maintained using a constant layer thickness of 50 µm; this may be explained by pF 
agglomeration. Smooth surfaces are observed for the 0% sample, while with increasing pF 
content, fracture surfaces become rougher. In 10× optical microscopy images, black cracks are 
seen. According to the crack distribution, fibers agglomerate when the pF content exceeds 0.1 
wt%, and overall homogeneity decreases as a consequence. Figure 3.27 (b) shows the SEM 
microscopy images; while similar fracture patterns are observed in all cases, changes in surface 
roughness are observed. The pF0.1% composite sample’s fracture surface, while similar to that 
of the 0% sample, displays sharper fracture edges. Further increasing the pF content introduces 
a combination of smooth regions and sharp-edged fracture paths, consistent with increasing 
heterogeneity and indicative of significant changes in morphology and fracture mechanism. 

Figure 3.27 (c) depicts the modified fracture mechanism with crack propagation in neat 
polymer matrices and reinforced composites for flexural and impact test specimens. When pF 
reinforcement is encountered crack deflection occurs [263,264]. This is confirmed by the visible 
cracks on the side of the rectangular samples after flexural testing as shown in the optical 
microscopy image of the pF1% composite sample (Figure 3.27 (d)). Again, crack deflection is 
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observed, as well as bifurcation in some instances. No such cracks were observed in the 0% and 
pF0.1% samples. Nonetheless, black dashed lines (aligned with printing layers) show that these 
cracks develop perpendicular to the layers, not parallel to them, confirming a high level of 
interlayer adhesion. 

Figure 3.27. Morphology: optical microscope images of cross-sections (insets, 20× 
magnification) and freeze-fracture surfaces (10× magnification) (a), SEM micrographs of 

freeze-fracture surfaces (2 500× magnification) (b), schematic of possible pF distribution (c), 
illustrations and optical microscope images of crack propagation following tensile testing 

(20× magnification, tensile test direction indicated with the arrows) (d), and DMA Cole-Cole 
plots (e) of 3D printed neat (0%) and pF reinforced composite specimens. 

The image shows that the most homogeneous specimen is the neat resin, followed by 
pF0.1%. In contrast, heterogeneity can be seen in the pF0.5% and pF1% samples, where cracks 
have separated smooth and rough black regions. F is known for its tendency to agglomerate 
[126,134], and increased loadings lead to a higher probability of agglomeration. Higher pF loads 
also increase the resulting viscosity of the composite resins [93], limiting the effectiveness of 
further homogenization. This effect is more pronounced if there are limitations in compatibility 
between the particles and the polymer matrix [168]. As it is known that AESO exhibits 
hydrophobic properties [263], it is not surprising that the resulting heterogeneity and surface 
roughness increases upon addition of increasing quantities of hydrophilic pF. This 
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heterogeneity with increasing pF content is observed in Figure 3.27 (c), where nanocellulose 
distribution in the polymer matrix is shown. 

The DMA Cole-Cole plot in Figure 3.27 (e) also confirms increasing heterogeneity with 
increased pF content, in line with previous studies involving the use of such plots to assess 
structural changes in crosslinked polymer composites [239,242,243]. Here, the DMA data appears 
in the form of Cole-Cole plots instead, where a semi-arch shape indicates a homogeneous 
polymer system while deviations from such a shape indicate the presence of heterogeneities 
such as phase separation and filler aggregation [239,242,244]. The Cole-Cole plots for the 0% 
and pF0.1% samples in Figure 3.27 (e) possess semi-arch shapes, while at lower temperatures 
the same plots for the pF0.5% and pF1% specimens show deviations from a semi-arch shape. 
This confirms optical microscopy and SEM results indicating that, when the pF content exceeds 
percolation threshold of ~ 0.1 wt%, pF tends to agglomerate in the resin, thereby creating a 
heterogeneous system. 

3.3.1.4. Mechanical properties 

The mechanical properties data show the largest increases in tensile and flexural stress, 
modulus, and flexural strain at 0.1 wt% pF; higher pF concentrations result in decreases (Figure 
3.26). This further testifies to the structural heterogeneity of the pF0.5% and pF1% 
formulations. Particularly noteworthy here is the extent to which the mechanical properties 
were enhanced at the lowest pF concentration. The addition of 0.1 wt% pF resulted in 2.3-fold 
and 2.4-fold increases in tensile and flexural strength (Figure 3.26 (a) and (c), respectively). 
Tensile and flexural strains also show increases of 1.7-fold and 1.2-fold, as well as a 1.6-fold 
and 5 % increase in tensile and flexural moduli (Figure 3.26 (b) and (d), respectively). These 
results demonstrate pF’s exceptional potential as a reinforcing filler in bio-based UV-curable 
3D printing resins.  
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Figure 3.28. Tensile test results for neat and pF reinforced formulations: stress vs. strain (a), 

tensile modulus (b); flexural tests results: stress vs. strain (c), flexural modulus (d). 

The pF0.5% composite also showed significant enhancements in tensile and flexural strength 
and strain vs. the neat material. In fact, for the tension test, the largest increase in strain at break 
(2.7-fold) was achieved at the 0.5 wt% pF content (vs. 0.1 wt% pF in the case of flexural 
testing). The increase in strain at break can be attributed to the friction energy dissipation during 
deformation between flexible Fs and a rigid polymer matrix [265]. On the other hand, the 
decrease in tensile strength when moving from 0.1 to 0.5 wt% pF is attributed to the system’s 
increased heterogeneity, as revealed by the morphological analyses presented in Figure 3.27. 
Agglomeration of the hydrophilic pF and the weak adhesion with the polymer matrix may 
reduce the overall tensile strength [265,266]. The combination of these features leads to internal 
stress concentrations that result in points of failure in the material's structure. At the same time, 
the tensile strain at break for pF0.5% is 1.5-fold higher than for pF0.1% (Figure 3.28 (a)). This 
could be due to the fiber entanglements and spatial network developed by the long and flexible 
pF (known to increase the strain of polymer composites [267]). However, flexural strain at break 
in the pF0.5% composite shows a more limited (1.12-fold) increase vs. the neat resin, which is 
slightly lower than that observed for the pF0.1% composite. An increase in pF content to 1 wt% 
resulted in a decline in composite mechanical performance. Tensile and flexural strengths are 
similar, while modulus is reduced by 30 % and 42 %, compared to the neat resin, respectively. 
However, the tensile strain at the break still shows a 1.3-fold increase (Figure 3.28 (a)).  
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Material tensile toughness can be obtained by simply integrating the area below the stress-
strain curve before fracture in tensile testing [268]. Figure 3.29 shows that introducing pF 
reinforcement increases the sample's ability to absorb energy per unit volume prior to fracture. 
This is evident from the toughness values, where the largest increase vs. the neat resin is 
observed at 0.5 wt% pF (6.2-fold). With 0.1 wt% pF, in contrast, a 3.1-fold increase is observed, 
and at 1 wt% pF the increase is only 1.4-fold, that is related to extreme heterogeneity of the 
sample. 

 
Figure 3.29. Toughness of neat and pF-reinforced samples. 

 3.3.1.5. Thermomechanical analysis 

Temperature changes significantly influence the performance of studied 3D printed samples, 
as evidenced by the DMA analysis (Figure 3.30). They were indicated by the glass transition, 
with a start and end around 0 °C and 75 °C for 0% sample. The glass transition maximum for 
the 0% sample registers relatively close to the room temperature at 46 °C. Thermoset resin glass 
transition marks the transition from a rigid amorphous structure to a softer and more flexible 
amorphous structure with increased energy (heat movement). Reflected in storage modulus 
values (Figure 3.30 (a)), where 0% sample has 2.6-fold and 13.5-fold decrease at 30 °C and 50 
°C compared to 0 °C. The introduction of the pF filler strongly influences the glass transition 
temperature (Tg), which is increased up to 82 °C (28 to 36 °C higher than 0%) see Figure 3.30 
(b). An increase of the Tg indicates hindered mobility of the macromolecule due to the strong 
intermolecular bonding between filler and polymer [269]. This can also be explained as a 
decreased elastic response from cellulose surface adsorbed polymer chains, whose molecular 
thermal motions are restricted [270]. As transitions into a rubbery state occur, splitting of storage 
modulus curves (at 0 °C) appear. Split indicates that pF filler starts to work as a reinforcement. 
A sustained increase of the storage modulus absolute values in the rubbery state can indicate 
good filler distribution [271]. In this regard, all three compositions, pF0.1%, pF0.5%, and pF1%, 
achieved excellent reinforcement in the rubbery state. Storage modulus also distinguishes that 
the higher filler loading (pF1% sample) has a limited effect on the value increase. The optimum 
filler volume content from the storage modulus values is between 0.07 and 0.71 vol%. 
Crosslinking density (Table 3.8) increase is observed with higher pF loadings. However, this is 
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achieved with increased intermolecular interface bonding between the filler and the matrix. The 
temperature rise reduces intermolecular bonding, but it cannot affect covalent bonding; thus, a 
critical threshold is observed.  

The C* factor as a function of volume content is presented in Figure 3.30 (c). It is used to 
determine the reinforcement of composite materials. Generally, lower values of the C* factor 
indicate better reinforcement. At the same time, neat resin represents a value of 1 [272]. 
According to the literature, equations (2.12) and (2.13) were used for calculations [126]. The 
parameter C* was calculated from glassy (Eg') and viscoelastic (Ev') storage modulus values 
measured at -45 °C and 95 °C, correspondingly. The lowest values obtained are around 0.2 and 
are achieved by volume content 0.35 and 0.71 vol% samples (samples pF0.5% and pF1%, 
respectively), showing about 2-fold improvement compared to 0.07 vol% (sample pF0.1%). 
While the C* factor favors higher loadings, the reinforcement efficiency factor (r) does the 
opposite. The r value calculation considers the volume fraction of the filler. Theoretical 
percolation threshold (νrc) was calculated using aspect ratio of the particles (assuming used pF 
particles are rigid and homogeneous) [237]. The νrc for used pF is 0.07 vol% (calculated using 
equation (2.12)) which coincides with a pF0.1% sample. But in case of experimental results, it 
can be assumed that theoretical value will be lower than practical due to effects like clustering 
and agglomeration. Loading composites above the percolation threshold leads to greater 
stiffening, but interfacial adhesion suffers; thus, values like tensile strength need to be measured 
for in-depth analysis [273]. The reinforcement efficiency factor r was calculated from equation 
(2.13). Figure 3.30 (d) shows pF0.1% sample achieved r value 16.1, 1.5-fold and 2.5-fold higher 
than pF0.5% and pF1%, respectively. Thus, the C* factor shows that maximum stress transfer 
to reinforcement is achieved by the pF1% sample, while the strongest interaction between filler 
and polymer is observed for the pF0.1% sample (r value) [274]. The reinforcement dependence 
on the temperature was plotted in Figure 3.30 (e) using composite/polymer storage modulus 
ratio (E’comp/E’pol), where polymer values represent the neatly printed sample (0%). pF starts to 
reinforce the polymer matrix in the glass transition region. The lowest pF content sample, 
pF0.1%, formed sustained reinforcement from 30 °C, while higher contents from -20 °C. The 
reinforcement is pronounced after the transition into the rubbery state (around 50 °C), where 
higher loadings achieved about 2-fold improvement compared to the pF0.1% sample. Figure 
3.30 (e) shows that the difference between pF0.5% and pF1% samples is relatively small. 

It is considered that stiffness enhancement visible as increased storage modulus could be 
related to filler alignment, which could be achieved with liquid resin shear flow processing. 
The immersion of the printing bed in the resin bath can create pF particle orientation in a 2D 
plane, and selecting the correct printing plane significantly influences mechanical properties 
[275]. As discussed by Yunus et al. [276], particle orientation in one specific direction enhances 
the mechanical properties, and an increase of 28 % in tensile strength was gained with a 5 wt% 
loading, where orientation was achieved with the strong shear flow. According to reported data 
[277], in the absence of an induced orientation (shear, ultrasonic, magnetic, electric field, etc.), 
a perfect unidirectional alignment cannot be achieved. While SLA printer has a relatively small 
printing platform that does not provide remarkable resin flow, the obtained orientation effect of 
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pF fibers could be negligible. The impact of pF filler orientation on the mechanical properties 
of the printed SLA resins needs more detailed investigations. 

 

Figure 3.30. Storage and loss modulus (a) and tanδ (b) for the SLA printed resins. The C* 
factor (c) and the r factor as a function of volume content (d) for the SLA printed samples, 

storage modulus E’comp/E’pol ratio dependence on temperature (e). 

Loss modulus curves show significant change with the introduction of the pF filler. 
Decreased values of the loss peak are associated with energy transfer and dissipation through 
the pF reinforcement [209]. The loss peak also shifts to higher temperatures, while increased 
loss modulus values where rubbery state registered for printed nanocomposites. Loss modulus 
shows particle slippage and interactions during structural rearrangements [236]. Thus, the 
increased values in the rubbery state of the loss modulus represent stronger interfacial 
interactions between the pF and polymer chains. This can be explained as the restricted 
molecular movements of the polymer matrix. This shift is visible in the splitting of the Tg peak, 
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which moves to higher temperatures. Therefore, deconvolution was applied to the glass 
transition peaks (Figure 3.30 (b)). The first smaller peak matches more with the Tg of the 0% 
sample, and decreased dampening peak values were observed for all filled compositions, 
indicating a more rigid structure response [278]. While a new second peak is only observed for 
samples with the pF reinforcement. The first peak shows a polymer phase in the composite that 
acts similarly to the 0% sample. But the second peak at higher temperatures has a significantly 
higher intensity, indicating the formation of enhanced interphase with pF addition [279]. This 
structure (interphase) formation dominates the nanocomposites’ design and has similar 
dampening peak values to the 0% resin. This is more pronounced with an increase in pF loading.  

3.3.1.6. Thermal analysis 

The printed resin’s thermal stability has been reported in a previous paper on UV-curable 
vegetable oil resin thermal stability [176]. In summary, the second peak (circa 460 °C in Figure 
3.31 (a)) is due to added comonomers. Cellulose fillers commonly lower the composite's 
thermal stability than the polymer matrix [225]. In Figure 3.31 (a), pF shows significantly lower 
thermal stability than the printed samples, with degradation maximums at 340 °C. However, pF 
loading up to 1 wt% does not cause a significant thermal stability decreases. Higher pF loading 
(5 wt% and more), as shown by previous investigations [126], leads to a three-step thermal 
degradation. An additional step observable around 340 °C is explained by an unprotected pF 
close to the composite surface. Although there is no significant effect on thermal stability, other 
thermal properties in Figure 3.31 shows some notable changes. 

 
Figure 3.31. Thermal stability of prepared pF filler, 0% and pF0.1%, pF0.5% and pF1% 

samples. 

3.3.1.7. pF-polymer interaction 

Resin, pF filler, and printed samples were characterized with FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 
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filler. The characteristic peaks attributed to structural groups are summarized in Supplementary 
4. Given the low filler content, there are no new peaks (Figure 3.32 (b)) that may be attributed 
to pF in printed samples. 

  

Figure 3.32. FTIR spectra of 0% printed sample and pF filler (a), spectra of resin (R) and 
printed samples (P) 0%, pF0.1%, pF0.5% and pF1% samples (b). Dashed lines – resin, solid 

lines –printed samples. 

Peaks at 810, 981, 1409, and 1629 cm-1 were attributed to the vinyl bonds (C=C) in the 
acrylic groups [206] (Figure 3.32 (b)), which decrease in intensity or disappear from FTIR 
spectra after printing. The decrease of the vinyl group absorption at 810 cm-1 after printing 
suggests that all compositions achieved excellent polymerization. The pF in a polymer matrix 
creates its intermolecular bonding through hydrogen bonds, obstructing vinyl group conversion 
and lowering light transmission [168]. This is confirmed by DBC% calculation using a ratio 
from peak intensities (C=C/COO-) [20] and Flory–Rehner equation, used for Figure 3.26 (b) and 
Table 3.8. 

Intermolecular bonding between the filler and matrix has been proposed in other sections of 
the result analysis. These interactions for FTIR spectra are usually observed as peak shifts or 
changes in intensity. Liu et al. used an equation derived from Lambert-Beer’s law to 
characterize the interaction between microcrystalline cellulose and AESO [192]. Using this 
equation (2.2). This equation was implemented to calculate the theoretical spectra for the C=O 
peak, as seen in Figure 3.33. Theoretical spectra would be based on the acrylate matrix because 
there is no pF absorption at 1727 cm-1. However, the C=O peak intensity decreases significantly 
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with the introduction of the pF filler. Thus, the significant decrease in peak intensity can identify 
the formation of strong hydrogen bonding between the pF and matrix. Similar observations are 
reported in the literature [192,194]. The pF0.1% printed sample shows the strongest pF 
interaction with the matrix. These findings are supported by data on the previously discussed 
reinforcement efficiency factor and thermal conductivity. 

  

Figure 3.33. FTIR spectra of (C=O) at 1727 cm-1 for printed samples. Dashed lines – 
theoretical spectra obtained with Lambert-Beer’s equation, solid lines – experimental spectra. 

3.3.1.8. Summary 

The present study demonstrates the viability of filter paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF) as 
a reinforcing filler for UV-curable additive manufacturing (AM) of bio-based composite resins. 
Moreover, the importance of achieving a balance between agglomeration and filler network 
formation by utilizing filler loadings close to the percolation threshold is broadly discussed. pF 
volume concentration of 0.07, 0.35 and 0.71 vol% (0.1, 0.5, and 1 wt%, respectively) were 
introduced into the 0% resin. The printability of prepared composite resins and the structural, 
thermal, and thermomechanical property changes in response to the pF and polymer matrix 
interaction was investigated. Viscosity measurements of the prepared resins showed high 
viscosities for the pF0.5% and pF1% resins. Nevertheless, photos of printed objects 
complemented with optical microscopy images showed high printing quality. Even more so, pF 
content did not affect printing accuracy at all. UV-Vis measurements showed decreased 
transmittance (by 34 %) and increased light scattering (by 27 %) with an increase in the pF 
content. Structural analysis showed a slight increase in the printed sample’s density and a 
minimal decrease in the curing efficiency (DBC% decreased by 3 % and sol-fraction increased 
by 1 %). The pF0.1% composite demonstrated the most significant improvements in overall 
mechanical performance, including enhanced tensile modulus (1.6-fold), strength (2.3-fold and 
2.4-fold) and break strain (1.7-fold and 1.2-fold) in both tension and flexure, increased 
toughness (3-fold). Thermomechanical analysis shows a 34 °C increase in the glass transition 
temperature, indicating pF interacts with the polymer matrix. The splitting of the tanδ peak 
proved that the introduced pF acts as a reinforcement and leads to an excellent reinforcement 
in the rubbery state for all reinforced samples. C* factor (maximum stress transfer) showed a 
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2-fold increase of reinforcement for the pF0.5% and pF1% samples, but r (strongest pF 
interaction with matrix) showed a 1.5-fold and 2.5-fold increase for the pF0.1% in comparison 
to the pF0.5% and pF1%. There was no effect on thermal stability observed with the 
introduction of the pF reinforcement. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy showed no 
covalent bonding between the pF and polymer matrix. At the same time, applying Lambert-
Beer’s law allowed identifying stronger filler-matrix interaction for the pF0.1% sample. 
Stronger filler-filler interaction for the pF0.5% and pF1% samples (when an effective load was 
reached) reduces filler-matrix interaction. 

All in all, this study shows that, by maintaining an ultra-low pF content (near the estimated 
percolation threshold), pF agglomeration can be minimized, and significant improvements in 
mechanical performance of the bio-based UV-curable composite AM resin can be realized as a 
result. This work indicates that carefully designed pF composite resins for vat 
photopolymerization AM technologies represent promising path for reaching sustainable 
alternatives to commercial petroleum-based resins. Further research should concentrate on 
improving the interphase between the hydrophilic filler and the hydrophobic polymer matrix to 
increase the reinforcement benefit.   
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3.4. Functionalized nanocellulose-reinforced AESO resins 
for stereolithography 

3.4.1. Nanocellulose surface functionalisation for improved interface between 
reinforcement and AESO resin for stereolithography 

Publication: 

• M. Jurinovs, A. Barkane, O, Platnieks, S. Beluns, L. Grase, R. Dieden, M. Strapolim 
D. F. Schmidt, S. Gaidukovs, Vat photopolymerization of nanocellulose-reinforced 
vegetable oil-based resins: synergy in morphology and functionalization. ACS 
Applied Polymer Materials, 5 (4) (2023), 3104, doi:10.1021/acssapm.3c00245 

With the advancement of additive manufacturing (AM) and the mass adoption of 3D printing 
technology, it is essential to shift focus to environmentally and economically sustainable 
materials. As the utilization of renewable feedstocks is quite limited in this context, the 
utilization of more bio-based raw materials in the ongoing development of AM represents an 
essential means of achieving this shift. In this work, vat photopolymerization 3D printing has 
been used to process vegetable oil-based (VO) resins with an ultra-low concentration of 0.07 
vol% of nanofibrillated cellulose (F) and nanocrystalline cellulose (C). The developed 
nanocellulose containing bio-based vat photopolymerization resin shows excellent shelf 
stability, enabling high-resolution printing. Compatibilization of the nanocellulose with the 
polymer matrix was achieved through the introduction of isocyanate or acrylate groups via 
reactions of acryloyl chloride (AC) and hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI) with cellulose 
surface hydroxyls. Surface functionalization results in ~20–30 % increases in interfacial 
adhesion and stress transfer, yielding significant improvements in mechanical performance (4× 
higher toughness, 2.4× higher tensile strength, and 2× higher tensile strain) in 3D printed 
specimens. Fourier-transformation infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy study of the chemical 
structure of these materials as well. Tensile performance comparison with literature data on 
VO-based natural fiber-reinforced resins showed that this work brought bio-based resins one 
step closer to competing with petroleum-based resins. The prepared VO/nanocellulose resins 
are promising candidates for high-performance bio-based resins derived from completely 
renewable feedstocks. 

*Sample abbreviations: filter paper nanofibrillated cellulose – pF; vegetable oil (VO) 
formulation – VO/pF; acrylated pF – pFA; VO formulation – VO/pFA; filter paper 
nanocrystalline cellulose – pC; VO formulation − VO/pC; and isocyanate-functionalized pC – 
pCI; VO formulation − VO/pCI. 

3.4.1.1. Characterization of nanocellulose fillers 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to investigate the 
chemical functionalization of the nanocellulose. Cellulose spectra before and after 
functionalization are shown in Figure 3.34. FTIR spectra in Figure 3.34 (a) shows the neat pC 
and functionalized pCI. The grafting of diisocyanate onto the pC surface occurs in two stages 
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[280]. In the first step, isocyanate groups react with hydroxyl groups on the surface of pC. As a 
result, absorbance peaks appear, assigned to coupled NH and CN bending vibrations at 1157 
cm-1, NH stretching and CN bending vibrations at 1530 cm-1, and hydrogen bonded CO groups 
in the urethane at 1694 cm-1 [281]. When an excess HMDI is added, the urethane groups react 
with free isocyanate groups. This reaction forms a crosslinked polymer layer on the pC surface, 
as evidenced by the intense absorption maximum at 1651 cm-1 assigned to the carbonyl on the 
urea group [282]. The NCO peak also confirms the introduction of diisocyanate at 2264 cm-1, as 
well as characteristic peaks at 1440 cm-1, 2857, and 2933 assigned to CH bending vibrations 
and symmetric and antisymmetric CH2 vibrations, respectively [280,281,283]. The peak at 2890 
cm-1, which overlaps with peaks at 2857 and 2933 cm-1, is related to the CH stretching in the 
cellulose molecule [283]. The additional peaks at 1256, 1618, and 1580 cm-1 are introduced from 
amide, amide I, and amide II vibrations, respectively. Furthermore, at 3367 cm-1, the 
characteristic NH stretching vibration peak can be seen, which can overlap with cellulose OH 
stretching vibration but appears as a sharper peak [284]. Figure 3.34 (b) represents the FTIR 
spectra of pF and pFA fillers. Before the functionalization, a broad absorption band at 3340 cm-

1 corresponds to the stretching vibrations of OH groups in pF molecules. The OH groups in 
cellulose are replaced with acrylate groups that attach via an ester group. Consequently, the 
intensity of the OH bond peak is reduced, and additional sharp absorption peaks at 810, 982, 
1184, 1407, 1631, and 1722 cm-1 have appeared. The peaks at 810, 982, 1407, and 1631 cm-1 
are attributed to the stretching vibrations of vinyl bonds in acrylic groups; meanwhile, the peaks 
at 1184 and 1722 cm-1 belong to the stretching vibrations of the ester’s carbonyl groups [59,285].  

Alongside FTIR investigations, water contact angles (θ) of the nanocellulose were measured 
to assess the impact of functionalization on the hydrophobicity of the fillers. Suspensions of 
nanocellulose in acetone were applied dropwise on glass substrates and dried (3 layers) to 
produce homogeneous coatings for measurements. The neat nanocellulose was hydrophilic with 
the equilibrium θ = 0°. The functionalized nanocelluloses gave θ of 69° and 63° for pCI and 
pFA, respectively. It was posited that this increase in hydrophobicity might help to further 
improve filler dispersion in the vegetable oil-based resin due to improved wetting. As it is 
known that the incorporation of cellulose filler in the polymer matrix can significantly affect 
the composites' overall thermal stability [169], a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of 
nanocellulose was performed (Figure 3.35). The TGA data shows that the thermal degradation 
process occurs in two stages for neat nanocellulose and three for functionalized nanocellulose. 
Initial weight loss is related to evaporation of absorbed water, which begins at around 80 °C. A 
reduction in water content is evident for functionalized nanocellulose. The functionalization 
process involves substituting OH groups in the cellulose molecules, which leads to decreased 
hydrophilicity. 
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Figure 3.34. FTIR spectra of neat pC and isocyanate functionalized pC (pCI) (a) and neat pF 
and acrylated pFA (b). 

Thermal degradation of the pF and pC begins at 230 °C and 210 °C, respectively. The rapid 
degradation of pFA starts at a significantly lower temperature of 200 °C. The shift to lower 
values for the pFA  is explained by David et al. by the high instability of ester bonds [286]. In 
the derivative curve, pFA exhibits a broad degradation range from 360 °C to 520 °C. This may 
be due to self-crosslinking reactions which hinder molecular movement and prolong the 
degradation process [242], which could also help to explain the 9 % greater residue observed for 
pFA at 750 °C as compared to neat pF. The thermal degradation of the pCI started at 201 °C, a 
slight decrease compared to pC, but the temperature at which the degradation rate is a maximum 
is increased by 16 °C. The thermal stability of pCI is affected by the inclusion of HMDI-derived 
segments [287].  
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Figure 3.35. Weight loss (dotted lines) and first derivative (solid lines) curves of the filter 
paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF), acrylated pF (pFA), filter paper nanocrystalline cellulose 

(pC), and isocyanate functionalized pC (pCI) fillers (in nitrogen). 

3.4.1.2. Vat photopolymerization printability of bio-based resins. 

The ability to achieve high print resolutions and reproduce fine details is commonly required 
in order to validate formulated resins. The SL1 standard calibration check models Petrin tower 
(Figure 3.36 (a) and a close up (b)) and Prusa clay army (Figure 3.36 (c) and a close up (d)) 
were printed using the developed nanocellulose / VO resin formulations. The bio-based vat 
photopolymerization resin gave very high printing resolution in the printed structures, as shown 
in Figure 3.36 (e–i). The measured layer height was constant at 50 µm, as set during the slicing 
process. At the same time, the Petrin tower calibration structure (Figure 3.36 (a) and (b)) 
demonstrates the possibility of printing high-quality, detailed objects with overhangs, no 
supports, and no missing parts. In tandem, the Prusa clay army models (Figure 3.36 (c) and (d)) 
show excellent resolution for small objects with especially fine details.  

Using photography in conjunction with optical microscopy of printed samples provides an 
additional printability assessment. Polarized light optical microscope images at 20× 
magnifications were captured to assess the layer accuracy of the printed mechanical testing 
samples in the Z-axis direction perpendicular to the printing plane (Figure 3.36 (e–i)). Excellent 
printing precision is obtained for all prepared compositions. The best printing accuracy was 
observed for the VO and VO/pCI resins. In contrast, other nanocelluloses introduced surface 
defects into the layers, which consequently impacted the light transmittance properties, as 
revealed in Supplementary 13. Nontheless, printing layer thickness (50 µm, red lines in Figure 
3.36 (e–i)) remains constant and, hence, printing accuracy is considered to be unchanged.  

Supplementary 13 shows no color changes for any tensile bar samples. At the same time, 
UV-Vis transmission spectra reveal small but measurable changes in transparency following 
the incorporation of nanocellulose fillers into the vat photopolymerization resin 
(Supplementary 13). In particular most composite materials become translucent with some 
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reduction in the UV-Vis light transparency. The visible light transmittance values calculated at 
500 nm were 78, 76, 73, 83, and 84 % for VO, VO/pF, VO/pFA, VO/pC, and VO/pCI, 
respectively. 

 

Figure 3.36. 3D printed SL1 standard calibration check models Petrin tower (a) and (b) and 
Prusa clay army (c) and (d) and optical microscope images of the 3D printed samples VO (e), 

VO/pF (f), VO/pFA (g), VO/pC (h), and VO/pCI (i). 

Improved transmittance in the case of VO/pC and VO/pCI is likely due to homogeneous 
dispersion of single nanocellulose crystals in the matrix, given reports of similar results in the 
context of work on C films with up to 90 % UV transmittance [288]. pCI improves the interface 
between the polymer matrix and the filler, thus enhancing dispersion, enhancing print quality 
and reducing light scattering still further. In contrast, while pF can form thin translucent films, 
it is reported to have a tendency to form agglomerates, increasing light scattering and reducing 
overall transmittance [289]. Likewise, decreased light transmission of pFA composites may be 
due to increased agglomeration and heterogeneity [290]. This is best explained by the extremely 
high reactivity of the acrylate groups on the pFA surface coupled with the lack of stabilizers vs. 
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spontaneous polymerization, which is posited to lead to some level of inter-particle bond 
formation and irreversible aggregation during pFA precipitation in ethanol. 

FTIR was used to analyze the UV-curing of SLA resins and the macromolecular network 
chemical structure of the polymer. FTIR is reported to be an effective and widely used technique 
to investigate the UV-curing reaction of polymer resins [19,242]. All FTIR spectra from uncured 
resin and printed samples are shown in supplementary data Supplementary 14. Peaks at 810, 
980, 1409, and 1629 cm-1 indicate the vinyl bonds, which are characteristic of acrylic groups 
[291]. During the UV-light curing process, the vinyl moieties were consumed quickly by 
radically initiated polymerization reactions, developing a spatial network of macromolecular 
chains, and resulting in a noticeable drop in the characteristic spectral peak intensities, as shown 
in supplementary data Supplementary 14. The prepared resins display very high polymerization 
rates, with similar behavior reported elsewhere in the literature [93]. DBC% was calculated from 
the ratio of a vinyl bond at 810 cm-1 and a carbonyl group bond at 1731 cm-1 to evaluate the 
polymerization process according to equation (2.1). Calculated DBC% values are summarized 
in Table 3.9. Cellulose incorporation into VO resin can significantly modify DBC%, as other 
authors reported [292]. All composites show lower DBC% than VO (Table 3.9). The decrease 
for VO/pF and VO/pFA is 2 and 3 %. The observed DBC% decrease attributes to the increased 
resin viscosity [93] and reduced optical transmittance [290]. VO/pC and VO/pCI show even more 
significant decreases of 8 and 5 %. This could be explained by the work of Yang et al., where 
low C concentrations were observed to interfere with the photopolymerization of unreacted 
macroradicals and free hydroxyl groups were retained in the printed material [194]. In the case 
of surface-modified particles, fewer hydroxyl groups should be left to interfere with 
macroradicals, which could explain why VO/pCI achieved a higher DBC% than VO/pC. This 
correlation is also supported by increased covalent bonding / crosslinking between the VO 
matrix and pFA. 

3.4.1.3. Macromolecular network structure 

Table 3.9 provides basic physical properties data for the 3D printed polymers (density, sol-
fraction) as well as the molecular weight between crosslinks (Mc) and crosslink density (N). 
These latter two values were calculated by applying the theory of entropic rubber elasticity to 
the rubbery plateau modulus as derived from the DMA data [180,181], and represent the sum of 
all types of crosslinks active in the system (chemical and physical). The N values of the 
composites all show significant increases compared to the VO (N0). Given prior confirmation 
via FTIR of similar levels of double bond conversion in all cases, this result provides clear 
evidence of significant “physical crosslinking” (nanofiller reinforcement) even at the ultra-low 
nanofiller concentration of 0.07 vol%, and further confirms the importance of nanofiller aspect 
ratio as well, given that the higher aspect ratio pF consistently produces larger increases vs. the 
lower aspect ratio pC, regardless of surface chemistry. Furthermore, surface-modified 
nanofillers are shown to provide consistently higher crosslink densities than their unmodified 
counterparts. While the extremely low nanofiller concentration makes direct spectroscopic 
detection of interfacial interactions impractical, it is posited that this enhanced reinforcement 
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may be at least partly due to covalent bond formation at the polymer / nanofiller interface, in 
addition to changes in dispersion state due to altered nanofiller compatibility with the polymer 
matrix. 

Table 3.9. 
Parameters of 3D printed samples 

 

The thermogravimetric analyses are in Supplementary 15, while the char yield at 600 °C and 
temperature at 5 % mass loss (T5%) are summarized in Supplementary 16. Consistent with the 
very low nanofiller concentrations studied here, the obtained thermograms imply that the 
addition of cellulose does not significantly affect the degradation mechanism of 3D printed 
samples. 

Figure 3.37 (a) compares the storage modulus of the VO to composites loaded with different 
nanocellulose types. At 20 °C, the stiffness of composites improves by 1.34 to 1.80-fold 
compared to the VO. This correlates well with the elastic modulus of the tensile test (Figure 
3.38). In the glassy state, the matrix properties more strongly determine the achieved storage 
modulus, whereas a transition to a viscoelastic state yields a significant increase in values over 
the unfilled VO as the reinforcement begins to bear the load [126]. Figure 3.37 (a) compares the 
storage modulus of the VO to composites loaded with different nanocellulose types. At 20 °C, 
the stiffness of composites improves by 1.34 to 1.80-fold compared to the VO. This correlates 
well with the elastic modulus of the tensile test (Figure 3.38). In the glassy state, the matrix 
properties more strongly determine the achieved storage modulus, whereas a transition to a 
viscoelastic state yields a significant increase in values over the unfilled VO as the 
reinforcement begins to bear the load [126]. 

Figure 3.37 (b) shows the changes in loss modulus values after adding nanocellulose fillers. 
For all composites except VO/pFA, the loss modulus peak became narrower and weaker as 
compared to the pure VO. Above the glass transition, loss modulus values are higher for all 
composites vs. the VO. This suggests that at higher temperatures, the free movement of the 
polymer chains is restricted by nanocellulose fillers and high crosslink density. As for VO/pFA, 
an increase in the strength of the loss modulus peak indicates that the increased number of chain 
segments inhibits the relaxation process within the composite. A similar effect was reported by 
Maalihan R.D. et al. for methacrylate / acrylated chitosan C composites [242]. 

Sample Density, 
g/cm3 

Sol-fraction, 
% 

DBC% Mc, 
g/mol 

N, 
mmol/cm3 

∆N/N0, 
% 

VO 1.116 ± 0.0012 3.69 ± 0.20 84 1021 1.1 - 
VO/pF 1.117 ± 0.0008 4.39 ± 0.12 82 464 2.4 +118 

VO/pFA 1.118 ± 0.0017 5.12 ± 0.27 81 426 2.7 +145 
VO/pC 1.119 ± 0.0013 4.10 ± 0.41 76 731 1.5 +36 
VO/pCI 1.118 ± 0.0016 3.99 ± 0.40 79 568 2.0 +81 
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Figure 3.37. Storage (a), loss modulus (b), and tanδ (c) curves of 3D printed samples. 

Figure 3.37 (c) presents tanδ curves, which represent damping properties and indicate the 
balance between the elastic and viscous phases in the composite [293]. In line with the observed 
increases in crosslink densities (Table 3.9), a clear decrease in tan δ around the glass transition 
was observed for all composites as compared to the VO. The peak of tanδ is commonly 
attributed to the glass transition temperature (Tg3) [294]. In order to compare the results with our 
previous work as well as the research literature more broadly, Tg was determined the same way. 
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The complex photocurable resin composition contributes to a relatively broad VO tanδ peak, 
which narrows for composites and shows a shoulder for some compositions. To better 
understand the shift in the composite’s structure, deconvolution was applied to tanδ curves 
(Figure 3.37 (c)), and the resulting values are presented in Supplementary 17 as Tg1 and Tg2. 
Our previous work examined the curing kinetics of neat AESO and VO resin compositions [20]. 
Compared to VO, a clear shift in the glass transition to higher temperatures was visible for all 
composites. Likewise, the observation of evidence of different phases highlights the 
heterogeneous nature of the polymer matrix in such systems [126]. In particular, the introduction 
of nanocellulose fillers results in the formation of an interphase between the cellulose surface 
and bulk matrix. The more crosslinked regions dominate the composite response as indicated 
by the shape of the tanδ peak. Likewise, the observed peak shoulders can be attributed to the 
phase separation of regions with differing crosslink densities (driven by local variations in 
composition and / or extent of reaction), where the resulting changes in chain mobility drive 
the appearance of additional transitions [93]. The fact that the soybean oil itself is a complex 
mixture of multiple components even before epoxidation, acrylation and polymerization further 
contribute to this heterogeneity.  

The tensile strength, failure strain, and elastic modulus graphs can be found in Figure 3.38. 
The inclusion of nanocellulose fillers drastically improved the mechanical performance of all 
samples. All composite elastic modulus values increased nearly 2-fold. The stiffness of the 
VO/pC and VO/pCI composites was the highest, with an increase of up to 95 % compared to 
neat VO. Modulus values increased due to the highly rigid and crystalline needle-like C. VO/pC 
and VO/pCI modulus results are comparable within the margin of error. VO/pF and VO/pFA 
show modulus values that are ~60 % and ~70 % higher, respectively, as compared to VO. The 
greater stiffness enhancement in VO/pFA can be explained by covalent bond formation at the 
polymer-filler interface and more efficient stress transfer as a result. 

It can be seen in Figure 3.38 (a) and (b) that the addition of nanocellulose had a significant 
impact on the tensile strength and failure strain of the composites. Compared to VO, the 
addition of pF led to a ~70 % increase in failure strain. In contrast with the rigidity of the pC 
particles, the fibrillar structure of pF can introduce a tremendous increase in the composite’s 
flexibility. Long fibrils in VO/pF composites can entangle and intertwine, allowing them to 
form a reinforcing network [295]. Coupled with a flexible polymer matrix, these effects can lead 
to an increase in all tensile parameters. The functionalization of pF to form pFA resulted in a 
reduction in failure strain but no statistically significant changes in strength. It has been reported 
that an increase in chemical crosslink density tends to reduce failure strain values, and tensile 
strength only up to a certain point, beyond which brittle behavior is observed [296]. Maalihan 
R.D. et al. reported a similar observation for methacrylate composites with acrylated C (CA) 
obtained from chitosan. Up to 0.5 wt%, CA yielded an increase of strength and strain on CA 
vs. neat C, while addition of 1 wt% led to 4-fold decrease in properties [242,297]. Compared to 
the VO, VO/pCI showed 144 % and 52 % increases in tensile strength and strain, respectively. 
The chosen functionalization improves the wettability and adhesion between VO and pCI. 
Improved compatibility also results in a more uniform distribution of particles and a lower 
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tendency to form agglomerates. Similar approach of improved compatibility was achieved with 
lignin coated pF with benefits observed in the methacrylate resin mechanical performance [298]. 
Lignin coating increases pF surface hydrophobicity resulting in increase of resin’s strength and 
modulus. Figure 3.38 (d) displays the toughness of all samples. VO/pF and VO/pCI achieved 
an impressive toughness increase of ~30 J/m3 (+300 %), consistent with a high resistance to 
deformation without failure of the material. Toughness is a desirable polymer material property, 
and it is evident that nanocellulose introduction led to at least a 2-fold increase in composite 
toughness compared to the VO. 

    
Figure 3.38. Tensile strength (a), failure strain (b), modulus (c) and toughness (d) graphs of 

3D printed samples. 

SEM images of fracture surfaces were taken to visualize the toughening effect of fillers on 
the polymer matrix [299]. Figure 3.39 shows SEM images of the fracture surfaces of printed 
samples fractured following exposure to liquid nitrogen. The images show that the fracture 
surface of the printed VO resin is smooth. This fracture type is characteristic of a brittle polymer 
material [300]. However, with the exception of VO/pCI, reinforced resins exhibit a significantly 
different fracture pattern. The roughness of the fracture surface increases dramatically after the 
nanocellulose fillers are incorporated into the VO matrix. The difference between VO and 
VO/pCI is less pronounced, but the pattern differs from the smooth fractures of the VO. The 
roughness is very similar for the VO/pF and VO/pC composites, while VO/pFA exhibits a more 
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intense fracture surface roughness. The formation of a reinforcing filler network and the 
presence of covalent bonds at the polymer-nanoparticle interface could explain the drastic 
changes in fracture surfaces. 

The formation of such a network leads to a delay in crack initiation and its further 
propagation because of the nanoparticle bridging effect in a polymer matrix [301,302]. This effect 
plays a crucial role in reinforcing polymer composites' mechanical performance by dissipating 
significant amounts of impact energy [303]. However, changes in the system's heterogeneity 
should also be considered based on the UV-Vis, DMA (broad tanδ peak with multiple 
shoulders), and tensile test results. The system's heterogeneity increases as soon as the filler is 
incorporated into the resin. Lower VO/pCI fractured surface roughness may be related to the 
matrix's pCI compatibility and bulk distribution. Simultaneously, introducing acrylate groups 
into pFA and developing covalent bonds with the polymer matrix might come at a cost if it 
results in local variations in crosslink density due to the high reactivity of pFA, thus rendering 
the sample more mechanically inhomogeneous than would be expected given high levels of 
dispersion. 

 

Figure 3.39. SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of 3D printed samples. 
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3.4.1.4. Reinforcement efficiency analysis 

Understanding the filler-matrix interactions is critical for determining the reinforcement 
efficiency of the used filler. Strong filler-matrix interactions reduce polymer chain mobility at 
the interface and favor the ability of the filler to reinforce the composite more effectively. The 
developed interphase structure is proposed in Scheme 3.1. It shows both covalent bonding and 
physical interactions developing at the cellulose-polymer interface. The existence of such 
interactions can be detected via FTIR analysis, by following the C=O and OH peak shifts and 
changes in the shape and strength of these absorption bands due to hydrogen bond formation 
between filler OH groups and matrix C=O groups [93]. However, the low filler concentrations 
in this case make it impossible to directly detect both covalent bonds and the hydrogen bonding 
via conventional FTIR. Moreover, in case of pFA, FTIR absorption bands associated with the 
acrylate groups grafted to the pF surface and involved in network formation would appear in 
the same part of the spectrum as much stronger contributions from the polymer matrix 
[20,59,285]. Overall, there are at least three attractive forces that could contribute to filler-matrix 
interactions: hydrogen bonding (OH ||| O=C for all used fillers; NH ||| O=C for pCI), covalent 
bonds (pFA), and Van der Waals forces (pCI) (see Scheme 3.1). Figures in Scheme 3.1 (b) and 
(c) show that even after functionalization in VO/pCI and VO/pFA, respectively, that due to the 
likelihood of incomplete surface modification the potential for hydrogen bonding with the 
remaining OH groups of the cellulose remain. For this reason and regardless of modifications, 
all the fillers studied here are expected to possess the capacity to form OH ||| O=C hydrogen 
bonds with the polymer matrix. Additionally, in the case of pCI, hydrogen bonding is also 
possible between the NH moieties introduced thanks to HMDI modification and the carbonyls 
in the polymer matrix. 

 
Scheme 3.1. Proposed filler-matrix interaction schematic representation for VO/pC and 

VO/pF (a), VO/pCI (b), and VO/pFA (c). 
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To further assess achieved reinforcement by different nanocellulose, the filler-matrix stress 
efficiency transfer parameter C*, adhesion factor A, and reinforcement efficiency parameter r, 
summarized in Table 3.10, were calculated according to equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13). 
The composite's ability to enter its glass transition region faster (characterized by a modulus 
drop with an increase in temperature) can be described by parameter C*, which is defined as 
C* = 1 for the neat polymer matrix and which should decrease with increasing levels of stress 
transfer in a reinforced system [126]. The incorporation of nanocellulose fillers results stress 
transfer from the polymer matrix to the nanocellulose, with values of C* ranging from 0.37 to 
0.50. These significant reductions in C* imply excellent stress transfer from the polymer matrix 
to the nanocellulose fillers. Remarkably, the VO/pFA and VO/pCI composites show 25 % and 
28 % lower C* parameter values than composites based on the analogous neat (unmodified) 
fillers, implying better filler effectiveness for composite reinforcement. 

Coming now to interfacial adhesion, lower A values indicate stronger adhesion between the 
nanocellulose filler and the polymer matrix. The negative values of A are related to the 
heterogeneity of the composite and anisotropy of the filler orientation [182]. Filler 
functionalization increases adhesion with the VO matrix in both cases. This is consistent with 
the ability of pFA to form covalent bonds with the VO matrix (Scheme 3.1), as the A value for 
the VO/pFA composites is the lower compared to pF. It should be noted that the addition of 
pCI to the VO matrix resulted in an apparent decrease in the A parameter as well, again 
indicating a significant improvement in adhesion. As shown in Scheme 3.1, this effect is 
achieved through functionalization, resulting in increased wetting of pCI particles and forming 
an interface with the VO matrix. 

Table 3.10. 
The r, C*, and A parameters of 3D printed samples 

Sample r C* A 
VO/pF 16.1 0.46 -0.313 

VO/pFA 28.6 0.37 -0.339 
VO/pC 10.7 0.50 -0.199 
VO/pCI 21.4 0.39 -0.287 

 

Finally, the increase in the r parameter shows improved filler-matrix reinforcement 
effectiveness. When judged by r values, pF appears to be more effective than pC in reinforcing 
the VO matrix, with the same tendency observed when comparing VO/pFA and VO/pCI. 
Surface functionalization approximately doubles reinforcement effectiveness, though the effect 
is slightly more pronounced in the case of VO/pCI. The lower C* and much higher r values in 
the case of pC in comparison with pF demonstrate that with such low concentrations, pF is a 
more suitable filler for the VO matrix. This further supports the idea that (at low concentrations) 
the higher aspect ratio of pF is beneficial to resin reinforcement, and that this is even more so 
in the case of the functionalized pFA given improved polymer-filler interactions. Higher aspect 
ratios facilitate the creation of a filler network, while in the VO/pFA composite, covalent 
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bonding between the filler and the polymer matrix contributes even more to the filler’s ability 
to reinforce the VO matrix. 

3.4.1.5. Performance properties comparison.  

Figure 3.40 (a) shows the storage modulus ratio between the VO and composites at different 
temperatures. This graph provides a straightforward means of assessing the reinforcement 
effect of the fillers as a function of temperature. The storage modulus ratio plot shows an 
increase at temperatures similar to those determined from the deconvolution of the tanδ peaks 
in Supplementary 17. It is seen that until about 20 °C, there is no significant reinforcement 
evidence for any of the obtained composites. The exception is VO/pFA because of the filler-
matrix covalent bonding. The absence of any substantial effect relates to the Tg of the samples. 
Below the Tg, all segmental mobility is strictly limited, and fillers accept only minimal loads 
from the polymer matrix, as seen in Figure 3.40 (a). As temperatures approach the Tg, the 
segmental mobility of the polymer matrix increases. Hence, the structure becomes more mobile, 
allowing the filler to bear some of the applied load. As a result, all composites exhibit 
reinforcement at the Tg1 temperature ranging from 20 to 26 °C, with the effect increasing until 
the Tg3 is reached. As the segmental mobility of the polymer chains continues to rise as Tg3 is 
exceeded, the reinforcement effects decrease with further temperature increases.  

VO/pFA shows the highest storage modulus ratio across all temperature ranges, consistent 
with results obtained for C* and r parameters. However, some competition exists between the 
VO/pCI and VO/pF composites when it comes to the next best system. VO/pCI exhibits a higher 
relative modulus at temperatures ranging from -10 to 25 °C, which it maintains as the glass 
transition begins thanks to strong adhesion between the pCI and the VO matrix as a result of 
the surface functionalization of the filler. Nevertheless, as the temperature continues to increase, 
pF provides a greater relative modulus, presumably thanks to its higher aspect ratio and greater 
crosslink density. 

The radial plot in Figure 3.40 (b) displays a summary of mechanical performance 
observations of 3D printed samples – strain at break, tensile strength, tensile modulus, tensile 
toughness, and temperature at 5 % mass loss. The relative changes in desired parameters for 
prepared composites are presented and referenced to VO. The tensile performance of VO/pF 
and VO/pCI was the highest of all printed composites. Incorporating pF and pCI into the VO 
matrix resulted in an almost 4-fold increase in toughness while substantially improving other 
parameters in tandem. VO/pC showed the highest 2-fold increase in tensile modulus of all 3D 
printed samples. The thermal stability of all composites remained similar to VO, with only 
minor differences in overall performance.  

It should be stated that in the case of the VO/pFA system, underlying processes are more 
complicated. As discussed in the previous sections, it is clear that the combination of a high 
aspect ratio and a strong polymer / filler interface results in significant enhancements in stiffness 
in this system. At the same time, as noted in the context of the fracture surface analyses, there 
is evidence that these materials may actually be more heterogeneous due to the surface 
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modification of the pF. In particular, these observations may be explained by a higher reactivity 
of the acrylate groups on the pF surface vs. those of the resin components. The end result of 
such a difference is an increased tendency to form strong covalent bonds between filler 
particles, favoring the formation of a strong filler network but increasing the heterogeneity of 
the system as a result. While such a strong network of high aspect ratio fillers favors high surf 
values, such heterogeneities tend to lead to stress concentrations and premature failure – thus 
explaining the observed combination of morphology and properties in this system. This is a 
highly significant outcome as it highlights just how important it is to match the reactivity of the 
filler surface and the surrounding resin matrix. However, further studies of such interactions 
and underlying processes should be done to broaden the available knowledge regarding this 
topic. 

    

Figure 3.40. Ratio between composite (Ec) and VO (Ep) storage modulus values (a); Relative 
changes of performance properties for 3D printed samples. Value 1 represents the VO (at 20 
°C) (b); Comparisons of tensile performance of AESO / cellulose composites from this work 

and the literature (c). (1) AESO/methyl acrylate functionalized cellulose 5–30 wt% (3D 
printed) [76], (2) AESO/acrylate or HDTMA functionalized C 1–2 wt% (films) [60], (3) 

AESO/micro- or nanocrystalline cellulose 0.15–2.4 wt% (3D printed) [130] 44(4) 
AESO/macadamia shell microcrystalline 1–10 wt% (3D printed) [304] (5) AESO/cellulose (1 

mm particles) 5–10 wt% (cured composites) [305]. 
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Overall, all composites’ performance was improved compared to the VO. These results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of nanocellulose and its various functionalization methods for the 
reinforcement of 3D printed bio-based polymer resins. In addition, the variations observed as a 
function of filler type and surface functionalization provide the ability to tune composite 
performance for specific applications. 

To better understand the mechanical performance of the prepared AESO-based composites 
with cellulose fillers, tensile test results were compared with those found in the literature and 
summarized in Figure 3.40 (c). It should be noted that the availability of scientific papers 
concerning such composites is minimal due to the various aforementioned difficulties in 
producing them. Liu et al. demonstrated syringe 3D printed AESO composites loaded with 
methyl acrylate functionalized cellulose range from 5 to 30 wt% [76] . Highly loaded composites 
showed increased tensile strength up to 11.5 MPa and modulus values of up to 167 MPa, against 
4.3 and 27.4 MPa for neat AESO, respectively. Palucci Rosa et al. used two different cellulose 
sizes, microcrystalline cellulose and C, to prepare AESO-based composites for vat 
photopolymerization 3D printing [130]. A comparison of the influence of filler size on sample 
properties was carried out. The incorporation of fillers in the polymer matrix significantly 
enhanced mechanical properties. At low loadings, microcrystalline cellulose and C gave similar 
tensile strength values (~3 MPa), with further increases up to 4.5 MPa and 7 MPa, respectively, 
at higher concentrations. C addition to AESO-based resin also caused a 2-fold increase in the 
elongation at failure of a printed composite. At the same time, microcrystalline cellulose 
showed more than 2-fold higher modulus values (approaching 170 MPa) for loadings of 0.6 
wt% and above. Noe et al. prepared biobased resins suitable for vat photopolymerization 3D 
printing using macadamia shell lignocellulosic waste with loadings ranging from 1 to 10 wt% 
[304]. 3D printed composites achieved remarkable printing quality with an increase in 
mechanical properties. Higher filler loadings increased strength from about 0.5 MPa to 2.5 
MPa, and modulus from 3.8 to 100 MPa. Seabra et al. prepared thermosetting biodegradable 
composites by combining AESO-based resin with fragments of sisal rope (particle size about 1 
mm) [305]. Variations in filler and hardener loadings were studied. The tensile test results 
revealed that increased filler loading adversely affected the composite strength and modulus 
values while increasing overall hardness. The tensile strength results ranged from 
approximately 3.25 MPa for unfilled samples to 1.75 MPa for samples containing 10 wt% filler 
as well as a higher hardener content. Overall, the formulation of neat resin combined with ultra-
low loadings of nanofillers as represented in this paper appears to provide better mechanical 
performance than all prior attempts found by our team at the time of this writing.  

3.4.1.6. Summary 

This work successfully demonstrates additive manufacturing (AM) via vat 
photopolymerization of bio-based vegetable oil (VO) resins containing ultra-low concentrations 
of neat and functionalized nanocellulose with high printing resolution and favourable filler-
matrix interactions. To the best of authors’ knowledge, this report is the first to demonstrate the 
use of acrylate-functionalized pF as an efficient reinforcement in a 3D printing resin. 
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Functionalization, as well as the type of nanocellulose and its effects on the printing quality and 
performance of bio-based resins, were examined through various techniques. Notably, in 
addition to an in-depth FTIR analysis of the modified fillers. The introduction of nanofillers did 
not affect the printing quality. Concerning materials performance, the introduction of 
nanocellulose into VO resins provided up to 2.5-fold increase in strength and 4-fold increase in 
toughness of the 3D printed samples, with an even more pronounced effect for functionalized 
fillers. Functionalization of the fillers led to improved filler-matrix adhesion in the case of 
VO/pCI and chemical bonding for VO/pFA, a prerequisite condition for improving composite 
properties, with these results reflected in crosslink density calculations as well. While 
functionalization also induced changes in the thermal degradation of the functionalized fillers, 
the thermal stability of 3D printed samples was not significantly affected, and char yields were 
increased. Concerning reinforcement efficiency, VO/pFA showed 1.24-fold lower C and 1.77-
fold higher r parameters than VO/pF. VO/pCI achieved a 1.28-fold lower C* and a 2-fold higher 
r than VO/pC. In addition to the significant increases in composite mechanical properties, these 
results highlight the improved reinforcement stemming from surface functionalization.  

Overall, this work shows that the addition of ultra-low concentrations (0.07 vol%) of 
nanocellulose into a VO resin represents a promising means of strengthening sustainable vat 
photopolymerization resins. Even more so, more remarkable improvement can be achieved by 
using pF rather than pC at the ultra-low concentration. At the same time, the functionalization 
of fillers can help to overcome filler-matrix compatibility issues at the interface. As a result, 
well-designed VO-based composite resins could represent sustainable alternatives to 
conventional petroleum resins. Furthermore, the combination with nanocellulose fillers 
promises new types of reinforced materials, driving even greater adoption of UV-assisted AM 
techniques. 
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3.5. Accelerated weathering performance analysis of nanocellulose 
reinforced vegetable oil-based resins for stereolithography  

3.5.1. Nanofibrillated cellulose effect on vegetable oil-based composite 
durability during QUV accelerated weathering 

Publication: 
• A. Barkane, O. Platnieks, J. Vecstaudza, S. Gaidukovs, Analysis of bio-based 

acrylate accelerated weathering: A study of nanocellulose impact on the bulk 
durability of 3D-printed nanocomposites. Materials Today Chemistry, 33 (2023) 
101737, doi:10.1016/j.mtchem.2023.101737 

Bio-based resins for UV-assisted photopolymerization vat 3D printing have received 
immense research interest. 3D printing has initiated the 4.0 industrial revolution and is expected 
to squeeze in more production industries, including making materials for outdoor applications. 
Weathering investigations have been devoted mainly to fossil acrylic polymers. This research 
aims to close the gap in understanding bio-based acrylic 3D-printed polymer weathering 
performance. QUV accelerated weathering was used on vegetable oil-based 3D-printed 
compositions with filter paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF) as reinforcing filler. Discoloration, 
cracking, FTIR measurements of surface chemical degradation, and bulk properties evaluated 
by changes in mechanical performance were used to characterize materials performance during 
weathering. pF reinforcement delays the yellowing and cracking during 1000 h of weathering. 
After weathering, increased flexural stress and strain were achieved with 0.5 wt% pF loading. 
Chemical analysis reveals simultaneous photocleavage and additional crosslinking of the 
macromolecular chains. The glass transition temperature increased by up to 20 °C. pF 
introduction in bio-based polymers increased of weathering endurance and mechanical 
performance. The pF is compatible with and a perspective filler in bio-based acrylic resins for 
3D printing applications. 

*Sample abbreviations: all resin formulations were named in accordance with the filter 
paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF) loading as follows: 0%, pF0.1%, and pF0.5%. 

3.5.1.1. Morphology 

Visual examination in Figure 3.41 (a) clearly shows the yellowing of all samples already 
after 250 h in the UV weathering camera for all compositions, while precise quantitative 
colorimetric values are summarized in Figure 3.41 (b). Filter paper nanofibrillated cellulose 
(pF) addition (both concentrations of 0.1 and 0.5 wt%) has prevented surface cracking observed 
for 0% composition. This proves that the introduced pF increased ductility that in turn improved 
dimensional stability, resulting in enhanced weathering durability beyond mechanical 
performance enhancement. The weathering cycle transitions between intensive UV irradiation 
at elevated temperatures followed by spraying and condensation, introducing mobile water 
molecules that migrate into the structure [162]. Standard static testing, such as room temperature 
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tensile tests, usually does not expose samples to these relatively extreme conditions for 
polymers, which mimic harsh outdoor environments [306].  

 

Figure 3.41. Images of the sample surfaces during UV weathering with a UV-Vis 500 nm 
overlay tracking changes in transmittance and reflectance data (a) and colorimetry data (b). 

Changes in optical properties, such as transmittance and reflectance, during UV weathering, 
were evaluated by UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements (in Figure 3.41 (a)). Data show that 0% 
composition has the highest transparency (78.0 %) at 500 nm, followed by pF0.1% and pF0.5% 
compositions (76.0 and 60.5 %, respectively). Full UV-Vis spectra data are available in 
Supplementary 18. For all compositions after 1000 h of UV weathering, transparency decreases 
to 49.0, 47.8, and 37.0 % for 0%, pF0.1%, and pF0.5% compositions. This shows that 0% and 
pF0.1% composition act similarly (transparency decreases by 29.0 and 28.2 %, respectively), 
while the pF0.5% sample’s transparency decrease is less pronounced (23.5 %). Scattering 
calculated from transparency and reflectance (Supplementary 19) shows that pF0.5% 
composition has the highest values of 29.5 and 54.8 % at 0 h and 1000 h, respectively. Thus, 
photodegradation introduces an additional light scattering source, while the primary source is 
still the introduced pF filler [92]. Colorimetry images and the yellowing index (YI) with b* 
(attributes for yellow color) can be seen in Figure 3.41 (b). 0 h composition samples were used 
as a reference for yellowing evaluation during UV weathering; hence, the absolute values of b* 
are shown for these samples. pF introduction makes samples slightly more yellow, while the 
L* parameter (lightness / brightness) shows that pF makes the samples darker: 60.63, 56.90, 
and 51.68 for 0%, pF0.1%, and pF0.5% 0 h samples, respectively (visually, samples with pF 
are more matte). Samples during UV weathering are described with YI concerning the sample’s 
value before weathering. 0%, pF0.1%, and pF0.5% samples get more yellow between 250 h 
and 1000 h by 27.39 %, 12.17 %, and 44.95 %, respectively. Also observed is that pF delays 
yellowing. 0% showed the most incredible jump between 250 and 500 h, while for 0.1%, there 
is almost no difference between 250 and 500 h, and a shift can be observed at 750 h. In turn, 
the pF0.5% sample shows a steady climb in yellowing throughout the weathering, which could 
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relate to higher light scattering values. These YI changes show that pF can moderate or reduce 
the yellowing during the material’s lifetime, also reported by Zhang et al. [307].  

After flexural testing, additional visual investigations were performed with optical 
microscopy imaging at 200× magnification of the sample top and side surfaces. The obtained 
top and side images of the weathered samples can be seen in Figure 3.42. Optical microscopy 
confirms the conclusion of the visual examination analysis. The top surface of the 0% sample 
cracked during the weathering in the UV chamber, while pF0.1% and pF0.5% showed no cracks 
(cracking observed before flexural testing). There are no cracks for 0% sample top surfaces 
with 0 h exposure to UV weathering, but cracks are visible for samples after UV weathering. It 
is visible that flexural testing has introduced large cracks through the sample volume. The 
failure provides information about layer adhesion and crack propagation, which can be further 
analyzed [308]. 

 
Figure 3.42. Optical microscopy images at magnification 200× of the prepared composition 
sample top and side surfaces during UV weathering after flexural testing are depicted in the 

middle of the image. 

Figure 3.42 optical microscopy images of top and side surfaces show excellent printing 
accuracy; perfect pixel structure can be observed for all three prepared composition samples. 
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Surface appearance changes when pF is introduced, as pF particles can be left on the surface 
and partly outside the cured resin layer during post-processing washing. Proceeding with side 
surface analysis in Figure 3.42, 0% and pF0.1% samples show no cracks at 0 h exposure, while 
a pF0.5% sample shows a crack. Crack propagation for the 0 h pF0.5% sample and the rest of 
the samples during UV weathering happens crossing the printed layers. For better observation, 
red dotted lines in Figure 3.42 are provided where crack paths crossing the layers could be in 
question. The observed crack propagation paths testify excellent layer adhesion during the 
printing [308], which is not affected by UV weathering at all. Also, crack path sharp edges and 
direction changes can be observed with increased pF content, testifying to the reinforcement 
effect of the introduced pF causing crack deflection [131,263,264].  

Weathering penetration depth was examined with methods that indicate volumetric changes, 
i.e., weight, sol-fraction, and density, as summarized in Figure 3.43. All samples show weight 
increases (Figure 3.43 (a)), which can be attributed to the absorbed water that fills the space 
between polymer molecules [309]. In addition, increasing hydrophilic pF content leads to a 
higher weight increase. Sol-fraction decreased (Figure 3.43 (b)) due to the additional UV-light 
exposure during weathering, acting as additional post-curing (sample preparation and post-
processing included post-curing) that would reduce sol-fraction. Previous studies have 
demonstrated hydrogen bonding between the introduced pF and the polymer matrix, which is 
relevant to the absorbed water [93]. It could be expected that absorbed water removal would be 
difficult via simple Soxhlet extraction. Still, the low content of the introduced pF correlated 
with an increase in sample weight and density. It should be noted that the densities of the water 
and samples are close (1.00 and ≈ 1.12 g/cm3 [93]) and relatively low, thus limiting the 
measurable effect. 

 

Figure 3.43. The prepared composition samples' weight changes (a), sol-fraction, and 
densities (b) during the UV weathering. 

3.5.1.2. Chemical degradation processes 

FTIR measurements were performed to characterize the chemical modifications imposed by 
UV weathering (Figure 3.44). A schematic representation of a crosslinked polymer network is 
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shown in Figure 3.44 (a), where potential photodegradation locations are marked (circled ester 
bonds), and blue bonds show the crosslinks between monomers. When UV-light, heat, and 
oxygen are exposed, ester bonds can undergo photo-cleavage [310,311]. The reaction is 
represented in Figure 3.44 (b) and Figure 3.44 (c) [312]. Figure 3.44 (b) shows the ester bond 
cleavage in the middle of the chain network, while Figure 3.44 (c) shows the ester bond at a 
terminal, located close to the chain network end (terminal group). 

 
Figure 3.44. Crosslinked polymer matrix with dash circles marking possible degradation spots 
and blue bonds where monomers are crosslinked (a), photocleavage mechanisms and products 
at the crosslinked network (b), and close to terminal group (c), 0% sample FTIR spectra (d), 

and peak intensity ratios (e) during UV weathering. 
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FTIR spectra reveal a trend of increasing C=C bonds, marked red in Figure 3.44 (d). 
Simultaneously, the generated C=C bonds can be used in new crosslinks to form oligomers or 
to add chain length to the existing network. C=C bonds can occur because of crosslinking 
conversion limitations in the resin photopolymerization process [93]. The peak intensity ratio 
graph was created in Figure 3.44 (e) for better visualization of characteristic peak changes. As 
a reference peak, the 2925 cm-1 peak attributed to the CH2 and CH3 was chosen, and other 
appropriate intensities (attributed accordingly to C=C, OH, O=C-O, or TPO, as shown in Figure 
3.44 (d)) were used to divide its intensity. The peak at 697 cm-1 was attributed to TPO using 
spectra from the uncured 0% resin spectra with and without TPO shown in Supplementary 20. 
Figure 3.44 (e), with the peak intensity ratios, shows that TPO content during UV weathering 
decreases while C=C increases, confirming the reported photo-cleavage [310]. Similar 
observations can be seen for the OH peak at 3500 cm-1. The pF0.1% and pF0.5% 
photodegradation spectra, compared to 0%, show the same trends but are less pronounced 
(Supplementary 21). This indicates a lesser weathering impact on the samples, confirming the 
beneficial aspect of introducing pF. Although examples presented in Figure 3.44 (b) and (c) 
show photo-oxidation, it should be noted that similar photodegradation without O2 present 
occurs in the bulk of the polymer as a chain cleavage [165]. The yellowing seen in the surface 
morphology analysis in Figure 3.41 (a) is attributed to the photooxidative degradation due to 
the formation of carboxy groups [313,314].  

In parallel to photo-cleavage of the ester bonds during UV weathering (with H2O and heat 
present), other degradation processes could also occur, like possible hydrolysis releasing 
glycerol and fatty acid chains [164]. Thermal oxidation, while with low likelihood due to 
relatively low temperatures (50 °C), could also occur at reactive sites δ+ (CH2 between O and 
CH-OH) and form new carbonyl groups, further developing the yellowing [315]. This would 
explain the slight peak intensity ratio increase after 750 h of exposure for O=C-O groups in 
Figure 3.44 (e).  

High importance is assigned to mechanical property changes during UV weathering. While 
yellowing and surface cracking during weathering could be degradation limited to the sample 
surface, mechanical testing also shows bulk property changes [316]. Therefore, mechanical and 
thermomechanical performance changes were measured depending on weathering. DMA 
curves of samples before and after 250 and 1000 h weathering are shown in Figure 3.45. 
Significant structural changes are indicated by loss modulus curves depicting about a 20 °C 
increase in the glass transition temperature (the glass transition is taken from the peak of loss 
modulus [317,318]). For 0 h samples, the glass transitions temperature ranges from 6 to 7 °C, 
250 h from 18 to 22 °C, and 1000 h from 23 to 26 °C. This indicates that initial UV exposure 
works as an additional post-curing of the acrylate matrix, while further UV exposure has a 
relatively limited effect. The follow-up increase in the glass transition could be explained by 
the structural changes induced by photooxidative degradation, which results in breaking the 
polymer chains, forming free radicals, and new crosslinks [319]. 
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3.5.1.3. Thermomechanical properties 

 

Figure 3.45. DMA measurement results: loss moduli (a), tanδ (b), and storage moduli (c) 
during UV weathering at 0, 250, and 1000 h. 

Water's plasticizing and degrading properties lead to molecular relaxation at lower 
temperatures [320], which counteracts the UV-induced post-curing / crosslinking effects. By 
having a wider tanδ peak with a large shoulder at lower temperatures, it is clear that the 
degradation results in less uniform structures. The main peak of tanδ depicts the relaxation of 
the primary phase; the long trailing shoulder indicates the presence of lower molecular weight 
molecules and plasticizing effect of absorbed water [320,321]. Both loss modulus and tanδ peaks 
indicate that 1000 h samples are more crosslinked than 0 h and 250 h.  

The intense interaction between vegetable oil acrylate matrix and pF filler has been shown 
to occur via an intermolecular bonding [75]. Storage modulus curves indicate that pF filler has 
not been compromised by the presence of water or photodegradation. In all three cases for 0 h, 
250 h, and 1000 h above the glass transitions pF filled samples show significantly higher storage 
modulus values in the measured temperature range. The sustained increase in storage modulus 
values in the viscoelastic state indicates the presence of a reinforcement network that effectively 
supports the polymer matrix. The pF does not provide the reinforcement of composite in the 
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glassy state. The increase of storage modulus at room temperature is up to 4-fold, which 
coincides well with an observed increase in the tensile and flexural moduli (discussed below). 
At the same time, it is visible that storage modulus values for pF0.1% and pF0.5% are close, 
and more often, pF0.1% shows higher values. DMA measurements were performed in tensile 
mode, which should be considered when compared with the results from tensile and flexural 
tests discussed in the next section.  

3.5.1.4. Mechanical properties 

Figure 3.46 depicts tensile and flexural testing results after weathering. The initial properties 
at 0 h of composites favor the 0.1% in tensile properties, while both pF loadings scale well with 
flexural properties.  

The observed overall tendency for tensile strain is to decrease with increased exposure time. 
Tensile strain values shown in Figure 3.46 (a) reveal that ductility decreases after just 250 h for 
the 0% sample; however, pF0.1% and pF0.5% samples retain some of the ductility and see a 
more gradual decline before 1000 h weathering, where they reach similar values to that of 0%. 
The mechanical testing was performed at 20 °C, while DMA shows that during weathering, the 
glass transition significantly jumped from 6 up to 26 °C. This indicates that samples at 0 hare 
have higher segmental mobility and, thus, should have higher strain values. Surprisingly 
flexural strain in Figure 3.46 (a) shows somewhat different tendencies to those observed for the 
tensile strain before reaching 1000 h, where a notable drop occurs. Flexural strain increase 
seems to correlate with the absorbed water content, which relates to pF content, thus explaining 
the relatively large values observed for pF0.5%. 

Sol-fraction data in Figure 3.42 (b) already indicated that UV weathering leads to additional 
post-curing. This observation matches the mechanical testing results, where both tensile Figure 
3.46 (b) and flexural Figure 3.46 (c) moduli increase after weathering. The observed step of 
additional post-curing ensures higher double bond conversion rates, leading to higher 
crosslinking density and stiffer samples [313,314]. Table 3.11 shows all the modulus increase as 
folds compared to the neat 0 h sample. For the tensile moduli, the increase is higher than for 
flexural moduli, and the final values after weathering are within a margin of error for all 
compositions. In the case of flexural moduli, the values started to scale with pF loading from 
250 h.  

Figure 3.46 (d) with tensile and flexural stress values shows that for the 0% sample, tensile 
stress increases after 250 h of weathering and stays constant within the error bar range 
throughout the weathering. The stress bars for samples pF0.1% and pF0.5% increased to 750 
h, but a sharp drop in performance was observed at 1000 h. This could be attributed to the 
competing processes of additional post-curing and degradation [157,162]. The degradation 
should not be limited to acrylate discussion and could significantly affect the nanocellulose  
[322]. This would explain the relatively constant values achieved by 0%. Multiple researchers 
have also reported that nanocellulose loses its beneficial reinforcing properties over time due 
to humidity and weakened interface [169,322]. It has been shown that UV-degradation affects 
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cellulose structure significantly [323]. The already discussed increase in the glass transition 
temperature would indicate that at 1000 h, the properties should depend more on the matrix 
rather than reinforcement. Still, it can be observed that flexural stress values scaled with pF 
content even after 1000 h of exposure, and only tensile stress values were somewhat leveled. 
This again testifies to significant differences between mechanical load types concerning 
composites' failure [324]. The weathering shows that the appropriate pF content for tensile 
properties is 0.1 wt%, and for flexural properties is 0.5 wt%. 

 

Figure 3.46. Tensile test results of the prepared composition samples during the UV 
weathering: tensile (left column) and flexural (right column) strain (a), tensile modulus (b), 

tensile (left column) and flexural (right column) stress (c), and flexural modulus (d). 
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Table 3.11.  

Increase in mechanical moduli of the prepared composition samples after UV weathering 

 0% pF0.1% pF0.5% 
Weathering 

time 
Tensile 
(x-fold) 

Flexural 
(x-fold) 

Tensile 
(x-fold) 

Flexural 
(x-fold) 

Tensile 
(x-fold) 

Flexural 
(x-fold) 

250 h 2.5 0.91 1.22 0.88 3.47 1.78 
500 h 4.6 1.36 2.65 1.38 5.70 3.51 
750 h 3.75 0.90 2.48 1.10 4.96 2.47 

1000 h 4.65 1.86 2.81 1.92 5.58 3.92 
  

3.5.1.5. Summary 

A bio-based acrylic resin for vat photopolymerization was prepared using acrylated 
epoxidized soybean oil and filter paper nanofibrillated cellulose (pF). The QUV accelerated 
weathering impact on 3D-printed rectangular-shape samples was examined to understand 
complex relationships between surface and bulk degradation processes. Morphology 
investigations showed that pF introduction delays the yellowing and prevents surface cracking 
of the samples. Chemical analysis with FTIR measurements proved simultaneous chain scission 
and other crosslinking processes during QUV weathering. The samples with pF reinforcement 
showed less pronounced chemical degradation than the reference sample. DMA measurements 
showed an increase in glass transition temperature of up to 20 °C after the weathering. Storage 
modulus revealed pF reinforcement preservation even after 1000 h of weathering. Introduced 
pF ensured ductility and retention of the flexural and tensile properties. Two pF loadings 
(pF0.1% and pF0.5%) were chosen to evaluate the effect on materials' performance during 
weathering. The 0.1 wt% loading showed optimal performance for tensile properties, while a 
higher loading of 0.5 wt% benefitted flexural properties. The introduction of pF also came with 
drawbacks. Increased water uptake correlated with introduced pF loading, showing a 5-fold 
increase for a pF0.5% loaded sample (water contributed to less than 5 wt% of the total sample 
weight) compared to 0% sample. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the Doctoral Thesis research, 43 different UV-curable resin formulations were prepared 
with filler loading (0.1–30 wt%). Six different types of lignocellulose components (2 
nanocrystalline cellulose, 2 nanofibrillated cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin with variating 
biomass source, particle size, geometry, and surface functionalization) were successfully 
introduced into the vegetable oil-based resin formulation. Resin formulations were tested by 
coating/film photocuring processing and UV-light-assisted 3D printing fabrication. Single and 
hybrid filler approaches were evaluated. Acrylation and isocyanate (nanocellulose surface 
functionalization) were evaluated to improve matrix-filler interface interaction.  

1. The addition of reactive diluents 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate and trimethylolpropane 
triacrylate into the soybean oil acrylate resin (AESO) resulted in increased double bond 
conversion rate (DBC%) by 10 %, increased thermal stability by 30 °C and storage 
modulus 4-fold at room temperature. Reactive diluents decreased viscosity, allowing 
the bio-based resin formulation to be validated for UV-assisted 3D printing showing 
excellent printing accuracy. 

2. Performance properties improved further by introducing 5–30 wt% nanocrystalline 
cellulose, nanofibrillated cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin as single and hybrid 
fillers. Hemicellulose increased glass transition temperature by 22 °C, and 
nanocrystalline cellulose most increased the storage modulus. Lignin reduced the 
DBC% down to 20 % and reduced surface hydrophilicity. Hybrid lignocellulose filler 
compositions, in turn, increased DBC%, reaching 80 % (resin with no fillers 82 %). 
Adjusting the hybrid filler composition allowed precise control of the sample surface 
morphology. Hybrid composition (C1F3H1, C3F1H1, and C2F3H1) showed higher 
storage modulus values than any of the 10 wt% single filler compositions. Adjusting the 
hybrid filler composition allowed precise control of the sample performance properties, 
surface morphology, etc.  

3. Significant improvements in the overall mechanical performance of the 3D printed 
composite samples were observed with the introduction of ultra-low loading (down to 
0.1 wt%) of nanofibrillated cellulose. The 0.1 wt% composite showed 1.6-fold, 2.4-fold, 
and 1.7-fold increases in tensile modulus, strength, and break strain, respectively. A 34 
°C increase in glass transition indicated nanocellulose interaction with the polymer 
matrix. Additional FTIR analysis showed hydrogen bonding in the cured composite 
samples.  

4. Nanocellulose surface functionalization improved filler-matrix compatibility – 
increased crosslinking density and interfacial adhesion. Functionalization resulted in a 
1.77-fold and 2-fold reinforcement efficiency factor r increase in comparison to 
unfunctionalized nanofibrillated cellulose and nanocrystalline cellulose, respectively.  

5. The introduction of nanofibrillated cellulose protected the 3D printed samples from 
cracking during the accelerated weathering. Nanocellulose reinforcement provided 
ductility and retention of the flexural and tensile properties after weathering.  
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5. SUPPLEMENTARY 

Supplementary 1. 
FTIR spectra of HDDA and TMPTA reactive diluents before and after curing at different 

UV-irradiation times. 
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Supplementary 2. 
FTIR spectra of resins and cured compositions of VO and 5 wt% compositions (a). FTIR 

spectra of cured 0 wt%, and 20 and 30 wt% C and F nanocomposites (b). The curing time was 
10 s. 
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Supplementary 3. 
FTIR spectra cured VO composition CNC, CNF, L fillers and HC diluent. 
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Supplementary 4. 
The characteristic absorption peaks attributed to the polymer matrix and lignocellulose component structural groups 

Absorption 
peak, cm-1 

Functional group Ref. 

 
Absorption 
peaks of F 

Absorption 
peaks of C 

Absorption peaks of H Absorption peaks of LN  

826   
Represents aromatic C-H out of plane 

deformation 
[325] 

897 
C-O-C asymmetric stretching 

at β-glycosidic linkages of 
amorphous cellulose 

C-H deformation in cellulose - [216,223,326] 

996  
972 cm-1 rocking and symmetric 
bending vibration modes of CH3 

groups 
C−OH stretching of C6 [327,328] 

1030 
Characteristic C-O stretching 
of the pyranose ring skeletal 

vibration 

1035 cm-1 -C-O, C=C and C-C-O 
vibrational stretching 

1033 cm-1 C-O-C, C-O by ring vibrations 
of carbohydrates 

[328-330] 1055 - - 

1107 
1111 cm-1 asymmetric in phase ring 

vibrations 
1110 cm-1 C-O-C, C-O by ring vibrations 

of carbohydrates 

1160 
C-O-C asymmetrical 

stretching at β-glycosidic 
linkage 

C-O-C vibrations 
 

- [216,326] 

1209 - 1213 cm-1 C-O stretching C-O in G ring [329,331] 
1246 - C-O stretch in hemicellulose) - [326] 
1268 - - Guaiacyl ring breathing [332] 
1316 -CH2- wagging at C6 -CH2- wagging at C6 1328 cm-1 [216] 
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1328   
Syringyl ring breathing with CO 

stretching 
[328,331] 

1348  C−H2 bending -OH [328,331] 

1381  
Rocking and symmetric bending 
vibration modes of CH3 groups 

Phenolic OH and aliphatic C–H in methyl 
groups 

[223,327,332] 

1430 -CH2- symmetric bending - 
1423 cm-1 in plane bending in C-H group 

(C=CH2) 
[218] 

1455  
1461 cm-1 C-H deformation 

(methyl and methylene) 
C-H deformation asymmetric in -CH3 and 

-CH2- 
[329,332] 

1513   Aromatic skeletal vibrations, G>S [223,332] 

1595   
Aromatic skeletal vibrations plus C=O 

stretch 
[223,332,333] 

1636 
Water adsorbed into the 

cellulose fibrils 
Absorbed water 

1630 cm-1 stretching of the C=C and C=O 
lignin aromatic ring 

[326,334] 

1701   
C=O stretch in unconjugated ketones 

carbonyls and in ester groups 
[325,331,333] 

2888 -CH2- stretching -CH2- stretching 2847/2914 cm-1 -CH2-, -CH3, C-H stretch [218,333] 
3338 O-H stretching 3372 cm-1 O-H stretching 3311 cm-1 -OH stretching [216,217,335] 

 Absorption peaks of AESO 
810 C=C out of plane deformation [199,215] 
985 CH2=CH-R asymmetric band [170] 

1055 C-H asymmetric stretching [20] 
1160 C-O-C [336] 
1185 C-O-C stretching vibrations  [336,337] 

1268, 1294 O=C-O [20] 
1409 CH2=CH scissoring band for terminal alkene [206,215] 
1460 CH scissoring band in -CH2- [336] 
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1629 CH2=CH [215] 
1716 C=O stretching of carbonyl groups of acrylates [215,337,338] 
1727 C=O stretching of carbonyl groups of the triglyceride [215] 

2850, 2920 -CH2-, -CH3 groups C-H stretching (saturated fatty acid backbone stretching band) [199,339] 
3499 -OH stretching [199,206] 
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Supplementary 5. 
Double bond conversion rate % (DBC%) for 5, 20, and 30 wt% compositions. 
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Supplementary 6. 
FTIR spectra of C=O group for VO resin (black dashed line) and cured compositions (black 
solid line), 5 wt% compositions (dashed lines – theoretical spectra obtained with Lambert-

Beer’s equation and solid lines – experimental spectra), and lignocellulose components 
(dotted lines) (a) and FTIR spectra of uncured (dashed lines) and cured (solid lines) VOC30 

and VOF30 compositions. 
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Supplementary 7. 
Thermal stability of the VO and 5 wt% compositions (a) and thermal stability of C and F 

loaded nanocomposites: TG weight loss (b), (d), and DTG derivative (c), (e). 
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Supplementary 8. 
Storage modulus (a), loss modulus (b), and loss factor tanδ (c) of the VO and 5 wt% 

compositions and VOC20, VOF20, VOC30, and VOF30 compositions storage modulus (d), 
loss modulus (e), and loss factor tanδ (f). 
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Supplementary 9. 
Water contact angle for C2F3H1 (a), C1F1H1 (b), and C2F1H3 (c) sample surfaces. 
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Supplementary 10. 
A summary of the VO matrix and single filler composites properties 

Sample Tmax, (°C) Char yield, (wt%) Tg1, (°C)* Tg2, (°C)* 
VO 420 3 9 52 
C 174 27 - - 
F 312 28 - - 
H 273 28 - - 

LN 328 42 - - 
VOC5 418 4 32 46 

VOC10  418 5 9 51 
VOF5 418 4 35 69 

VOF10 418 5 41 - 
VOH5 408 8 - 57 

VOH10 404 9 23 74 
VOL5 414 3 37 - 

VOL10 402 9 33 - 

*Tg1 and Tg2 are obtained from tanδ peaks after deconvolution 
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Supplementary 11. 
Thermal stability of C2F3H1 (a) and C2F1H3 (b) at different heating rates and C2F3H1 (c) 

and C2F1H3 (d) composition plots of Ln(d α/dt) versus 1/T from 5 % to 90 %. 
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Supplementary 12. 
The 3D surface graph for the FTIR spectra of the evolved gases produced by C2F3H1 (a) and 
C2F1H3 (b) composition, and C2F3H1 (c) and C2F1H3 (d) composition spectra at different 

temperatures. 
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Supplementary 13. 
UV-VIS spectra and images of the 3D printed samples; samples from left to right: VO, 

VO/NF, VO/NFA, VO/NC, and VO/NCI. 
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Supplementary 14. 
FTIR spectra of resins (dashed lines) and printed (solid lines) samples (a) and FTIR spectra of 

C=C (b) and C=O (c) bonds used for DBC% calculation of raw resins (dashed lines) and 
printed (solid lines) samples. 
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Supplementary 15. 
Thermal analysis.  

All samples demonstrated a two-step decomposition process (Supplementary 15). The first 
step concerns AESO degradation, while the second relates to the other monomers used [20]. The 
associated temperatures (defined by peaks in derivative weight curves) remained fixed at ~419 
± 2 °C for the first degradation step and ~458 ± 3 °C for the second step. The addition of pF 
did not affect the initial mass loss temperature (Supplementary 16) of the neat VO, whereas the 
addition of pFA increased the temperature by 7 °C. Covalent bonding between the pFA and the 
polymer matrix likely accounts for the slight improvement in thermal stability [340]. The 
increased char yield (Supplementary 16) of the VO/pFA can be explained in the same way. 
VO/pC and VO/pCI followed similar initial decomposition temperature tendencies and have 
slightly lower thermal stability. A decrease in the initial mass loss temperature in the pC-based 
composites is explained by the lower thermal stability of the pC vs. the pF and the larger initial 
mass losses observed in the former vs. the latter, as shown previously in Figure 3.36. 

TGA weight loss and thermal stability curves of 3D printed samples (in nitrogen). 
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Supplementary 16. 
Thermal degradation parameters of 3D printed samples 

Sample T5%, °C Char yield, wt% 
VO 333 3.0 

VO/F 334 3.2 
VO/FA 341 5.3 
VO/C 318 2.9 
VO/CI 317 3.4 
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Supplementary 17. 
The glass transition temperatures of 3D printed samples 

Sample 
Temperature (°C) 

Tg1 Tg2 Tg3 

VO - - 46 
VO/F 21 39 74 

VO/FA 26 44 71 
VO/C 21 - 57 
VO/CI 25 - 68 

Tg1, Tg2, and Tg3 are obtained from tanδ peaks after deconvolution in Figure 3.38 
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Supplementary 18. 
UV-Vis reflectance and transmittance spectra of the samples at 0 h (a), 250 h (b), 500 h (c), 

750 h (d), and 1000 h (e) UV weathering 
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Supplementary 19 
UV-Vis measurement data at 500 nm 

Time 
0% pF0.1% pF0.5% 

T, % R, % S, % T, % R, % S, % T, % R, % S, % 
0 h 78.0 6.3 15.7 76.0 7.5 16.5 60.5 10.0 29.5 

250 h 62.0 5.7 32.3 56.0 5.0 39.0 45.5 8.7 45.8 
500 h 60.6 5.3 34.1 49.8 4.8 45.4 38.6 7.5 53.9 
750 h 48.3 5.7 46.0 50.0 5.7 42.3 36.8 7.0 56.2 

1000 h 49.0 5.5 45.5 47.8 5.0 47.2 37.0 8.2 54.8 
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Supplementary 20. 
FTIR spectra of 0% sample resin and TPO photoinitiator. 
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Supplementary 21. 
Photodegradation chemical changes evaluation: pF0.1% sample FTIR spectra (a), and peak 

intensity ratios (b) and pF0.5% sample FTIR spectra (c), and peak intensity ratios (d) during 
UV weathering. 
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